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including a program w ritten by Dr. A.E. Stuchbery to fit perturbed angular cor­
relation data. The interpretation of the results was made by Dr. A.E. Stuchbery 
and myself. The F-spin mixing calculations I performed were based on the work 
of Dr. S. Kuyucak and Dr. A.E. Stuchbery.
The m aterial presented in this thesis is being prepared for publication. Parts 
of the work have been accepted for publication as
• Measured Static Hyperfine Magnetic Fields Following Implantation o f Pt 
into Fe Interpreted as Evidence fo r Pre-Equilibrium Effects.
S.S. Anderssen and A.E. Stuchbery, Hyperfine Interactions, in press.
No part of this thesis has been subm itted for a degree at any other university.
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A b stract
An implantation-decay technique has been developed to measure the magnetic 
moments of short-lived ( r  < Ins), excited states in unstable nuclei. In a series 
of experiments the gyromagnetic ratios of the 2^ “ states in 184>186>188Pt were mea­
sured relative to th a t for 192P t, giving 5r(2f ,184P t) =  0.28 ±  0.03, p (2 j',186P t) =  
0.27 ±  0.03 and p(2}',188P t) =  0.29 ±  0.04. In separate experiments, the 2f -  
state ^-factor in 190P t was measured using the transient-field technique to be 
5r(2f ,190P t) =  0.285 ±  0.013, and the lifetime of the 2 f state in 188P t was mea­
sured as r (2 * ,190P t) =  91 ±  7 ps using the Doppler-shift recoil-distance method.
The measured 2+-state ^-factors for I84.i861i88,i90,i92,i941i96,i98pt are constant
within experim ental uncertainties, in clear disagreement with the predictions 
of the proton-neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2) assuming F-spin sym­
metry, and the ‘pairing-plus-quadrupole interaction’ calculations of Kumar and 
Baranger. The ^-factor systematics are discussed prim arily in term s of the IBM-2, 
with attention given to: empirical boson ^-factor values; effective boson numbers; 
the g-boson degree of freedom; and F-spin sym m etry breaking.
The <7(2*) for 184.186-188p t are consistent with previously proposed shape- 
coexistence models for these nuclei. In the IBM analysis, the key feature is tha t 
the deformed intruder configuration has a larger effective proton boson number 
than the ‘norm al’, less-deformed configuration. A consistent IBM-2 description 
of the magnetic dipole properties for 19°.192.194.19€.198p t has been found by using 
appropriate F-spin mixing mechanisms.
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C hapter 1 
In troduction
Research into magnetic moments has played an im portant role in nuclear physics. 
The Schmidt lines for single-particle states and the collective estim ate g =  Z /A  
are two well-known results of early studies. More recently, and continuing to 
the present day, the magnetic moments of nuclei near closed shells have provided 
a direct probe of the purity of configurations for individual states. Studies of 
moment systematics in regions of deformed collective nuclei have given valuable 
insights into the relative angular momentum carried by protons and neutrons.
The usefulness of moment information is derived, at least partially, from its 
dependence on the structure of a single nuclear state, as compared with transi­
tion data, for example, which depend on the properties of both the initial and 
final levels of the transition. However, the relative complexity of m om ent m ea­
surements has seen magnetic dipole (M l), and also electric quadrupole (F72), 
moments studied less in nuclear spectroscopy than the more familiar level ener­
gies and electromagnetic transition rates (or state lifetimes). This is particularly 
true for short-lived ( r  < Ins) excited states in unstable nuclei. For nuclei in the 
mass region 100 < A  < 200 there have been approximately 200 nuclear magnetic 
moments (or <7-factors) measured and only about 10 of these have been in unsta­
ble nuclei. Typical are the even-even platinum  (78P t) nuclei, where the ^-factors 
of low-lying nuclear levels have been measured in only the four stable isotopes,
192,194,196,198p^
1
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1.1 O verview
This thesis describes the development of an im plantation-decay technique for 
measuring the magnetic moments of short-lived excited states in unstable nuclei, 
and its im plem entation for the neutron-deficient P t isotopes — 184>186.188>190p t. 
The results of these experiments have provided a series of measured 2*-state g- 
factors which covers nearly half of the N  =  82-to-126 neutron shell, from N  = 106 
to N  =  120. These data highlight the striking contrast between experimental 
g{2\ ) values for the P t nuclei and the ^-factor estim ate of the interacting boson 
model (IBM-2) in the limit of F-spin purity. It will be shown, however, th a t the 
magnetic moments can be interpreted in terms of F-spin symmetry breaking and 
by examining the implications of shape coexistence.
Definitions of the magnetic moment and ^-factor, and the simple estim ate of 
g = ZIA  for collective nuclei are discussed in the rem ainder of this introductory 
chapter. In chapter 2 the interacting boson model (IBM) is reviewed. The princi­
ples of magnetic moment measurements and the relevant theoretical background 
are described in chapter 3. Alternative experimental techniques and their limi­
tations, with a view to making measurements on the neutron-deficient P t nuclei, 
are also reviewed. A description of the implantation-decay technique is given in 
chapter 4 with information on the experimental design, the equipment used and 
details of the individual experiments. This is followed by a description of the 
data analysis in chapter 5, and presentation of the results in chapter 6.
A m easurement of the 2* ^-factor for 190P t, using the transient-field technique, 
is reported in chapter 7. In chapter 8 a recoil-distance measurement of the 2*- 
state lifetime in 188P t is described. Chapter 9 contains a brief comparison of the 
experim ental #(2*) values with the results of a variety of theoretical studies, and 
then a thorough discussion and interpretation of them  within the IBM-2. This 
is split into two sections. The effects of shape coexistence on the 2* ^-factors of 
the lighter P t isotopes (A < 188) is elucidated through band-mixing calculations 
for these nuclei. For an interpretation of the ^-factors in the heavier nuclei (A  >  
190) several possible mechanisms are considered. It is shown th a t jF-spin mixing 
provides the most satisfactory description. A sum m ary of these findings and 
the conclusions are given in chapter 10 with suggestions for future study. In 
appendix A a study of the static hyperfine field following ion-im plantation is 
presented.
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1.2 N uclear M agnetic D ipole  M om ents
A magnetic dipole field is produced by a simple current loop. In classical terms, 
the circuit carries a current i due to a particle with charge e (and mass m) 
moving in a circle of radius r  at constant velocity v. The resulting magnetic 
moment, /x, can be w ritten in terms of the angular m om entum  of the particle, 
I = m v r ,  as
\fi\ = i A  =
e v r
7r r  = ( l . i )
27t r /v  2 2 m
In quantum  physics, the magnetic moment is defined in term s of the m aximum 
expectation value of / ,  i.e. m/ =  + / ,  and the analog of eq. 1.1 is
e k
"  = 2^ '  •
( 1 .2 )
For nucleons the nuclear magneton is defined as = e Ä / 2 m p , with the proton 
mass, m p , in place of m. Equation 1.2 may then be w ritten with the gyromagnetic 
ratio or ^-factor for the orbital angular momentum, g i , as
H = gi lpN , (1-3)
where for protons g\^  =  1, and for neutrons, which have no electric charge, 
=  0.
The intrinsic spin, s, of an individual nucleon also generates a dipole moment. 
This may be w ritten in the form of eq. 1.3,
P =  g. s u n  , (1.4)
with the spin ^-factors for protons and neutrons; g ^  ~  5.586 and g[u  ^ ~  —3.826. 
Nuclear magnetism then arises from two sources: the orbital motion of protons, 
as they each carry one unit of positive charge, and the intrinsic dipole moments 
of both protons and neutrons.
The magnetic dipole operator is usually expressed in term s of the orbital and 
intrinsic spin angular m om entum  of each nucleon, and summed over the 
A  particles of the nucleus, e.g. ref. [Ca90a]
T ( M l )  =  / «  +  s «  S(<)) , (1.5)
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where the orbital and spin ^-factors, g ^  and are as given above. The ex­
pectation value of the Ml  operator is dependent on M,  the projection of the 
angular m om entum  I  on the quantization axis, and, therefore, the orientation 
of the nucleus. However, by using the reduced m atrix  element ( /  || T (M 1) || / ) ,  
which is common to all 21 +  1 substates of a state  with spin I,  the magnetic 
dipole moment for the state may be defined independently of nuclear orientation.
Infact, the magnetic moment /x is defined as the expectation value of the z- 
component of the operator of eq. 1.5 when the nuclear spin is aligned with the 
quantization axis, i.e. M = I, e.g. refs. [St64, A175]:
fj, = ( I M  = I \ T ( M 1 ) \ I M  = I )
-  ^ i x «  + i)( , "r(M1)",> ■ (1”
In general, the nuclear dipole moment, which is measured in units of nuclear 
magnetons /x#, is related to the nuclear spin by
\i =  gI f i N , (1.7)
where g is the gyromagnetic ratio or ^-factor for the state. It is this gyromagnetic 
ratio tha t is measured directly in perturbed-angular-correlation/distribution ex­
periments.
1.2.1 The <7-factor estim ate for collective even-even nuclei
The simple, classical treatm ent of an even-even nucleus in the hydrodynamic 
model, as a rotating charged spheroid consisting of proton and neutron ‘fluids’, 
provides an estim ate of the ^-factor for a collective nuclear state.
It is assumed th a t all of the nucleons are paired (the spins are said to be 
‘satu rated ’) so th a t the to tal angular m om entum  is due only to the the orbital 
motion of the nucleons and the magnetic effects arise solely from the motion of 
the charged protons. The ^-factor is then given by
Lp + L n '9 =
( 1.8)
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where Lp(n) is the orbital angular momentum of the proton (neutron) fluids. From 
the initial assumption of a rotating spheroid
.  =  J,
9 JP + J n '
where Jp{n) is the moment of inertia of the protons (neutrons), and
g =  Z/A  . (1.10)
Although this provides an approximate value for many nuclear ^-factors, it 
generally overestimates experimental results. This may be a ttribu ted  mainly to 
the fact th a t the pairing force for protons is generally stronger than for neutrons, 
which results in a relatively smaller moment of inertia for protons, and hence 
g < Z/A  [Ni61, Gr66a, Pr68]. Analogous expressions to eqs. 1.8, 1.9 and 1.10 for 
^-factors in the interacting boson model will be introduced in the next chapter.
C hapter 2
T he In teracting  B oson  M odel
2.1 G eneral Features — IBM -1
The interacting boson model (IBM) [Ar87] is an algebraic collective description 
of nuclear structure. It uses a system of interacting bosons, where each boson is a 
correlated pair of like nucleons coupled to angular m om entum  and parity 0+ or 2+ . 
The assumption is made, similar to microscopic shell-model theories, th a t nuclear 
behaviour is dom inated by the finite number of active (or valence) nucleon pairs 
outside closed shells. The IBM ham iltonian has limiting symmetries tha t can be 
identified with different types of collective nuclei. A feature of this approach is 
th a t these symmetries can be evaluated through their respective group structures, 
which provide a simple algebraic formalism. Regardless of its simplicity the IBM 
has been very successful in describing the low-excitation level energies and E 2 
transition rates in collective nuclei of medium-to-heavy mass.
In the original version of the interacting boson model (IBM-1), which does not 
distinguish between protons and neutrons, the three limiting symmetries corre­
spond closely to the geometrical descriptions of anharmonic vibrational nuclei, de­
formed (axially-symmetric) rotational nuclei and 7-unstable nuclei. Transitional 
nuclei may be treated  as interm ediate cases between these and the hamiltonian 
solved numerically. For example, following the observation [Ci78] th a t aspects of 
the spectroscopy of 196P t are very similar to the 7-soft 0 (6 ) lim it of the IBM-1, 
the Os-Pt region has been interpreted in term s of a progression from this point 
towards the SU(3) lim it tha t corresponds to a deformed-rotor.
According to the IBM-1, the low-energy collective properties of an even-even 
nucleus may be described in terms of six boson-creation and boson-annihilation
6
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operators, comprising a scalar or s -boson with angular momentum / =  0
and a quadrupole l = 2 d-boson with magnetic substates fi = 0, ± 1 ,± 2 . The 
ham iltonian may be w ritten in terms of the thirty-six generators of the special 
unitary group in six dimensions SU(6), where these operators are the tensor 
products of the boson operators Gw =  {b\ * br}, [Ca90a]
h  =  Y^*i Gw +  51 uw a Gv ;Gv ; • (2-1)
This ham iltonian contains nine parameters; two of them  in the one-body terms, 
which represent the single-boson energies, and seven in the two-body terms de­
scribing the boson-boson interactions. This number may be reduced, however, as 
not all of the term s are independent.
Active bosons are those outside the nearest closed shell, so tha t pairs of nu­
cleon holes are counted in a shell which is more than half full. Boson number is 
conserved (N = n , +  n j). This means tha t e is the energy difference between s- 
and d-bosons and there is a single one-body operator =  (d*.d), which is the 
num ber of d-bosons. A general ham iltonian may then be w ritten in a multipole 
form as
H = end + ao(P'.P) + a^ lS .L)  +  a,(Q*.Q) +  a3( T l T 3) + a<(T4t .T4) , (2.2)
where the two-body term s include operators for pairing, P , orbital angular mo­
m entum , L, and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions, Q. For example,
L = \/I(j[<ft x d]*1’ , (2.3) 
where the square brackets denote vector coupling, i.e.
A*lM2
The M l and E 2 operators are also w ritten in term s of boson operators. The 
lowest-order M l operator may be w ritten in term s of the angular momentum 
operator as
T( Ml )  = ß[d> x d ) M  = ^ g BL , (2.4)
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where gß is a param eter called the effective boson ^-factor. Because the M l 
operator is proportional to L , the magnetic moments are all equal and M l tran ­
sitions are forbidden. To obtain ^-factor variations and non-zero M l transition 
rates it is necessary to either include two-body term s in the M l operator or, as 
is now more commonly done, to extend the model to distinguish between proton 
and neutron bosons [Ca90a].
2.2 T he P roton -n eu tron  M odel — IB M -2
It is well established tha t the strong, attractive quadrupole interaction between 
protons and neutrons is very im portant for describing low-energy collective nu­
clear behaviour. The success of the IBM-1 shows tha t it does include this. How­
ever, to express it explicitly in the IBM and, thereby, make a connection with 
microscopic theories it is necessary to distinguish between proton- and neutron- 
bosons and to consider an interaction between them  which is different from that 
between like-bosons. The proton-neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2) is an 
extension of the IBM-1 which treats the proton and neutron degrees of freedom 
separately.
The group structure of the IBM-2 is formed by the product SU(6) ® SU(6). 
Although there are limiting symmetries for this model, as in the IBM-1, most 
realistic cases require numerical solution. The ham iltonian may be w ritten as a 
sum
H = H , + Hv +  V„ , (2.5)
where Hw and Hv have the general structure of eq. 2.2 and VKV is the interac­
tion between proton- and neutron-bosons. W ith separate conservation of the 
proton and neutron boson numbers the ham iltonian has th irty  param eters. In 
practical calculations, however, many of these param eters are set to zero. Simple 
microscopic considerations can suggest the im portant terms.
A common form for the ham iltonian is [Bi80]
H  =  e„nd,, + eund,„ + kQ^.Q ™  + k,Q ^ .Q ^  +  /c„Q<2).Q<2> +  V„  +  V„ +  .
( 2.6)
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The +  e„nd,u term  describes the single-boson energies and accounts for the
strong pairing force between like particles. The quadrupole-quadrupole interac­
tion between different particles is expressed by the term  Q ^ . Q ^  with strength 
/c, where the quadrupole operator is
Q{P2) = l ^ i p + 3 * x  dp\(2) +  Xp[Jp x d>](2) (p = v) (2-7)
and are param eters. Quadruple-quadrupole interactions between like-
bosons, Q ^ . Q ^  (p = t t , z/ )  with strengths and /c„, may also be included.
To ensure th a t the low-lying spectrum  is dom inated by symmetric states in 
which the protons and neutrons move in phase, as in the IBM-1, non-symmetric 
states are pushed up in energy by including the M ajorana term ,
Mw = ( 2[ 4 x 4 - 4 x 4 ] (2)- [^x ^ r - 5irx4](2)+ 6 [ 4 X4 ] (A)- K x ^ ] (A) .
A = l,3
( 2 .8)
Additional term s describing the residual interactions between like-bosons, Vwir 
and V ^, may play a substantial role in certain circumstances, for example, near 
closed shells where the active particles are prim arily of one type. These terms 
are included here for completeness and may be w ritten in the form
vpf, = \  £  X  «**](»).Id, x * , * ) .  (2.9)
Z A=0,2,4
2.2.1 Param eter values
The param eterization of the IBM-2 ham iltonian may vary significantly depending 
on the nuclear region being studied. For vibrational-like nuclei, at the ends of the 
shell where the to tal number of bosons is small, the pairing epn^p term s dominate 
and k is small. Near the middle of the shell the Q ^ - Q ^  term  dominates. Ro­
tational characteristics are observed when x* — Xu are both large and negative. 
The 7-unstable limit is approached for relatively large quadrupole-quadrupole 
interactions with — — Xu-
Simple microscopic considerations suggest the general dependence of the in­
teraction param eters on proton and neutron num ber [Bi80]: e*. and eu are roughly 
constant; k has a m aximum near the middle of the shell and uniformly decreases
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on either side; the quadrupole-quadrupole interactions between identical parti­
cles are small, K* ~  kv ~  0; x*(v) may be approximately constant for changing 
neutron (proton) number and increases with proton (neutron) number to change 
sign near the middle of the shell from negative values, where the valence shell 
is less than half full with particle-bosons, to positive for the upper half of the 
shell (hole-bosons). For most collective nuclei the structure is dominated by the 
pairing and quadrupole-quadrupole terms, so th a t the remaining param eters play 
a less im portant role. This is in reasonable agreement with the results of most 
phenomenological studies based on experimental data  for isotopic and isotonic 
nuclear series.
2 .2 .2  F -sp in
The symmetry in the proton and neutron degrees of freedom, introduced by their 
differentiation in the IBM-2, is described with the F-spin formalism. Similar 
to isospin in fermion systems, the F-spin of a boson has the value F  =  \  with 
projections of Fz =  +  ^ , — |  for proton- and neutron-bosons, respectively.
In a given nucleus with a fixed number of valence proton and neutron bosons, 
NT and Nv, we define Fz =  | ( N*• — Nv). Nuclear states are then characterized 
by different values of the F-spin quantum  number, which range from \FZ\ to 
Fmax =  \{Nw + Nv) in unit steps. States which are totally symmetric with respect 
to protons and neutrons correspond to those of the IBM-1 and have maximal F- 
spin F  =  Fmax. Non-symmetric states have lower F-spin sym m etry F  < FmaI.
F-spin is a good quantum  number when the IBM-2 ham iltonian is fully sym­
m etric in the proton-neutron degrees of freedom. This requires, for example, the 
same energy difference between the s- and d-bosons for protons and neutrons, 
e*. =  ev, and a proton-neutron (7r-i/) boson quadrupole-quadrupole interaction 
which is equal to th a t for like-bosons (tc-ir and u-u). The la tter is achieved using 
the strength param eters k, =  2/c*. =  2/c„ for the interactions and equivalent forms 
for the quadrupole operators, Q ^  (which include the param eters Xp)> by setting 
Xk — Xv' many cases, however, these three conditions are not all satisfied 
and there is some degree of proton-neutron asym m etry in the ham iltonian. In 
most applications it is assumed th a t e*. =  €„, but the structure of the proton and 
neutron quadrupole operators is different, x* ^  and the quadrupole inter­
action between like-bosons is commonly assumed to be much weaker than tha t
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between proton- and neutron-bosons, /c k* — /c„ ~  0. This will break the 
F-spin symmetry, creating some degree of F-spin mixing for the low-lying states.
The extent of the F-spin breaking is determined not only by the degree of 
proton-neutron asymmetry in the hamiltonian but also by the strength of the 
Majorana term. This operator separates states with different F-spin (see sect. 2.2) 
so that, for a positive Majorana coefficient £2 (see eq. 2.8), maximal F-spin states 
are at lower excitation energies than levels with F  < FmoI. This has the effect 
of pushing partially symmetric states to higher energies and, therefore, the low- 
lying states, especially the first-excited 2+ level in an even-even nucleus, are 
predominantly symmetric with only small admixtures of F  < Fmox.
2 .2 .3  E 2 , M l  op erators and ^-factors
In the IBM-2 the most general transition operator of angular momentum L has 
the form
T(L) = T^L) +  T„(L)
T,{L) =  x i ,  +  at xdp)W+j3Ll,(dJ, x * ,)(0) , (2.10)
where 6 1 ,2  and 6 lq are Kronecker deltas. The electric quadrupole (F 2) operator, 
used to calculate quadrupole moments and electric quadrupole transition rates, 
is given by eq. 2.10 with L =  2 and simplifies to
T(E2)  = e„QW + e„QW, (2.11)
where Q^  are the quadrupole operators of eq. 2.7 and e*, ev are the proton and 
neutron effective boson charges. These parameters may be determined empiri­
cally; e.g. the values e* =  0.18 eb and e„ =  0.13 eb have been determined for the 
Os and Pt isotopes from fits to B(E2] 2^—»Oj1") transition rates [Is86]. Although 
the Xp values in the F2 operator are not necessarily the same as those in the 
hamiltonian (eq. 2.6) they are usually made so, which is known as Consistent 
Q-Formalism (CQF).
The magnetic dipole properties are calculated using the first-order M l oper­
ator which, in its most general form, is given by [Sa84]
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T(M1) = (J^ - ){g*L„  + g„Lv) . (2.12)
The angular m om entum  operators Lp are defined above (eq. 2.3) and the proton- 
and neutron-boson p-factors, gx and gv given in units of nuclear magnetons /i/y, 
may be determ ined empirically using the magnetic moments of low-lying nuclear 
levels. The simple microscopic expectation of gw = 1 and gu = 0 for the boson 
^-factors arises from considering each boson as a pair of nucleons. For collective 
even-even nuclei the intrinsic spin contribution is very small and the boson g- 
factors are expected to be dominated by the orbital angular m om enta of the 
constituent fermions, g \^  — 1 and g\u  ^ =  0. This is consistent with microscopic 
calculations of the boson ^-factors [Sa84, Da94b] which have found g* ~  1 and
9 u  -  0 .
As low-lying states are largely F-spin symmetric and e* ~  e„, the electric 
quadrupole properties of these levels depend mainly on the to tal boson number 
N* +  N v ra ther than the individual proton- and neutron-boson numbers, and are, 
therefore, generally similar to those obtained with the IBM-1. This is not the case 
for magnetic properties, however, where the boson ^-factors are very different.
The gr-factor of a F-spin symmetric state is given by [Sa81]
9 =  (grflr  +&. M. )  • (2.13)
As this equation is valid for all F-spin symmetric hamiltonians and, in most 
nuclei, states at low excitation energies are largely F-spin symmetric (see above 
in sect. 2.2.2), it might provide a reasonable description of the nuclear ^-factors 
of low-lying states across a whole m ajor shell. W ith the values gw =  1 and gv =  0 
eq. 2.13 simplifies to
Q — -------------
3 Nx + Nu
For an isotopic series, this predicts the ^-factor decreases with increasing neutron 
num ber in the lower half of a m ajor shell, reaches a minim um  in the middle of the 
shell and then increases in the upper half. This is in m arked contrast to the small 
linear decrease for the result g = Z /A  (sect. 1.2.1), see fig. 2.1. Interestingly, 
however, if Z  and A  were considered as effective valence nucleon numbers then 
the results would be equivalent.
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of the experimental <7(2+) values for the Gd through Pt iso­
topes, compiled from refs. [Le78, Ra89, Be87a, Ba90, A188, St91b, Zi73, Pe68, A184, 
St91a, Wa70, St92] and sect. 7.3.2, with g = Z/A  (dotted line) and calculations using 
eq. 2.13 with g% =  1, g„ = 0 (solid) and gT = 0.65, g„ = 0.05 (dashed, see text).
Equation 2.13 has been used extensively for interpreting the ^-factors of low- 
lying levels in even-even medium-to-heavy mass nuclei, e.g. refs. [Sa84, Is86, 
Wo85, Wo87a, St91a]. In fig. 2.1 the measured 2^-state ^-factors of even-even 
rare-earth and heavy transitional nuclei are compared with two calculations using 
eq. 2.13: (i) with the microscopic estim ates for the boson ^-factors; and (ii) with 
the values g =  0.65 and gv =  0.05, which are similar to those obtained in
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ref. [Wo85] from an analysis using eq. 2.13 and varying gw and gv. On the whole, 
the dependence with neutron number for these calculations agrees with the trends 
observed in the data across the N  =  82-to-126 shell, showing tha t eq. 2.13 with 
gw <  1 and gu ~  0 provides a reasonable qualitative description of the g(2f ) 
systematics over this extensive mass region.
Of the nuclei shown the P t isotopes are an exception — the constancy of the 
measured values is in marked contrast to the theoretically-implied sharp increase. 
Clearly, extending the experimental data to the lighter isotopes would help clarify 
the extent of this discrepancy. It is of relevance here to note tha t the pairing-plus- 
quadrupole calculations of Kum ar and Baranger [Ku68] also predict the 2 f -state 
^-factors of the lighter P t isotopes to decrease towards the middle of the neutron 
shell. (This will be discussed further in sect. 9.1.1, below.)
C hapter 3
E xp erim en ta l Techniques
3.1 In troduction
3.1.1 The m agnetic hyperfine interaction
The magnetic dipole moment /x, or alternatively the ^-factor of a nuclear state, 
may be determ ined experimentally by measuring the interaction between the 
nuclear moment and an applied magnetic field.
A magnetic field, B, present at the nuclear site causes the splitting of the 
eigenstates of the nuclear spin I  into its 27 +  1 magnetic substates. The energy 
spacing between adjacent substates corresponds to the difference in the potential 
energy for different orientations of the magnetic moment with respect to the 
magnetic field and is given by
A E = Ji.B  =  — g fiN B  . (3-1)
In certain cases the nuclear ^-factor can be determined by measuring the energy 
splitting between magnetic substates A B , using the Mossbauer effect. The energy 
resolution of experim ental techniques restricts this m ethod to nuclear states with 
lifetimes > 1 ns.
Along with energy splitting of the magnetic substates, the application of a 
magnetic field produces a torque, f ,  given by
t  = JL x B  , (3-2)
which causes the nucleus to precess around the direction of the applied field, see 
fig. 3.1. As the torque is d l / d t , the nuclear precession can be shown to depend
15
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I , \ l
Figure 3.1: Diagram of the nuclear precession around the direction of the applied 
magnetic field for a short time At.
directly on the gyromagnetic ratio (or ^-factor), g, rather than the magnetic 
moment, /x, of the nuclear state. The frequency of the precession, called the 
Larmor frequency ljl , is
g.N
" l = Ji =9T b ■ (33)
With knowledge of the magnetic field strength the ^-factor of a level may be 
inferred from a measured precession frequency.
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3 .1 .2  M easu rin g  m agn etic  m om en ts
For an excited state, the nuclear precession can be measured as a perturbation of 
the angular distribution of 7-radiation de-exciting the level. Clearly, this requires 
some anisotropy in the (unperturbed) radiation pattern  depopulating the state of 
interest. As a randomly oriented collection of nuclei emits radiation isotropically, 
it is necessary to produce an ensemble of nuclei with a weighted population of 
the magnetic substates, i.e. with spins tha t prefer to lie in a particular direction.
Alignment of the nuclear spin can, in general, be achieved in two ways: 
through the mechanisms involved in the nuclear reaction used to populate the 
nuclei in the state of interest, causing the 7-radiation de-exciting the level to 
have an angular distribution with respect to the beam direction; or by the obser­
vation of coincident (and, hence, correlated) radiation in a well-defined direction, 
k, producing an angular correlation with respect to k for the 7-rays depopu­
lating the level. In the ‘out-of-beam’ measurements described in this thesis the 
alignment produced in the nuclear reactions is lost, requiring the use of perturbed- 
angular-correlation (PAC) methods. The relevant theory of angular correlations 
is summarized in the following section.
By observing the angular correlation as a function of tim e it is possible to 
measure the precession frequency, u , directly. Time- differential techniques have 
accuracies which typically range from 0.1% to 1% and are, therefore, the most 
appropriate for measuring the magnetic moments of nuclear states with lifetimes 
10 ns $  r  $  10 fis [Re74].
The interaction tim e between the nuclear moment and the magnetic field is 
lim ited to the nuclear lifetime. W hen the state meanlife is short, r  < 10 ns, 
direct observation of the precession frequency is not possible and the to tal an­
gle through which the correlation has precessed, i.e. the precession angle u 
must be measured. Time-integral methods involve examining the perturbation 
of the to tal tim e-integrated correlation and provide the only available means for 
measuring the magnetic moments of short-lived ( r  < Ins )  excited levels. The 
low-lying collective nuclear states of interest in the present study have ‘short’ 
lifetimes in the range 50 ps < r  500 ps. Further discussion of techniques and 
specific details of the methods employed in the present experiments are given in 
sect. 3.5 and chapter 4.
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In this section those aspects of perturbed angular correlations relevant to the 
present work will be reviewed. There are a num ber of reference works available, 
e.g. refs. [St64, Fr65, St75], for more comprehensive descriptions.
Consider firstly the general situation where a nuclear state is populated in a 
nuclear reaction or a radioactive decay, labelled R\,  experiences an extranuclear 
perturbation and is then depopulated by another radiation, R2. The expression 
for the perturbed directional correlation between the two radiations Ri and R2, 
with respective direction vectors k\ and k2, is given by
W (ku k2,t) E Akl( l ) A k7(2)G%£'(t)
k i k ^ N j
_________ 1_________
\J[2k\ l)[2k2 -f- 1 )
x , (3.4)
where G ^ ^ 2(t) describes the influence of the perturbation (on the alignment of 
the nuclear state) and the arguments of the spherical harmonics are the radiation 
directions in spherical polar coordinates with respect to an arbitrary axis, as in 
fig. 3.2.
The coefficients A ^ l )  describe the orientation of the state with respect to 
ki and, therefore, depend on the m ethod employed to populate the nuclear level, 
while Ak7(2) are determ ined by the properties of the depopulating radiation, R2. 
W hen the perturbation is removed, =  1, the correlation function does
not depend on N  and eq. 3.4 reduces to the familiar sum m ation of Legendre 
polynomials Pjt(cosö),
W[9) =  £  ^ ( 1 ) ^ ( 2 )  P*(cos0) , (3.5)
k
where k = k\ = k2 and 9 is the angle between the radiation directions.
Now consider the more specific case, shown in fig. 3.3a, with two successive, 
pure multipole 7 -ray transitions in cascade from an initial state (with spin /*) tha t 
is randomly oriented. The orientation and directional distribution param eters, 
Ak(l)  and >U(2), respectively, can now both be determ ined in term s of angular 
m om entum  algebra alone. They depend on the angular m om enta of the nuclear 
states and the m ultipolarities of the respective 7 -radiations, i.e. the angular 
m om entum  transferred in the transitions. For radiations of pure multipolarity,
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Figure 3.2: Angular coordinates (0, <f>) of the radiation observation directions kx and 
k2 with respect to the perturbation coordinate system (x*, yk, zk).
A*(l) =  Fk(I, LkI)  , 4b(2) = L21) . (3.6)
When the first transition has mixed multipolarity (e.g. E2/M1)  with multi­
pole order L[ > L\ [Mo76]
A*(l) =  - ^ — {F^IiLiil)-  + 82Fk(I, L[L[ /)]
where the mixing ratio, 6, is defined as
6(L'/L) = UPill*)
There is a similar expression for the second 7-ray (with L'2 > L2),
(3.7)
(3.8)
Ak(2) = j - h j  [Fk( I , L 2L2I)  + 28Fk(If L+ L\ L' /)] (3.9)
with
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For a transition I\ 
as
, = ( im\\i )
~  <7y||£a||J> '
J2, the Fk may be written in terms of Racah coefficients
Fk{hLL'I j) = ( - ) 1+/‘+,’ v/(2 L + 1)(2 + 1)(2/! + 1)
{ L \L ‘ - l \ h O ) W ( I 1I1LL'-,kIf ) . (3.11)
This allows computer evaluation of these factors. Alternatively, they have been 
tabulated in, for example, refs. [Ya67, Mo76].
Figure 3.4 shows the calculated unperturbed angular correlations for three 
7 -ray cascades found in even-even nuclei, namely 4+ —► 2+—* 0+, 2+—> 2+—* 0+ 
and 0+—* 2+—* 0+. The distribution for the 0+ —> 2+ —> 0+ cascade has a large 
anisotropy, as the initial 0+ state has only one magnetic substate (M = 0) which 
gives rise to maximal alignment of the intermediate state.
When the measured radiations are separated by a cascade of unobserved 7 - 
rays (fig. 3.3b) the alignment formed in the observation of the first radiation may 
be propagated, possibly with some loss of alignment, to the state depopulated
Ll
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Figure 3.3: Schematic level schemes showing the measured 7 -ray transitions (with pure 
multipolarities Lx and Z/2), the state I  in which the precession occurs and the initial, 
randomly-oriented level /*. In (a) the two 7-rays are successive, while in (b) they are 
separated by a cascade of n unobserved transitions.
W (
0 )
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■ 0+-»2+-»0+ Y-Y cascade
• 4+-»2+-»0+ Y-Y cascade
o 2+-»2+-»0+ Y-Y cascade
0 [degrees]
Figure 3.4: Calculated angular correlations for the 0+—>2+-+0+, 4+—►2+ —► 0+ and 
2+—►2+—»0+ 7-ray cascades (where all transitions have pure E2 multipolarity). Data 
points indicate the angles sampled when using the CAESAR array (sect. 4.2.1).
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by the second observed radiation. The A*(l) are then modified by coefficients 
Uk(Ii L I 2 ), which depend on the level spins and transferred angular momentum 
associated with the unobserved transitions. These may also be expressed in terms 
of angular m om entum  algebra as [Mo76]
Uk(h Lh) = (- 1  y - 1' - 1'yj(21i + 1)(2J , +  1) (3.12)
and, for a transition with mixed m ultipolarity (L ' > L),
uk{h LL1 It)  =  — ^ 5  [£/*(/, L h )  + uk{h V /,)]  . (3.13)
Numerical values have been tabulated in refs. [Ya67, Mo76].
The highest value of k in the expansion of eq. 3.5 is determ ined by the radiation 
selection rule k <  min (27 ,2L\, 2L2) . Parity conservation limits k to even values 
for unpolarized 7 -radiation. In the case where k is an even integer <  4 an 
equivalent form of eq. 3.5 is [Re74]
with
W(9) — ^2  cos kO
k = 0 , 2,4
(3.14)
bo 1 1 91 +  T  Ö2 +  T T  Ö44 64 b2 —
3 5
4 a 2 + 16a4
and
ak = A*(1)A*(2) . (3.15)
As noted in sect. 3.1.1, the effect of a static magnetic field on an ensemble of 
aligned nuclei is to cause precession around the field direction. The precession of 
the nuclei in the aligned ‘interm ediate’ state I  leads to a rotation of the angular 
correlation with the Larmor frequency ul (eq. 3.3). In this case the perturbation 
factor tha t appears in eq. 3.4 is
=  e ~ ^ Nt . (3.16)
W hen the magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the plane in which the 7 -rays 
are observed the perturbed angular correlation (eq. 3.4) becomes
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W (0 , t ,B )  = J2  Ak{ l ) A k(2)Pk[cos(6-c jLt)} . (3.17)
k
In an integral measurement made over a tim e much longer than the state 
meanlife, r ,  the measured quantity is the tim e-integrated function
W (8,oo ,B)  = Y l  -  /  e ‘ Ak( l )A i ' (2 )P k[cos(0 -uLt)]dt . (3.18)
k T Jo
Rewriting the unperturbed correlation function as in eq. 3.14 this integral may 
be evaluated analytically to obtain
with
W(9, t, B ) =  £
k = 0 , 2,4
bk
y/[l +  (JcUl T )2]
cos [k(9 — A9k)] , (3.19)
tan JcA9k = Jcujlt . (3.20)
By comparing eqs. 3.14 and 3.19, we find the perturbation of the angular 
correlation is manifest as a rotation through the angle A 9k and an attenuation 
of 11\J[l +  (kujLT)2] . These factors are dependent on the product ujlt , which 
in turn  depends on the p-factor and meanlife of the state and the magnetic field 
strength B.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show perturbations of the angular correlation for the 
0+—>2+—> 0+ 7-7 cascade resulting from different values of o>l t (2+). W hen the 
sense of the precession is reversed, the rotation of the radiation pattern  is also 
reversed, as displayed in fig. 3.5 for precession angles of 2+) =  ±150m rad. 
Thus, the sign of either the ^-factor or the field (if the other is known) may be 
determ ined from the sense of the precession.
Figure 3.6 shows the dependence of the perturbed angular correlation on the 
m agnitude of the precession. For small precession angles, ljlt ^  lOOmrad, the 
perturbation is essentially a rotation of the radiation pattern  with minimal a t­
tenuation. For larger precessions, ljlt > 200m rad, the attenuation becomes 
significant and the features of the correlation are increasingly ‘washed o u t’.
W 
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)
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Figure 3.5: Calculated perturbed angular correlations for the 0+ —► 2+ —► 0+ 7-ray 
cascade and a precession of magnitude u;t(2+) = 150 mrad, with the magnetic field 
direction and, therefore, the sense of the precession reversed. Data points indicate the 
angles sampled when using the CAESAR array.
(1(0*9) M
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Figure 3.6: Calculated angular correlations for the 0+ —►2+^ 0 + cascade perturbed 
by a;r(2+) = 100,200,500 and 1000mrad.
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3 .3  H y p e r fin e  M a g n e tic  F ie ld s
The magnetic field strength required to produce an observable precession may be 
estim ated by writing
For a nuclear state with g ~  0.3 and lifetime r  ~  lOOps, a field of the order 
of 100 Tesla is needed to produce a precession angle of ~  lOOmrad. This field 
strength is an order of magnitude larger than those available macroscopically, as 
even the largest superconducting magnets only produce fields of around 10 Tesla. 
Therefore, intense hyperfine fields, which are generated by the interaction of an 
atomic nucleus with its electronic environment, are required. These fields may be 
broadly categorized as those present at the nuclear site of either highly stripped 
and excited free atoms or dilute impurities in a ferromagnetic host.
3.3.1 Recoil-into-gas/vacuum  fields
Strong hyperfine fields are found for highly-excited ions recoiling in a gas or vac­
uum , see e.g. refs. [Wa74, Br77b], An atom  moving rapidly through a solid, at a 
velocity of a few percent of the speed of light, is stripped of many electrons as it 
leaves the solid. The remaining bound electrons may generate very intense mag­
netic fields of < 10 kT at the nuclear site. The complex processes producing the 
field are not well understood and the hyperfine interaction is strongly dependent 
on both the spin of the electron configuration and the nuclear spin. In view of 
these complications, techniques employing these fields have rarely been used in 
recent years.
3.3.2 Ferromagnetic fields
Intense magnetic fields are present at the nuclear sites of dilute impurities in po­
larized ferromagnetic hosts. They are caused by interactions of the atomic nucleus 
with the electronic environment found in the ferromagnet. The magnetic field for 
stationary  im purities is different to tha t for ions moving within the ferromag­
net. However, both internal fields generally behave as strong classically-applied 
m agnetic fields where the polarization of the medium establishes a preferred spin 
direction for the ionized electron configurations of the ion. The static field and the
g  _  (mT) ft
g ^ N T
(3.21)
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transient field have been measured extensively for numerous ion-host combina­
tions and used in 7 -ray perturbed-angular-correlation/distribution experiments.
3 .3 .2 .1  T he transient field
The transient hyperfine field occurs at the nuclei of ions in motion within ferro- 
magnet media. The field strength is approximately proportional to the atomic 
num ber of the ion and its velocity v, for v0 < v < 8u0 (where the Bohr velocity 
v0 = c/137). It is typically around 3kTesla for ions of the P t region moving 
at velocities of about 3v0 through ferromagnetic iron (Fe) [St94a]. The hyperfine 
field is always in the same direction as the external magnetic field used to polarize 
the ferromagnet.
The transient field is caused by the polarization of unpaired inner-shell elec­
trons bound to the moving ion. The mechanisms producing the polarization are 
not known definitely, but rely on the transfer of polarization from electrons of the 
conduction band of the ferromagnet perhaps through electron capture or spin- 
exchange scattering. Although the microscopic origins of the field are not com­
pletely understood and are even the topic of some current debate (see ref. [St93] 
and references therein), reliable empirical param eterizations of the field strength 
have been determ ined from extensive experimental data. Two commonly-used, 
universal param eterizations are usually referred to as the ‘Rutgers’ [Sh80] and 
‘Chalk River’ [An82, Hä84] parameterizations.
3 .3 .2 .2  T h e sta tic  field
The static hyperfine magnetic field is present at the nuclei of stationary impurities 
in a polarized ferromagnetic host. It arises prim arily from, in order of importance: 
‘conduction-electron polarization’, where the conduction electrons of the ferro­
m agnet cause spin-polarization of electrons bound to the im purty ion, as they 
scatter off the ion; ‘core polarization’, in which the electron core of the im purity 
atom  is polarized by a local magnetic moment, possibly from an unpaired outer 
electron; and when the im purity has a larger metallic radius than the host, ‘over­
lap polarization’, which is the direct exchange-polarization of the im purity atom 
by electrons of neighbouring ferromagnetic atoms. For a more comprehensive 
description of the complex hyperfine interactions constituting these mechanisms, 
see e.g. ref. [Sh65].
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Figure 3.7: The static hyperfine fields for various impurities in ferromagnetic Fe.
A compilation of the static field strengths for a large number of ion-host 
combinations, measured with a variety of experimental techniques, is given in 
ref. [Kr83]. The internal fields for impurities with atomic numbers 60 < Z < 80 
as dilute solutes in Fe are shown in fig. 3.7. Although the fields for rare-earth 
impurities (Z < 70) vary dramatically, for atoms with 70 < Z  < 80 the fields 
have similar magnitudes ~  100 T and are all negative, i.e. the direction of the 
static field is opposite that of the external field polarizing the ferromagnet.
3.4 Populating States in Unstable N uclei
When measuring a nuclear magnetic moment an important consideration is find­
ing a suitable method of populating the state of interest. Coulomb excitation (see 
fig. 3.8) is the reaction most often used for exciting low-lying, short-lived collec­
tive nuclear states in stable nuclei to measure their magnetic moments. While
Figure 3.8: An illustration of possible nuclear reactions following heavy-ion bombard­
ment of a stable target. When the projectile energy, E> is less than the Coulomb 
barrier between the nuclei, Vc, the target nucleus may become excited. It then de­
cays back to its stable ground-state by emitting 7-rays. When the Coulomb barrier is 
overcome fusion takes place. The compound system emits light particles (usually these 
are predominantly neutrons) forming a hot spinning nucleus, which decays further via 
7-radiation. Following this, for an unstable final nucleus, there is (a- or ß-) decay into 
excited levels of a daughter nucleus.
this reaction has a num ber of advantages, its most severe lim itation is tha t it can 
be used (at present) only for exciting stable target nuclei; as such, it is unsuitable 
for the present study of the unstable 184.186>188p t nuclei.
In 7-ray spectroscopy studies neutron-deficient nuclei are commonly formed 
following heavy-ion induced reactions. As shown in fig. 3.8, a fusion reaction 
creates a hot compound system which loses energy by particle emission to form the 
nucleus of interest with high excitation energy and angular m om entum , typically
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Figure 3.9: Diagram of the decay process in a (Heavy Ion, x n) reaction.
~  15MeV and > 30ft (fig. 3.9). After neutron evaporation the nucleus decays by 
the emission of 7-rays.
From the highly-excited entry region the nucleus decays in cascades of statis­
tical dipole transitions to states nearer the yrast line (those levels with the lowest 
excitation energy for given angular m om entum ), as in fig. 3.9. This is followed 
by 7-ray cascades of prim arily stretched-transitions in rotational-band structures, 
which remove angular momentum. Following this complex feeding path  most of 
the intensity gathers in the yrast states. The tim e taken to populate the low-lying 
yrast levels following the reaction is usually of the order of several picoseconds. 
(For more detailed information on these reaction processes there are a number of 
references, e.g. ref. [Ne74].)
Low-lying nuclear levels may also be populated via radioactive decay. As 
the perturbation is most sensitively determined with the 0+ —► 2+ —► 0+ 7-ray 
cascade in perturbed-angular-correlation measurements (sect. 3.2), maximizing 
the population of excited 0+ states would be advantageous. The ac-decay of even- 
even nuclei preferentially populates states with zero spin and, therefore, should be
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the favoured decay in the present measurements. Unfortunately, the 186.188.190p t 
isotopes are relatively near stability and are not formed by a-decay.
Instead, the dominant decay modes are the weak-interaction processes of 
positron (/5+) emission and electron capture, e. For the present purposes these 
are equivalent and are collectively referred to as /3+-decay. The /3+-decay to the 
even P t isotopes is from an odd-odd parent nucleus and, therefore, is fragmented. 
For the P t nuclei of interest, however, a significant fraction of the decay passes 
through the first-excited 0+ state (see fig. 4.8 in the next chapter).
3.5 Survey o f  E xperim enta l Techniques
In this section, previously-used experimental techniques which employ hyperfine 
fields to measure ^-factors will be surveyed, with an emphasis on studying the 
unstable P t nuclei.
3 .5 .1  R IG V  tech n iqu es
One lim itation of early recoil-into-gas or vacuum (RIGV) experiments was the 
inability to  determ ine the sign of the g-iactor. As these ionic fields (described 
in sect. 3.3.1) have no preferred spatial orientation, the measured quantity is an 
attenuation of the 7-radiation pattern  proportional to (ujlt)2 (eq. 3.19). This was 
overcome with the introduction of the ‘tilted-foil’ technique [Go77], in which a 
solid-vacuum interface is positioned at a non-perpendicular angle to the direction 
of the recoiling ions. This polarizes the electron distribution of the ion and allows 
measurement of a rotation (which is proportional to ujlt), thereby, perm itting 
sign determ ination. However, the execution and interpretation of these experi­
m ents can be complicated and model-dependent due largely to the complex spin- 
and velocity-dependence of the interaction. These problems are reduced by the 
‘m ultifoil’ method [Br81], which more closely mimics rotation about a classically 
applied field, but the technique is then only suitable for longer-lived states. On 
the whole, RIGV techniques have fallen into disuse.
If RIGV techniques were employed for measurements on the neutron-deficient 
P t isotopes, the fields would be accessed by recoiling excited P t nuclei from a 
suitable target foil using the energy produced in a heavy-ion induced nuclear 
reaction. The neutron-deficient nuclei could be produced readily. However, as
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discussed in sect. 3.4, there would be complex feeding patterns for the low-lying 
states. As these feeding states are populated while the recoiling nuclei experi­
ence the hyperfine field, extensive corrections would be necessary. Furthermore, 
experim ental sensitivity would be greatly reduced should there be higher-lying 
long-lived ( r  > lOOps) levels which feed the states of interest, because the recoil­
ing nuclei would then be predominantly in the upper states while experiencing 
the hyperfine field. As there are such isomers in the P t isotopes of interest (e.g. 
see fig. 8.2 below), this technique is unworkable here.
3.5.2 Transient-field techniques
Techniques employing the transient hyperfine field (sect. 3.3.2.1), to measure 
magnetic moments, use the energy produced in a heavy-ion bom bardm ent to 
recoil ions through a thin ferromagnetic foil and into a non-ferromagnetic backing, 
where they come to rest. As shown in fig. 3.10, the excited nuclei experience the 
field while moving in the ferromagnet and then decay in the backing m aterial, 
which is usually Cu or Pb, without the presence of the static field to cause further 
precession. A measurement of the ^-factor for the state in 190P t using the 
standard transient-field technique following Coulomb excitation is reported in 
chapter 7.
The tim e the recoiling ions spend in the ferromagnetic foil is, typically, of the 
order of 1 ps. W hen employing (HI, x n) reactions to form the neutron-deficient P t 
isotopes, the tim e taken to populate low-lying levels (see sect. 3.4) is longer than 
this interaction tim e. Consequently, the states of interest would never experience 
the transient field. This may be overcome by including a vacuum gap between the 
target layers, so th a t the nuclei decay to the states of interest before entering the 
ferromagnet. However, this introduces vacuum deorientation effects and, as with 
the RIGV technique, this m ethod is dependent on complex feeding corrections 
and is also susceptible to the problem of high-lying isomers, noted in the previous 
section.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of the processes involved in the thin-foil transient-field tech­
nique described in the text. The actual target thickness is ordinarily around 10 fim.
3.5.3 Static-field techniques
3 .5 .3 .1  In-beam
The static hyperfine field may be employed with an im plantation m ethod similar 
to the transient-field technique. As shown in fig. 3.11, the excited nuclei are 
populated in a heavy-ion induced nuclear reaction and recoil-implanted into a 
thick ferromagnetic foil to experience the static field, once they come to rest.
As the excited nuclei recoil into the ferromagnet they experience the transient 
field. For sufficiently large static field precessions the transient field effect can be 
treated  as a small correction, perhaps made with an appropriate transient field 
param eterization (see sect. 3.3.2.1) extrapolated to zero velocity. There are also 
feeding corrections introduced by the (HI, x n) reaction mechanism, but again if 
feeding lifetimes are short these are manageable. However, in the P t isotopes of 
interest there are isomers which would be problematic for this technique also.
A more significant problem in many measurements comes from the interaction 
of the ion beam, necessary to excite and im plant the nuclei, with the ferromagnetic 
foil in the target. The nuclear reactions of the heavy ions with the ferromagnet 
produce significant contam inant radiation, which tends to overwhelm the 7-rays 
of interest.
Reported in appendix A is a recent study of the static fields present at stable
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Figure 3.11: Schematic of the in-beam implantation method using the static hyperfine 
field.
I92,i94,i96pt nuciei im planted in Fe following Coulomb excitation. This investiga­
tion suggests th a t the observed field strength from in-beam measurements may be 
reduced by pre-equilibrium effects associated with the ion-im plantation process. 
These may last for around 10 ps and impinge upon the accuracy of the technique 
for nuclear states with lifetimes r  < lOOps. While this would not be significant 
for most of the isotopes studied here, it is a consideration in the cases of 192Pt 
and 188Pt.
There are, therefore, several difficulties associated with in-beam measurements 
of ^-factors of short-lived states in the P t nuclei.
3 .5 .3 .2  R ad ioactiv ity , ou t-of-b eam
In ‘radioactivity’ methods the nuclear states of interest are populated by a suitable 
radioactive decay. This follows the preparation of a radioactive source, consisting 
of a dilute alloy of a ‘long-lived’ radioactive parent nucleus with a ferromagnetic 
m aterial. The experiments are ‘off-line’, so tha t the alignment produced in a 
nuclear reaction is not available and 7-7  perturbed-angular-correlation techniques 
are used. As an ion beam is not used here, there is no contam inant radiation from 
reactions with the ferromagnet. M easurements of the static field strength for P t 
in Fe using this technique are summarized and compared with the results of other 
methods in appendix A.
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This method is inappropriate for measurements on the neutron-deficient 
I84,i86,i881i90pt isotopes as the /3+-decay lifetimes of the parent nuclei are short, 
1 min. ^  t < 10 hours (table 4.4), making the preparation of the source difficult, 
if not impossible.
The next chapter describes the ‘implantation-decay’ technique used for the 
present measurements on the unstable Pt nuclei, which combines aspects of the 
static-field implantation and radioactivity methods and, thereby, overcomes many 
of the difficulties associated with these techniques.
Chapter 4
The Im plantation-D ecay M ethod
4.1 In troduction
The experim ental challenge of the present project was to measure the ^-factors 
of short-lived, low-lying excited levels in the neutron-deficient P t nuclei. The 
short lifetimes ( r  < 500 ps) necessitate the use of time-integral perturbed angular 
distribution (IPA C/D ) techniques with large, reliable and reproducible magnetic 
fields of the order of 100 Tesla. The hyperfine fields present at the nucleus of dilute 
im purities in a polarized ferromagnetic host are suitable and may be accessed 
conveniently by ion-im plantation into a ferromagnet.
Difficulties arise because the states of interest are in unstable nuclei and to 
populate them  requires a heavy-ion induced nuclear reaction. A m ajor problem is 
th a t the heavy-ion beam tends to react prolifically with the ferromagnet creating 
significant contam inant radiation, which makes m easurement of the 7-rays of 
interest very difficult.
The ‘im plantation-decay’ technique, developed for the present experiments, 
avoids the problems associated with conventional im plantation methods through 
the use of ‘out-of-beam’ measurements; i.e. the nuclear reaction and ion- 
im plantation are completed prior to the commencement of the 7-ray perturbed- 
angular-correlation m easurement. This is accomplished by using /?+-decay to 
populate the states of interest following the formation of the radioactive parent 
nuclei in a suitable heavy-ion fusion reaction.
The parent nuclei are im planted into a polarized ferromagnetic foil where they 
subsequently decay to the daughter P t nuclei, which are subject to the static 
hyperfine magnetic field of P t in Fe as in a conventional ‘radioactivity’ PAC
36
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of the processes involved in the implantation-decay technique. 
Firstly, parent nuclei (e.g. 186Au) are formed in a (HI, x n) reaction and recoil-implanted 
into an Fe foil. They /3+-decay here to become the Pt nucleus of interest (e.g. 186Pt), 
which then decay further, by emitting 7 -rays, while in the presence of the static hyper- 
fine magnetic field.
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experiment (sect. 3.5.3.2), see fig. 4.1. The lifetime of the /3+-decay provides 
the opportunity to stop the beam and measure the 7 -rays of interest. After a 
counting period the irradiation of the ferromagnet-backed target is recommenced 
to im plant more parent nuclei, replacing those which have decayed; the cycles are 
repeated until sufficient counts are obtained.
The 7 -radiation em itted directly from heavy-ion induced fusion reactions and 
Coulomb excitation of the target materials (including the ferromagnet) dissipates 
within a nanosecond or so of the ion bom bardm ent. As this is the source of most 
of the 7 -rays produced by the irradiation (because the intensity of the long-lived 
activity is much less), by measuring ‘out-of-beam’ the problem, in conventional 
methods, of overwhelming contam inant radiation is avoided.
Another consequence of the im plantation-decay technique, where the nuclei 
produced in the reaction come to rest and /3+-decay before the emission of 7 - 
rays from the states of interest, is tha t the alignment produced in the nuclear 
reaction is lost for the 7 -ray measurement. This necessitates the measurement 
of perturbed 7-7  angular correlations. Although the anisotropy for some 7 -ray 
cascades may be reduced compared with perturbed-angular-distribution (IPAD) 
techniques, the disadvantages of in-beam measurements are avoided. Specifically, 
interpretation of the results is simplified by the absence of precession-history 
and beam-bending effects. Also, the reduced count rate in a 7-7  coincidence 
measurement is somewhat ameliorated by the exceptionally good signal-to-noise 
(peak-to-background) ratio obtained when detecting both the populating and 
de-populating radiations of a state in an out-of-beam measurement.
4.2 E quipm ent 
4.2.1 The CAESAR array
The 7-7  coincidence measurements were made using the Compton-suppressed, 
high-purity germanium (HPGe) 7 -ray detector array, CAESAR [Dr89], in the 
ANU 14UD Pelletron Accelerator laboratory. This array has seven such detectors, 
giving twenty-one pairs (listed in table 4.1), and is shown schematically in fig. 4.2.
For the actual angular difference between any two detectors, there is an equiv­
alent angle which is positive and less than 90°, due to the symmetries of the 7-7  
angular correlations of interest. From the sym m etry of the array, these effective
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the CAESAR 7-ray detector array.
angular separations for the twenty-one, individual detector pairs may be grouped 
into seven very similar angles. These are given in table 4.1, where the order of 
the detectors in each pair is such that the effective angles are all measured in the 
same direction; on the schematic of fig. 4.2 the clockwise direction is positive.
The main features of the electronics arrangement are shown in fig. 4.3. The 
coincidence logic can operate in either singles or dual-coincidence mode. Compton 
suppression was provided by the BGO shields of each detector. If a pulse was 
received from the corresponding BGO within 250 ns of a HPGe detector firing, 
the timing signal for that event was inhibited.
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Table 4.1: Angular separations for each detector pair in the CAESAR array.
Effective“
Angle
D etector Com binations6,c
(A ctual Angular Separation [degrees])
No. of 
pairs
14.0° 1,6 (166.0) 2,5 (165.5) 3,4 (166.0) 3
34.0° 6,2 (146.0) 5,3 (146.0) 4 ,7  (145.5) 3
35.0° 7,1 (145.0) 1
48.5° 1,2 (48.0) 2,3 (48.5) 3,7 (48.5) 5,4 (48.5) 6,5 (48.5)
7,6 (49.0) 6
62.5° 1,5 (117.5) 2,4 (117.5) 2
69.5° 4,1 (69.5) 1
83.0° 3,1 (96.5) 7,2 (97.0) 6,3 (97.5) 4 ,6  (96.5) 5,7 (97.5) 5
“ Equivalent angular difference < 90°.
b For detector numbering see fig. 4.2.
c Detector ordering for each pair is described in the text.
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Figure 4.3: Simplified block diagram of the electronics arrangement for the CAESAR 
array. Wide arrows represent seven equivalent signals. The outputs from the ADC’s 
and TDC’s were recorded by computer in event-by-event mode.
To reduce the detection of x-rays, ~  1 mm thick Fe and Cu absorbers were 
placed between the target and each detector. For all the detectors the total dis­
tance to the target position is approximately 11 cm and the lead (Pb) collimators 
give detector opening angles of 21°. Corrections to the 7-7 angular correlations 
to account for the finite size of the 7 -ray detectors are described in sect. 5.5.
4.2.2 The ‘rabbit’
The parent nuclei were produced remotely from the CAESAR array, on a neigh­
bouring beam line, to reduce the exposure of the HPGe detectors to neutron 
damage during irradiation. A target transport system or ‘rabbit’ [By91] (fig. 4.4) 
was used to move the irradiated target between the array and the beam line.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic of the ‘rabbit’ target-transportation system.
Under operating conditions, the rabbit traversed the distance of approximately 
3 metres, from the centre of the array to the irradiation site, in around 3 seconds.
The ion beam was injected through the accelerator only when the rabbit 
target assembly was at the irradiation site; during the counting phase the beam 
was interrupted by a ‘beam chopper’ located near the ion source of the 14UD 
accelerator. Similarly, data were collected only when the target was positioned 
in the centre of the array. To ensure data collection was stopped during the
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irradiation periods, when there was no voltage being applied to the beam chopper 
(i.e. it was not activated and the beam was on) the control system issued a veto 
signal which inhibited all timing pulses (fig. 4.3).
The movement of the rabbit was computer controlled and included the auto­
m atic switching on and off of both the ion beam and the data aquisition. This 
perm itted the programming of repeated cycles of specified irradiation and mea­
surement times.
4.2.3 Equipment modifications
To optimize the sensitivity of a measurement of the perturbation of an angular 
distribution, the direction of the magnetic field must be perpendicular to the 
detection plane [St64]. Achieving this required modifying the existing equipment.
There is an angle of 15° between the plane of the CAESAR array (direction 
of beam  line 1) and the irradiation beam line (beam line 2) [By91]. The resulting 
angle at which the rabbit assembly enters the array (see fig. 4.5) presented the
Rabbit vacuum tube
Figure 4.5: Diagram of the positioning of the rabbit system with respect to the CAE­
SAR array.
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Figure 4.6: Modifications made to the target holder of the rabbit system.
main challenge in designing the target holder, so that the externally-applied po­
larizing field, provided by a pair of small permanent magnets, was perpendicular 
to the detection plane of the array.
The target holder modification included the positioning of two small (12.5 x 
6.0 x 3.5 mm), permanent NdFeB magnets, with iron pole tips, at either end of 
the target (see fig. 4.6) to polarize the ferromagnetic foil. The orientation of this 
target assembly perpendicular to the plane of the array was achieved by rotating 
it through an angle of 36° to the centre axis of the rabbit vacuum tube (see 
fig. 4.5). This introduced further restrictions, such as limiting the target size to 
keep the assembly within the rabbit target carrier.
An external field of approximately 1100 Gauss was measured at the centre of 
the target position and is sufficient for saturation of an annealed Fe foil [Ka75]. 
Reversal of the field direction was achieved by simply swapping the magnets. 
Although this requires that the vacuum be broken, in principle, it needs to be 
done only once during a run.
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4.3 A sp ects o f E xperim enta l D esign
4.3.1 Choice o f ferromagnet
Ferromagnetism is apparent in only a few elements, which are found in two specific 
regions of the periodic table: the iron-group transitional series consisting of iron • 
(26Fe), nickel (27Ni) and cobalt (2sCo); and the rare-earth group of gadolinium 
(64 Gd) through to thulium (6gTh). With the exception of Gd, the rare-earths do 
not have simple parallel alignments of the ionic moments and are unsuitable for 
the present measurements.
Some of the properties of Fe, Ni, Co and Gd are given in table 4.2. Cobalt 
exhibits a phase change at a temperature of around 700 K and for temperatures 
above this has a face-centered cubic lattice structure, similar to that of Ni. The 
static hyperfine fields for dilute Pt impurities in Fe and Co hosts have magnitudes 
of around 100 Tesla, as required for the present measurements (sect. 3.3.2.2). The 
fields in Ni and Gd are significantly weaker and, except for measurements on
Table 4.2: Selected properties of various ferromagnetic elements®.
Host Lattice
Structure
Curie Temp.
T«[K]
nß /  atom6
[Tesla]
Fe bcc 1043 2.22 -125±2e
Cod hep 1388 1.72 -83±2
Ni fee 627 0.61 -34dbl
Gd hep 293 7.10 -38±5'
a Taken from ref. [Ki71]. 
b Number of polarized electrons per atom.
c The static field strength at the site of Pt impurities, at 4K [Kr83]. 
d The properties given are for temperatures below 660 K (see text).
* From ref. [Ko67], see sect. A.5.2. 
f Field strength at 92 K [St95a].
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longer-lived states ( r  > 500ps), are unsuitable here.
Both Co and Gd have a hexagonal close packed structure. The non-cubic 
lattice means the possibility of non-negligible electric field gradients cannot be 
dismissed a priori for these materials. The internal field for P t in Gd has not been 
examined as thoroughly as tha t for the other hosts and, as a consequence, the field 
strength is not known precisely. Another consideration with serious ramifications 
for equipment design is tha t a Gd host, due to its low Curie tem perature of 
293 K (table 4.2), must be cooled, usually to liquid nitrogen (N2) tem peratures, 
to exhibit its ferromagnetic properties.
In contrast Fe does not need to be cooled, it has a simple cubic structure, and 
the PtFe field has been studied extensively with a variety of experimental tech­
niques. Therefore, the preferred ferromagnetic host is Fe. A recent study of the 
field strength following ion-implantation of P t into Fe is reported in appendix A.
4.3.2 Optimum irradiation and measurement tim es
To determ ine precisely the nuclear precession in a perturbed-angular-correlation 
m easurement it is im portant to collect data as efficiently as possible. In the 
present measurements (see table 4.3) the count-rates were maximized by con­
sidering a num ber of factors, including: the selection of nuclear reactions with 
large cross-sections; increasing the amount of m aterial in the targets, which was 
lim ited by the recoil-energy produced in the reaction; increasing the intensity of 
the incident ion-beams; and the choice of optim um  irradiation and measurement 
times.
In the present measurements the ion beam was turned off during the detec­
tion of 7-radiation from the decay of nuclei produced in the target irradiation. 
Following the counting period, the irradiation was continued to replace the par­
ent nuclei which had decayed in the measurement period. In such experiments 
it is desirable to achieve an ‘equilibrium ’ condition, shown in fig. 4.7, where the 
num ber of nuclei produced in an irradiation period is the same as the number 
which decay in th a t cycle: the irradiation period and the following measurement 
interval. A complete treatm ent is given in ref. [Ev55] and yields the simple rule- 
of-thumb tha t the count-rate is maximized at equilibrium with equal irradiation 
and m easurement times. To a tta in  equilibrium quickly, it may be preferable to 
initially irradiate the target continuously.
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Figure 4.7: The number of parent nuclei present as a function of time, under equilib­
rium conditions. The irradiation and measurement periods are labelled. The population 
in the measurement intervals is proportional to the 7-ray rate. The dotted line shows 
the population during an initial period of continuous irradiation.
The average count-rate increases with shorter cycle times, independent of both 
the production rate of the nuclear reaction and the lifetime of the radioactive 
decay. The improvement is minimal (less than 1%), however, for cycle times less 
than the decay lifetime. Note that these calculations have discounted the rabbit 
transport time of ~  3 s (sect. 4.2.2), during which there is neither measurement 
or irradiation of the target, as it is much shorter than the lifetimes and, therefore, 
the cycle times used (table 4.4).
4.3.3 Anisotropies and 7-ray intensities
In the present experiments the measured quantity is the perturbation (manifest 
as a rotation and an attenuation) of an angular correlation between two cascade 
7-rays. The sensitivity of such a measurement is improved with greater anisotropy 
in the observed angular correlation.
For the first-excited 2+ state the only de-populating radiation is, obviously, 
the 2+ —> Of 7 -transition. In each Pt nucleus, however, there are a number of
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Figure 4.8: Intensities of transitions between low-lying states in the even Pt nuclei 
relative to the strengths of the 2+— transitions.
transitions feeding this state directly. Figure 3.4 shows the unperturbed angular 
correlations for a number of 7-7 cascades found in the Pt nuclei. The anisotropy 
of the 0^—>2^—»0* cascade is clearly the most pronounced.
As discussed in sect. 3.2, the alignment produced by observation of a 7-ray may 
by transferred by unobserved intermediate transitions. This allows examination of 
the directional correlation between two non-consecutive cascade 7-rays, although 
the anisotropy here is usually reduced significantly. A special case is the cascade 
7ir—► 0+—► 2+ —► 0+, where the 0+—► 2+ transition is unobserved and the initial 
state, I*, may be any spin. As the excited 0+ state can not be aligned (it has 
only one magnetic substate), the observed transitions are not correlated and the 
radiation is emitted isotropically. For an example see sect. 6.4.
The relative population of selected states in the /3+-decay of the parent Au 
nuclei may be inferred from fig. 4.8. (This is also shown, below, by the intensities 
of the 7-ray transitions de-populating the states in the simplified 184~192pt decay
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schemes of figs. 6.2, 6.11 and 6.17.) There is a significantly larger fraction of 
the decay through the 2£ —► 2* 7-transition (and 2\  —* 2* —* 7-7 cascade) in
188Pt and the 4* —> 2* (—> Of) in 184*186Pt (and also the 6f —> 4f (—* 2f —> Of) in 
184Pt) than the respective Of" —► 2f —► Of cascades. This improves the precision 
of measurements made with these cascades. Consequently, the precession angles, 
ujlt(2 f ), determined with these cascades in the present experiments have similar 
precisions to those obtained using the more anisotropic, but less intense, Of —> 
2f —► Of correlations.
4.3.4 Nuclei at field-free sites
In transporting the entire target assembly, rather than only the irradiated ferro­
magnetic foil, a potential problem is the possibility of detecting 7-rays emitted 
from the recoils which have come to rest not in the ferromagnetic foil, but in 
the front layer of the target. The nuclei of these ions are not subject to the hy- 
perfine field in Fe and, therefore, the emitted radiation pattern is not perturbed. 
The result is a superposition of the unperturbed angular correlation on the per­
turbed distribution of interest, which reduces the experimental sensitivity to the 
precession and complicates analysis.
The number of ions which came to rest in the target layer was minimized by 
the use of thin target layers, at the expense of count-rate, and by maximizing 
recoil-energy, through the selection of heavy ion beams and beam energies as 
high as practical. The fraction of ions stopping in the foil was calculated with 
the kinematics for each experiment using the Monte-Carlo code TRIM [Zi85a]. 
In the 192Pt measurement, which used an 160  beam at 100 MeV, approximately 
3% of the recoils did not escape from the front layer of the target. In the other 
measurements, where the recoil energy was larger (the beams used are listed in 
table 4.3), this fraction was < 2%. In each experiment this relatively small effect 
was taken into account (sect. 5.4).
A general problem with ion-implantation is that the final resting sites of the 
ions are not well controlled. This results in a number of the implanted ions having 
positions in (i) non-substitutional sites of the host lattice and (ii) regions with 
residual structural damage caused by the implantation process. For a ferromag­
netic host, the possibility that some implanted nuclei will experience magnetic 
field strengths reduced from the full internal field cannot be excluded. This too
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results in the measurement of a superposition of radiation patterns with different 
perturbations.
An examination of the fields experienced when ions of the Pt region are im­
planted in ferromagnetic Fe using standard methods is reported in appendix A. 
With a simple two-site model, where the impurity nuclei are assumed to expe­
rience either the full field strength or no magnetic field, the data suggest that 
90% of the implanted nuclei are subject to the hyperfine field. This is consis­
tent with the results of a study by Beraud et al. [Be68], which imply 95 ± 12% of 
the implanted ions are on full-field sites, and channelling experiments [A171] that 
found ~  85% of implanted Au atoms reside on substitutional sites in Fe.
Both the implantation-decay technique and the conventional implantation 
method, which employs the static field following Coulomb excitation, use ion 
bombardment to recoil ions of the Pt region into a thick Fe foil. As the implan­
tation kinematics for the measurements made with these techniques (given in 
sects. 4.4 and A.4) are similar, one expects the final sites of the implanted nuclei 
to also be similar and the values given in the previous paragraph to be valid for 
the present implantation-decay measurements. Also, the resting site of an im­
planted ion depends primarily on the elastic ‘nuclear’ collisions of the recoiling 
ion with lattice atoms near the end of the ion’s range and, therefore, does not 
depend on the initial recoil energy of the ion, which is the quantity that may vary 
somewhat between experiments made with the different methods.
Another feature of the implantation-decay experiments is that the parent nu­
clei /3+-decay to the states of interest in Pt following their implantation in the 
ferromagnet. A consideration is then whether the Pt nuclei in interstitial lattice 
sites were deposited there directly (as parent nuclei in the ion-implantation) or 
if they were moved to these sites by the recoil energy from a /3+-decay, follow­
ing implantation in a substitutional site. Recently, Hinfurter et al. [Hi92] have 
obtained the first evidence for /3-decay induced site changes. From an NMR-ON 
experiment on 90mZrFe they were able to show that about 15 to 20% of the 90mZr 
nuclei experienced a slightly (~  10%) reduced hyperfine field due to changes in 
site following /3-decay.
In the implantation-decay measurement on 192Pt, the Q-value for the first 
decay from 192T1 to 192Hg is such that the recoil energy of the 192Hg nucleus 
is similar to that of the 90mZr nucleus in the work of Hinfurter et al. [Hi92]. 
Therefore, the possibility of changes in the nuclear site during the chain of /3+-
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decay from 192T1 to 192P t cannot be excluded. The results of Hinfurter et al. 
imply a reduction of the net hyperfine field due to /^-induced recoils of only 2 
or 3%. This is similar to the effect expected from the stopping of a fraction of 
recoils in the non-ferromagnetic layer of the target, and is less than the reduction 
expected due to imperfections in the im plantation process (up to ~  15%, see 
above).
The corrections made for these effects in the analyses are described in sect. 5.3, 
and the field calibration for the measurements is discussed in sect. 6.1.1.
4.4 E xp erim en ta l D eta ils
The present work includes five separate implantation-decay experiments on the 
184,186,i s s , 190,i92p^. n u c i e i The measurement made on the stable, naturally- 
occurring nuclide 192P t provided a check of the experim ental technique and a 
calibration of the effective hyperfine magnetic field strength. The experimen-
Table 4.3: Particulars of the implantation-decay experiments.
Nuclide Reaction Beam
Energy
[MeV]
Reaction
X-sectiona
[mb]
Target
Thickness
[/ig/cm2]
Running
Time4
[hrs]
192Pt 181Ta ( 160 , 5n) 192T1 100 450 393 140
190Pt 170Er (25Mg , 5n) 190Hg 128 250 780 35
i S S p t 169Tm (14M g, 5n) 188T1 128 170 685 135
186Pt 173Yb ( 19F , 6n) 186Au 112 450 400 100
184Pt 166Ho (J4M g, 5n) 184Au 128 250 800 170
a Calculated estimate, see text.
4 Approximate total running time, including beam on and off periods.
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Table 4.4: Details of the decays used in the im plantation-decay experiments.
Mass Decay Total“ Cycle6
No. T x/2 Time
192 192T1 (10m) — 192Hg (5h) 192Au (5h) -  192Pt ~  10h 120m
190 190Hg (20m) —» 190Au (43m) —► 190p tc 63m 60m
188 188T1 (71s) — 188Hg (3m) — 188A u (9m) -► 188Pt (lOd) ~  13m 20m
186 186Au (11m) 186Pt (2h) 11m 20m
184 184Au (5 3 s) — 184Pt (17m) 53s 200s
“ Total half-life for the decay.
6 The cycle time is twice the length of the equal irradiation and measurement periods. 
c 190Pt has a half-life of 6 x 1011 years.
ta l details, including the reactions used and the subsequent radioactive decays 
of interest, are summarized in tables 4.3 and 4.4. Statistical model estim ates of 
production yields from the reactions were made with the program ZPACE [Ga74].
In addition to the information provided in the tables: in each experiment 
the beam intensity was ~  20pna, except for the 190P t m easurement where only 
about 5pna of 25Mg8+ was obtained. The direction of the polarizing field was 
reversed at least once during each experiment and approximately equal number 
of coincident events were collected in each direction. For the lighter isotopes, 
in particular 184»186p tj the subsequent /?+-decay of the P t nuclei produces an 
increasing background radiation. This was minimized by replacing the Fe foil 
periodically. The Fe foils used had thicknesses of ~  3 fim to ensure no recoils left 
the target. All foil and layer thicknesses (table 4.3) were determ ined by weight 
and area m easurements made during each target preparation.
All Fe foils were annealed in vacuum prior to use, in order to enlarge the 
magnetic domains of the ferromagnet, relieve pressures and strains apparent in 
the foils, and clean the surfaces of the foils. This involved heating the foils in 
a small Tantalum  oven to ~  800°C for around 20-30 minutes in a vacuum of
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< 10~5 Torr.
The 7 -radiation was recorded in event-by-event mode with the 7-7 coincidence 
requirement. In each experiment, 7 -ray singles spectra were collected separately 
to allow the relative detector efficiency calibration described in sect. 5.3.1. The 
detectors were gain matched, and the maximum 7 -ray energy recorded was 2 MeV.
C hapter 5
D a ta  A nalysis
5.1 D ata  Sorting
In table 4.1 the twenty-one detector pairs of the array are listed in seven groups, 
where the combinations in each group have the same effective angular separations. 
For each 7-7 coincidence measurement, the event-by-event data  were sorted into 
fourteen, separate, 4096 x 4096 channel, two-dimensional matrices. Each of these 
7-7 coincidence matrices included events collected at one of the seven effective 
detector angles and in only one field direction. The perturbed angular correlations 
for each 7-ray cascade, measured at seven angles and with the applied field in 
both directions, are given by the intensities of the appropriate coincident peaks 
in these matrices.
Figure 5.1 shows a typical total time-difference (TDC) spectrum  for a detector 
pair of the array. The central peak corresponds to ‘real’ coincidences and the 
background to random events. The two side peaks are due mainly to x-rays. The 
num ber of random coincidences was small for the low count rates of the out-of­
beam  measurements. To extract only real events the 7-rays must be gated on the 
peak region with a subtraction of the random background level. This was not 
done universally, once it had been dem onstrated tha t inclusion of the few random 
events did not affect the extracted precessions angles.
54
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Figure 5.1: A TDC spectrum of coincident events collected in 7-ray detectors 1 and 5 
during the 192Pt measurement. Only events separated by less than 432 ns were recorded, 
i.e. the spectrum width is 864 ns. The prompt peak is around 70 ns wide and the 
shoulders (centred at approximately ±100 ns) are delayed events which include x-rays 
and low-energy (< 100 keV) 7-rays, as these are subject to the ‘time-walk’ effect.
5.2 M easuring Peak A reas
Each axis of a m atrix corresponds to one detector of each pair th a t have the 
given effective angular difference (where the detectors listed first in each pair, 
from table 4.1, are on the same axis). Coincidence spectra were generated by 
setting an energy window on one axis and projecting a spectrum  on the other 
from the selected ‘slice’ of the m atrix. Background subtraction of the spectrum  
for a particular peak was made by slicing on the background adjacent to the 
peak. For each m atrix, the to tal projections on each axis were examined for the 
selection of peak and background regions.
The intensity of a coincidence peak in a m atrix was taken from the appro­
priate peak area in the coincidence spectrum . Due to the high signal-to-noise 
ratios and low level of contam inant radiation in these out-of-beam coincident 
measurements (sect. 4.1), this was usually done by simply summing the counts 
in the peak with an appropriate allowance for the background under the peak. 
This involved subtracting a background level for the peak region, determ ined in a
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linear interpolation of the average levels for background regions defined on both 
sides of the selected peak. To avoid introducing systematic variations, the same 
peak and background regions were used for a given transition with data collected 
in opposite field directions. In the few cases where peaks were not completely 
resolved from one another, the areas were determined by fitting the overlapping 
peaks to a gaussian shape with a small tail on the low-energy side and a linear 
background.
5.3 The Experim ental Angular Correlations
From the coincident peak areas, four ‘independent’ measures of the perturbed 
angular correlation for each 7-7  cascade were constructed. These are from the 
opposite directions of the internal magnetic field (labelled ‘up ’ and ‘down’ and 
denoted by ± .0 , respectively) and the two gating senses, where the detectors 
in which the two coincident 7 -rays were observed are reversed (as displayed in 
fig. 5.2). This is denoted by the sign of the detector separation angle, ±0 , and 
achieved by gating on the same transition, in turn, on the x- and y-axes of the 
7-7  m atrix.
W hen referring to fig. 5.2 and the diagram of the CAESAR array (fig. 4.2) the 
field ‘up ’ direction is into the page, as the angular separations (of table 4.1) are 
measured in a clockwise direction. Note th a t the hyperfine field for P t in Fe is 
in the opposite direction to the external magnetic field of 1.1 kG used to polarize 
the ferromagnetic foil.
As the orientation of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the detection plane 
(sect. 4.2.3), the perturbation of an angular correlation has the opposite sense 
when either the field direction or gating order is reversed. Then the statistically 
independent measures of the perturbed-angular-correlation function (eq. 3.19) for 
a 7 -ray cascade are given by
W ( 0 , ± B ) =  V  . hk cos k(0 t  Afl) (5.1)
*=0,2 ,4  y/1 +  K t )*
and
W ( ± 6 , B ) =  £  ....______  c o s k ( d ^ A 9 )  , (5.2)
*= 0 ,2 ,4  y  1 +  (<*>l t ) 2
with the relationships
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W ( - 9 , - B )  = W(+0,+B)  and W ( - 0 ,+ B )  = W(+8,—B)  . (5.3)
An example of four 7-ray spectra corresponding to the four measures of an 
angular correlation is supplied in fig. 5.3. This shows the data collected in the 
186P t experiment which constitute the measured 0^ —► 2* —> 0* correlations at 
34°. The anisotropy of this correlation, even though it has been attenuated in 
the perturbation (see fig. 6.20), is obvious from the differences in the intensities of 
the two field-up peaks and the field-down peaks. Also, the similarity of the peaks 
with opposite gating and field directions illustrates the relationships of eq. 5.3.
Figure 5.2: The gating directions for a detector pair observing correlated 7-rays.
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Figure 5.3: Data collected in the 186Pt experiment at an angular separation of 34°. The 
upper frame shows part of the spectrum obtained by slicing on the 2+—»O* transition 
for both field directions and, similarly, for Of—>2+ in the lower frame. Apparent is the 
anisotropy of the Of—>2f — angular correlation and the equivalence of reversing the 
gating and field directions, see text.
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5 .3 .1  D e tec to r  efficiencies
For coincident transitions with 7-ray energies E«, 1 and El2) the num ber of counts 
registered in a pair of detectors, labelled A and B, for each of these correlations 
can be written
N{+0,+B) = r t f  eA(Eyl)eB(El2)W(+0,+B)
N ( - 0 ,+ B )  = n ^ e A(El2)eB(E ^)  W { -0 ,+ B )
N ( + 9 , - B )  =  n t ™  eA{Eyi)eB( E ^ ) W ( + 0 , - B )
N ( - 9 , - B )  =  n ^ e A(Ey2)eB(E^)W(-e,-B), (5.4)
where the e values denote detector efficiencies, and 71qP and are the nor­
malization factors for the amount of data collected in the two field directions. 
W hen data  from several ‘equivalent’ pairs of detectors are combined, the product 
of efficiencies is replaced by the appropriate sum over products of efficiencies.
Efficiency calibrations of the HPGe detectors were made with the 7-ray sin­
gles spectra collected in each experiment. The peak areas for each transition of 
interest, as observed in each detector, were measured as described above. The 
relative detector efficiencies for these 7-ray energies were then extracted and used 
as fixed values in eqs. 5.4. These were also checked against efficiencies for each 
detector taken from 152Eu source data.
5.4 D eterm in in g  th e  P recession
An im portant consideration is the fraction of im planted nuclei th a t did not expe­
rience the full internal field for P t in Fe, but a magnetic field of reduced strength. 
As noted above in sect. 4.3.4, this results in the m easurement of a superposi­
tion of radiation patterns with different perturbations. For recoils im planted in 
a ferromagnetic m edium this is caused by nuclei with final resting sites in non- 
substitutional sites of the host lattice and structural damage to the ferromagnet 
from the im plantation process. W ith the implantation-decay technique, another
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consideration is the displacement of nuclei by the recoil-energy produced by ß +- 
decay. Also, a small fraction of the ions stopped in the front, non-ferromagnetic 
layer of the target where the nuclei were not subject to the hyperfine field.
In sect. 4.3.4 it was determined tha t these effects are all relatively small. To 
account for them  a ‘two-site’ model was used: the im planted nuclei were assumed 
to experience either no hyperfine field at all, so tha t the 7 -radiation was em itted 
without perturbation, or the full field strength for P t impurities in Fe. The 
first group specifically includes those nuclei in the target layer. This approach is 
generally considered adequate when only a small fraction of nuclei are at damaged 
areas or non-unique sites of a ferromagnet where they may experience a partial 
hyperfine field.
The analysis allowed for this by fitting the data to a sum of the perturbed 
and unperturbed integrated correlation functions (eqs. 3.14 and 3.19), weighted 
by the fraction of im planted nuclei at full-field and field-free sites, respectively. 
By specifying the fraction of im planted nuclei experiencing the full hyperfine field 
and the detector efficiencies, the only fit param eters are the precession angle, u>l t , 
and the normalization constants, UqP and n^bum. A least-squares fit to the time- 
integrated function (eq. 3.19) was performed simultaneously for the four data 
sets of each 7-7  cascade. The twenty-five degrees of freedom originate from the 
twenty-eight ( = 4 x 7 )  data  points and three unknowns. The code used can also 
include, in a simultaneous fit, data  for several cascades through the interm ediate 
state  of interest. Alternatively, the weighted average may be taken of the results 
obtained in the separate examinations of the individual 7 -ray cascades.
5.4.1 The ratio function
As an alternative approach to the analysis, the data for the four correlations may 
be combined in a ratio function p, thereby, eliminating the normalization factors 
and efficiencies:
P =
A T (+0, +B) N( -9 ,  - B )  W(+6 , 4-B)
(5.5)
\  N { + e , - B ) N ( - e , + B )  w ( + e , - B )  '
W ith the present arrangem ent, for a least-squares fit to a single cascade there are 
six degrees of freedom from the seven data points and single param eter, u>l t . 
This measure of the perturbation is sensitive to the rotation of the correlation,
but the attenuation effect is largely ‘cancelled o u t’ when taking the ratio. As a
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consequence, for precessions larger than about 100 mrad, where the correlation is 
attenuated significantly and the rotation is more difficult to measure (see fig. 3.6), 
a fit to this function is much less precise than examining the whole correlation. 
As the longer 2^-state lifetimes for the lighter P t isotopes (see table 6.1 below) 
cause large perturbations, in the present work the ratio m ethod has been used 
only as a check of the full angular correlation analyses.
5.5 Solid-angle Corrections
A correction is needed for attenuation of the anisotropy of the measured radiation 
pattern  by the finite solid-angles subtended by the detectors. This is expressed 
through the solid-angle attenuation coefficients Qkk, where eq. 3.5 becomes
W(0) = £  Qkk Ak( 1) Ak{2) Pk(cos 9) (5.6)
k
and, for an angular correlation, Qkk =  Qfc(l) Qk(2) .
The calculations were made using the method described in ref. [Kr72]. The 
param eterization [Do88] of the total energy absorption cross-section for photons in 
germanium, was determ ined from the tabulated values of Storm and Israel [St70] 
and is sufficiently accurate for the present work. For the seven, very similar 
detectors of the CAESAR array (the details of which are given in sect. 4.2.1), 
the calculated coefficients were found to be equivalent: Q22 =  0.965 ±  0.010 and 
Q44 =  0.885 ±  0.030. The quoted errors more than cover the small dependence 
on 7-ray energy.
5.6 Other Spectroscopic Information
For sufficiently precise measurements of the nuclear precessions, it was neces­
sary to collect considerable amounts of data in each experiment. These pro­
vided the opportunity to examine other aspects of the spectroscopy of the P t 
nuclei. This was done prim arily using the standard m ethod of combining all 
the coincidence data  for a measurement in a single 7-7 m atrix. However, as 
the decay schemes for 184_192P t following /3+-decay have been studied exten­
sively [Fi89, Fi88, Si90a, Si90b, Sh91], this served m ainly to confirm documented 
transition and level energies, and some transition m ultipolarities and state  spin
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assignments. The exception was identification of the 265.4 keV, (3)-1"—► 4^ " transi­
tion in 188P t, which is included in the results reported in sect. 6.3. The statistical 
precision of the present 7-7  coincidence measurement allowed us to resolve it from 
the large 2+—► 0+ peak at 265.6 keV.
Chapter 6
R esults
6.1 192P t M easurem ent
The first measurement using the im plantation-decay technique was made on the 
naturally-occurring nuclide 192Pt. This provided both a check of the experimen­
tal m ethod and a calibration of the effective magnetic field strength, which was 
needed to extract ^-factors from the measurements on the unstable P t isotopes. 
The 2j'-state lifetime, r ( 2*), and ^-factor, <7(2}'), are known from previous ex­
perim ents (see table 6 .1).
The full projection of the ‘to ta l’ 7-7  m atrix from the 192P t measurement, 
which includes the coincidence data collected in every detector pair and both 
field directions, is shown in fig. 6.1 for energies E7 <  900 keV. The peaks in 
this spectrum  labelled by their 7 -ray energies correspond to transitions in the 
decay of 192P t, as shown in the simplified decay scheme for this nucleus following 
population by /3+-decay (fig. 6.2).
Because the nucleus 192T1 was formed in the heavy-ion reaction, the 7 - 
radiation em itted in the decay of the 192P t parent nuclei, 192Hg and 192Au, was 
observed. The 7 -rays marked as ‘contam inant’ were from reactions of the heavy- 
ion beam  with the ferromagnet. As expected for the im plantation-decay technique 
this radiation was not overwhelming (sect. 4.1). Another feature of this spectrum , 
which is also apparent in the spectra recorded in the other experiments, is the 
peak at 511keV from /3+-annihilation.
Figure 6.3 shows background-subtracted coincidence spectra (sect. 5.2) for 
data  collected with the internal field up and an effective detector separation of 
+  14°. The slices correspond to the 2}'—► Of, 2^ —► 2}" and —> 2* transitions
63
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Figure 6.1: The total projection (see text) recorded in the 192Pt measurement. The 
labelling of the peaks of interest is described in the text.
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Figure 6.2: Partial level scheme at low excitation energies for 193Pt, following the 
/3+-decay of 192Au.
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in 192P t. The m ajor 7-rays in the decay of 192P t are marked, including the 
582.6 keV transition between the Oj and 2\  states. The low background levels 
in these spectra are as expected for 7-7 coincidence measurements made out-of- 
beam (sect. 4.1) and are typical of each experiment in the series (figs. 6.9, 6.12, 
6.18 and 6.25).
The four independent measures of the perturbed angular correlation (sect. 5.3) 
for the Oj"—+ 2\ —> 0* 7-ray cascade in 192P t are displayed in fig. 6.4. Also shown are 
the distributions from a simultaneous least-squares fit of the experim ental data 
to a two-site model, as described in sect. 5.4. W ith 8% of the im planted nuclei at 
field-free sites, a result to be discussed in detail in sect. 6.1.1, this analysis gave 
cjlt(2i ) = +104 ±  12mrad.
The data were also analyzed with the ratio function p (of eq. 5.5). This 
gave a precession angle of ujlt(2i ) =  +98 ±  16mrad, again for 8% of the nuclei 
not experiencing the hyperfine field. This result is displayed in fig. 6.5 with the 
experim ental data points.
Figure 6.6 shows the chi-squared per degree of freedom, X2/ u> as a function of 
precession angle for the least-squares fits described above. The results obtained 
from the two analysis methods are clearly in agreement. The more precise mea­
surement of the precession is made with the ‘angular correlation’ analysis, even 
though the ‘well’ at the chi-squared minimum appears shallower than tha t from 
the ‘ratio function’ m ethod. This is because there are twenty-five degrees of free­
dom in the angular correlation analysis compared with six when taking the ratio 
(sect. 5.4).
The measured radiation patterns for the 2\  -h► 2*—♦ 0* cascade are displayed in 
fig. 6.7. For concise presentation of the data, in this and all following diagrams, 
only two measures of the perturbed angular correlation are shown. These are 
labelled as the two field directions: where the weighted averages of the corre­
sponding points in the ‘field up/forw ard gating’ and ‘field down/reverse gating’ 
directions form field up; and the ‘down/forward’ and ‘up/reverse’ data sets were 
combined for field down.
The 2^ —> 2i transition has mixed E2/M1  m ultipolarity with a (previously 
measured) mixing ratio of 6(E2/M1)  =  +10.0 ±  0.4 [Sh91]. This value was used 
in the present analysis, of the four separate data sets, and the best-fit to the 
integral correlation function with 8% of the recoils at field-free sites, ljlt(2*) =  
+113 ±  9m rad, is also shown in fig. 6.7. The value 6(E2/M l)  =  +91^ was
(ico'e)M
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Pt 0+->2+-»0+ cascade field up / fwd gating j 
(OT = 104 ± 12 mrad
m i l l
field down / reverse gating ^
field down / forward gating ^
field up / reverse gating =
I I I I I I I
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.4: The 7-7 perturbed angular correlations for the Of —► 2f —► Of cascade in 
192Pt. The four measured distributions (from the different combinations of field and 
gating directions) are shown with calculations for a precession angle of u;£,r(2f ) = 
+ 104 ± 12 mrad and 8% of the recoils at field-free sites (see text).
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- 192 0+->2+-»0+ cascade 
COT = 98 ±16 mrad
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.5: The measured (data points) ratio p for the 192Pt Oj —► 2* —> 0* 7-ray 
cascade. Also shown are the calculated values (lines) for the best-fit of u/£,t (2+) =  
+98 ± 16 mrad (see text).
determ ined here by fixing the precession to 100 m rad and varying the mixing 
ratio. This is consistent with, although much less precise than, the value quoted 
above.
A much larger fraction of the /?+-decay passes through the 2J —► 2+ transition 
(and the corresponding 2} —>► 2+ —► 0+ 7-7 cascade) than the Oj —» 2+ transition. 
This is displayed in the decay scheme of fig. 6.2 and is also apparent in the 
intensities of the corresponding peaks in the spectra of figs. 6.1 and 6.3. The 
smaller error associated with each data point of the measured radiation pattern  
results in a more precise measurement of the perturbed 2+ —* 2+ —► 0+ angular 
correlation. However, as the anisotropy here is much less than tha t for the 0+—► 
2+—► 0+ angular correlation (which is apparent from the vertical scales of figs. 6.4 
and 6.7), the precessions, u>l t (2i ), measured using the two cascades have similar 
precision.
Analyses were also performed on other less prominent 7-ray cascades in the 
nucleus. Although the results are generally very imprecise, for transitions feeding
X 
/ v
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0+->2+-»0+ cascade
angular correlation 
ratio  function
cox [mrad]
Figure 6.6: Plot of the chi-squared per degree of freedom versus the nuclear precession, 
for best-fits of the 192Pt 0j —>2+— data to the full angular correlation and the ratio 
function.
the 2f  state  they were found to be consistent with those of analyses using the 
0+ —* 2i and 2} —> 2f  transitions. The measured data  points and the best-fit 
of lult(2i ) =  +120 ±  30 mrad for the reasonably well populated 3* —* 2+ —► 0* 
cascade, where the first transition is mixed with 6{E2/M1) = —1.48±0.02 [Sh91], 
are displayed in fig. 6.8.
The six-day m easurement on 192P t provided determ ination of the nuclear pre­
cession to < 7% precision, from the weighted average of the results obtained with 
the O f-+ 2 f—>0f and 2^ —> 2 f—■»O* cascades (see table 6.1). This confirmed the 
feasibility of the im plantation-decay technique.
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Figure 6.7: The measured and calculated perturbed angular correlations for the 2f —► 
2f—»Oi- 7-ray cascade in 192Pt. For clarity, the four measures have been combined into 
two (see text). The unperturbed correlation (u^t = 0) is also shown.
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Pt 3 +—> 2 +—> 0+
COT = 120 ± 30 mrad
field  up
field  down
i i i i
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.8: The measured (data points) and calculated (lines) perturbed angular corre­
lations for the 192Pt 3 i~► 2+—► 0* 7-ray cascade. The dashed line shows the unperturbed 
correlation.
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6.1.1 Determ ining the fraction of recoils at field-free sites
If all of the im planted 192P t nuclei were on unique lattice sites and experi­
enced the full hyperfine field strength for P t in Fe, of ffif00K(PtFe) =  —123 ±  
3 Tesla (sect. A.5.2), the expected precession in the first-excited state would 
be =  +110 ±  6m rad. This comes from eq. 3.3 with the known 2*-
state p-factor and lifetime: 0 (2 f ,192P t) =  0.299 ±  0.010 (sect. 7.3.2.1) and 
r (2 * ,192P t) =  62.1 ±  2 .0ps [Ra87]. In analyzing the 192P t data a two-site model 
(sect. 5.4) was used and the fraction of recoils at field-free sites varied to find 
agreement with this expected precession angle. It was found tha t 92 ±  8% of 
the nuclei experienced the full field, which corresponds to an effective internal 
field strength of —113 ±  10 Tesla. This result is consistent with the discussion 
of sect. 4.3.4. There is agreement with: the im plantation studies reported in 
appendix A, where < 10% of the nuclei were im planted into field-free sites; the 
^  3% reduction from /3+-decay induced site changes; and Monte-Carlo calcula­
tions of reaction kinematics, which found ~  3% of the recoiling ions came to rest 
in the front, non-ferromagnetic layer of the target.
The heavy ions, beam energies, targets and reactions used in the present 
im plantation-decay experiments on 184.186.188>19°.192p t are listed in table 4.3. The 
resulting reaction kinematics are similar and, in each experiment, the average 
kinetic energy of the parent nuclei as they entered the Fe foil was approximately 
lOMeV. In view of the likeness of these nuclei and their recoil energies, similar 
final im plantation sites can be expected for each experiment. As the /3+-decays 
employed in the measurements were alike, one expects essentially equivalent ef­
fects from /3-induced recoils in each case. Also, the fraction of ions which stopped 
in the non-ferromagnetic target layer only varied from ~  3% to < 2% (sect. 4.3.4). 
This small difference is even less significant when the m agnitude of the effect is 
compared with the much larger ~  10% reduction inherent in the im plantation 
process. Due to their similarities with the 192P t measurem ent, the data from 
each experiment were analyzed with the two-site model and assuming 8% of the 
im plants were at field-free sites.
While we are confident of the effective field strength of —113 ±  10 T, there are, 
in addition, precise absolute limits available. The upper lim it is the full hyperfine 
field of —123 +  3 T, which is consistent with the adopted value, and the lower limit 
is the in-beam (Coulomb excitation) field strength of —92 ±  5 T  (sect. A.6). The
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implications of these limits for the inferred ^-factors are discussed in sect. 6.6.
6.2 190P t M easurem ent
The to tal projection recorded in the 190P t measurement and coincidence spectra 
for +34° field-up data are given in figs. 6.9 and 6.10, respectively. The marked 
lines may be compared with the 190P t decay scheme of fig. 6.11.
It is apparent from the peak heights in the spectra tha t significantly less 
data  were collected here than in the other measurements. This experiment was 
abandoned after one and a half days, compared with running times of around 
five days for the other experiments (table 4.3), as the count rate was too slow for 
the m easurement to be completed in a reasonable tim e with the 25Mg +  170Er 
reaction. Unfortunately, this was the only beam /target combination available at 
the tim e. Although 176Y b(19F, 5n)190Au (E ~  93MeV) may have proven better,
Pt Total Projection
x-rays
* contaminant
energy [keV]
Figure 6.9: The total coincidence spectrum from the 190Pt measurement. The 7-rays 
emitted in the decay of 190Pt (as shown in the level scheme of fig. 6.11) are marked 
here with their energies.
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2+->0+ s lic e  
(296 keV)
Pt x-rays
2+-*2+ s lic e  "
0+->2+ s lic e  
(625)
energy [keV]
Figure 6.10: The coincidence spectra for the 2+—>0*, 2%—*2* and 0^—>2+ transitions 
in 190Pt at +34° with the internal field up.
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2+ 1203.1
2+ • 1115.2
282.3
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3+^
316.5
^  920.9 
916.7
( 3 )  + 936.4
190Pt 188Pt
Figure 6.11: Partial decay schemes for 190Pt and 188Pt following the ß+-decay of their 
respective Au parent nuclei.
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when isotopically enriched 190P t became available, a separate measurement of 
<7(2^) in 190P t using the transient-field technique (sect. 3.5.2) was performed. 
This is described in chapter 7.
6.3 188P t M easurem ent
The to tal projection of all coincidence data collected in the 188P t measurement is 
shown in fig. 6.12 for energies E7 <  600 keV. The m ajor transitions in the decay 
of 188P t, as shown in the 188P t decay scheme included in fig. 6.11, are labelled 
with their 7 -ray energies. Also marked in the spectrum  is the 7 -radiation em itted 
in the decay of the parent nucleus 188Hg, and tha t from reactions of the ion beam 
with the Fe foil. In the bom bardm ent of 169Tm  by 24Mg at 128 MeV, 186Au was 
populated directly in the 169T m (24Mg, 2p5n) reaction channel with a cross-section 
approxim ately an order of magnitude smaller than th a t for 188T1. The 7 -rays from 
the subsequent /3+-decay to 186P t were also observed (with low intensity).
The spectra measured in coincidence with the 2^ —>0^, 2% —► 2+ and O2"—>2^
Pt Total Projection
x-rays
* contaminant
energy [keV]
Figure 6.12: The total coincidence spectrum for the 188Pt measurement.
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2+->0+ slice 
(266 keV)Pt x-rays
2+->2+ slice *
0+->2+ slice 
(533)
energy [keV]
Figure 6.13: Spectra measured in coincidence with the 188Pt 2+—>0+, 2j —► 2+ and 
0a- >2+ transitions at +48° with the field up.
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transitions for field-up data collected at +48° are given in fig. 6.13. Included in 
the labelling is the 316.5 keV, 2 f—>0f transition. Clearly visible in the 2^ " —► 
slice is the 265.4 keV 7-ray feeding the 4f state from the (3)+ level at 936.4 keV, 
which, as noted in sect. 5.6, was previously unidentified.
The measured perturbed angular correlations for the Of —»► 2+ —► Of, 2f —> 
2f —> Of and 3 f—*2f—>0f 7-ray cascades are shown in figs. 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16, 
respectively. The calculations included in the diagrams are for precessions of 
u>l t (2 f ) = +155 ±  11 mrad, +189:fc22mrad and -f 123±42mrad, respectively, as 
determined using the two-site model with 92% of the nuclei experiencing the full 
field strength (sect. 6.1.1). The uncertainty in the 2f —* 2 f—i> Of result includes 
a contribution from the error in the mixing ratio for the 2f —> 2f transition, 
determined as 6(E2/M1) = +6 ±  2. The 3 f—>2f transition is primarily E2 and, 
as the inferred precession angle was found to be insensitive to the inclusion of 
small M l  admixtures, the fit shown in fig. 6.16 assumes a pure E 2 multipolarity 
7-ray.
6.4 186P t M easurem ent
The partial level scheme for 186Pt following population by /3+-decay from 186Au 
is included in fig. 6.17. The total coincidence spectrum for the precession mea­
surement is displayed in fig. 6.18. As the /3+-decay lifetime of the unstable 186Pt 
nucleus is only 2 hours, 7-rays from the decay of the daughter 186Os nucleus were 
also observed.
The coincidence spectra of fig. 6.19, for the 2f —♦ Of, 4f —* 2f and Of —► 2f 
transitions in 186Pt, were measured at an effective detector separation of —83° 
(where the minus sign refers to the reverse gating direction) with the internal field 
down. An excited (4)~ level at 1.383 MeV (not shown in fig. 6.17) is relatively 
strongly populated in the /3+-decay of 186Au, and the 205.0 keV and 430.3 keV, 
mixed E2/M1 multipolarity transitions de-exciting this state are visible in these 
spectra.
The overlap of the peaks corresponding to the 4f —* 2f transition and the 
297 keV 7-ray in 1860s is apparent in the total projection. This caused the ap­
pearance of Os x-rays and 7-radiation from the 1860s nucleus in the 299 keV slice. 
Also, as there was some contamination around 280 keV in the total projection, the 
Of —► 2f“ peak was not fully resolved. This resulted in the low-energy (< 200 keV)
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- 188 0 +- > 2 +- > 0 +
(0T = 155 ± 11 mrad
f ie ld  up
f ie ld  down
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.14: The measured radiation distributions for the 0j —* 2 f —* 0+ 7 -ray cascade in 
isspt The calculated correlations are for the best-fit value of u)Lt (2X ) = +155±11 mrad 
(with 92% of the implants subject to the full field) and u>l t = 0.
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- 188 2 +- > 2 +- > 0 +
COT = 189 ± 22 mrad
fie ld  up
fie ld  down
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.15: The perturbed angular correlations for the 188Pt 2f  —>2+—► 0+ cascade, 
where the first 7-ray has mixing ratio 6(E2/M1) = -f 6 ± 2 (see text).
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COT = 123 ± 42 mrad
fie ld  up
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H  1 M 11
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0 [degrees]
Figure 6.16: The measured and calculated angular correlations for the 3* —► 2+ —> Of 
7-ray cascade when the 3*—»2* transition has pure E2 multipolarity. The unperturbed 
distribution is shown by the dashed line.
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7-rays in the 280 keV slice. The excited 0+ state (at 471.6 keV) is fed primarily 
by the 326.8 keV transition de-populating the 2 j  state at 798.5 keV.
The 186P t and 184P t nuclei (with N = 108 and 106, respectively) are near the 
middle of the N  =  82-126 neutron shell and each have a deformed, rotational 
ground-state band, unlike the heavier P t isotopes. This can be seen in the partial 
P t decay schemes of fig. 6.17 compared with figs. 6.2 and 6.11. The intensity of 
the /3+-decay is more strongly directed down the ground-state band in the lighter 
i84,i86pj. isotopes; i.e. the intensity of the 6* —► 4* and 4^ —> 2^ transitions is 
enhanced and the 2 j  —■> 2* reduced. For these nuclei the 4 f —► 2 f —► Oj" cascade is 
more intensely populated than the 2 J  —* 2}'—> Of and, therefore, more useful for 
extracting the precession angle.
2+
6+
2+ ----
0+ ------
4 + ----
486.0
2+
0 +
273.0
844.1
798.4
648.8
491.9
435.9
163.0
0 . 0
6+
2+
877.3
798.5
387.0
326.8
184Pt 186Pt
Figure 6.17: Partial decay schemes for 186Pt and 184Pt populated by ß+-decay.
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Pt Total Projection _x-rays
•  ( 2 9 7 )
energy [keV]
Figure 6.18: The total 7-7 projection from the 186Pt measurement.
Figures 6.20, 6.21, 6.22 and 6.23 display the measured radiation patterns for 
the Of 2f -► Of, 4f 2f -* Of, 2f -► 2f -► Of and 3f" —► 2f —► Of cascades in 
186Pt. The calculated perturbed angular correlations are for the best-fit values of 
u>lt(2 f ) = +624±53mrad, +590±64mrad, -f522±98mrad and +628±105 mrad, 
respectively, assuming 8% of the nuclei experienced no field. The 2f -state lifetime 
for this nucleus is much longer than those of the heavier isotopes (see table 6.1). 
This caused a larger nuclear precession, which resulted in the more pronounced 
perturbations observed here.
Van Walle et al. [Va85] have measured the mixing ratios for the 2f —► 2f 
and 3f —> 2f transitions as 6(E2/M1) =  18.7f ^ 5 or —0.382 ± 0.042 and 
S(E2/M1) = 0.322 ±  0.016 or 1 5 . 7 respectively. The present measurement 
allowed determination of a4 values for the correlations and, therefore, confirmed 
the values 6 = -f-18.7f7975 (see fig. 6.22) and 6 = +15.51^9. The first value is 
in conflict with that chosen in the Nuclear Data Sheets [Fi88]. Unfortunately, 
these imprecise mixing ratios contribute significantly to the uncertainties in the 
precession angles determined using these cascades. Although the large mixing
co
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2+-»0+ s l ic e  
(192 keV)Pt x -rays
(511) -
A _Aa..| a, .. I
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(299)
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x-rays
0+-»2+ s l i c e  _ 
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energy [keV]
Figure 6.19: The coincidence spectra for the 2i'-+0^, 4^—>2  ^ and O^ —>2+ transitions 
in 186Pt at an angular separation of 83° with reverse gating and the field down.
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0 +- > 2 +- >  0 +
(OX = 624 ± 53 mrad
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H I I N I m i n
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Figure 6.20: The measured and calculated perturbed angular correlations for the 
Of- ¥% t ~ 7-ray cascade in 186Pt. The unperturbed correlation is also given.
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Figure 6.21: The perturbed 7-7 angular correlations for the 186Pt 4+ —► 2+ —► 0* 
cascade. The correlation for uLr  = 0 is also shown.
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- 186 2 +- > 2 +- » 0 +
COT = 522 ± 98 mrad
f ie ld  up
f ie ld  down
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.22: The measured radiation patterns for the 186Pt 2f —> 2f —► Of cascade. 
The calculated correlations with u>£,r(2f) = +522 ±  98 mrad (and u Lr  = 0, dotted 
line) assume a mixing ratio of 6(E2/Ml)  = + 1 8 . 7 for the first transition. The 
calculated distributions for 6 = —0.382 ± 0.042 and ult = +600 mrad are shown by 
the dashed lines, and clearly do not reproduce the data.
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_ 186 field up
628 ± 105 mrad
H - m f - H - h t
field  down
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.23: The measured and calculated angular correlations for the 3^—*21— 7- 
ray cascade, where the 3^—*2* transition has a mixing ratio of 6(E2/M1) = +15.512;! . 
The unperturbed correlation is also shown.
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2+-> 0+-»2+-> 0+ cascade fie ld  up
fie ld  down
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.24: The isotropic radiation distributions measured for coincidences between 
the 186Pt 23-+ Of and 2+—► 0+ 7-rays, where the intermediate Oj—► 2+ transition was 
unobserved.
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ratios imply tha t the transitions have nearly pure E 2 multipolarity, including the 
small M l  components had a significant effect on the angular correlations.
The intensity of the 326.8 keV 7 -ray feeding the excited 0+ state allowed the 
m easurement of the correlation between this and the —> O}" transition, where
the interm ediate 0^ —* 2* decay remained unobserved. As the excited 0+ state 
may not be aligned, the radiation was em itted isotropically (see sect. 4.3.3) and 
the distribution unchanged by the perturbation from the nuclear precession. This 
null effect was observed experimentally as shown in fig. 6.24.
6.5 184P t M easurem ent
Figures 6.25 and 6.26 display coincidence spectra taken from the to tal 7-7  m atrix 
for the 184P t measurement. The full projection of the m atrix is in fig. 6.25 and 
the background-subtracted slices for the 163 keV, 273 keV and 486 keV 7 -rays are 
in fig. 6.26. The corresponding partial decay scheme for the nucleus appeared in
Pt Total Projection _x-rays
S  1200
363 ♦
energy [keV]
Figure 6.25: The full projection of the total 7-7 matrix recorded in the 184Pt measure­
ment.
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2+->0+ s lic e  
(163 keV)
Pt x-rays
(511) -
4+-»2+ s lic e
0+-*2+ s lic e  
(329)
energy [keV]
The coincidence spectra for the 2+—► ()+, 4+—>2+ and 0^—*2* transitions 
5cted from the total 7-7 matrix.
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fig. 6.17. Visible in some of these spectra is the 222.0 keV 7-ray from the 4+ state 
at an excitation energy of 2.553 MeV, which feeds the ground-state band. The 
subsequent /3+-decay of 184P t results in the observation of 7-radiation de-exciting 
the 184Ir and 184Os nuclei.
The perturbed angular correlations for the 0^ —> 2+ —> Of and —► 2f" —► Of
cascades with best-fit precessions of ljlt(2 f)  =  +1005 ±  83m rad and +810 ±  
81m rad are shown in figs. 6.27 and 6.28, respectively. The 500 ps lifetime for 
the 2 f state  in 184P t (table 6.1) leads to a significant attenuation of the measured 
radiation patterns which, in turn , reduces the sensitivity of the measurement to 
the perturbation (sect. 3.2). To overcome this the statistics were improved by 
running for longer (see table 4.3) to collect more data. The number of counts in 
the peaks of the 184P t to tal projection are greater than those in the spectra for 
the other measurements.
The perturbed angular correlation for the 6 f —► 4 f —► 2f —► Of cascade is 
displayed in fig. 6.29. The interm ediate, stretched E2 4 f —► 2 f transition goes 
undetected. The measured value of u>£t (2^) =  +917 ±  138mrad was obtained 
from a least-squares fit to the to tal precession angle, of ujlt = +979 ±  140mrad, 
after correction for the nuclear precession which occurred in the 4 f state, 
u>Lr ( 4 f ) =  +62 ±  9m rad. The level lifetime r ( 4 f )  =  36.5 ±  1.3 ps [Ga86] and a 
^-factor equal to tha t for the first-excited 2+ state, g(2 f ) =  g(4 f ), were assumed.
6.6 Inferred ^-factors
The results of the individual analyses for each 7-ray cascade of interest in 
184,186,188,i92pj. are sum m arized in the third column of table 6.1. A weighted aver­
age of the precessions for each P t nucleus has been calculated. These were found 
to agree with the results of analyses which simultaneously fitted data  sets for sev­
eral cascades. Relative ^-factors (given in the fifth column) were inferred directly 
from the measured precession angles and adopted lifetimes (fourth column).
The absolute # (2 f) (final column of table 6.1) were extracted from ^-factor 
ratios and the adopted value for 192P t, g(2 f)  =  0.299 ±  0.010 (sect. 7.3.2.1). 
Each quoted error incorporates the uncertainties in the effective field strength, 
the measured precession and the adopted meanlife for the 2* state  in the given 
nucleus. The fined errors in the measured precessions are around 7%, but lifetime 
errors of similar m agnitude result in an uncertainty for the absolute ^-factors of
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f ie ld  up
1005 ± 83 mrad
fie ld  down
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.27: The measured (data points) and calculated (lines) angular correlations, 
including that for u l t  = 0, for the 0^—► 0* 7-ray cascade in 184Pt.
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- 184 4+->2+->0+
COT = 804 ± 81 mrad
fie ld  up
fie ld  down
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.28: The measured perturbed angular correlations for the 184Pt 4+—►2+—*0* 
7-7 cascade in 184Pt, with calculations for the best-fit of cjl t (2*) = +804 ± 81 mrad 
and the unperturbed case.
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- 184 6+->4+->2+->0+ f ie ld  up
(OT (2+) -  917 ±138 mrad
f ie ld  down
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0 [degrees]
Figure 6.29: The perturbed angular correlations between the 6* —* 4+ and 2* —► 0* 
transitions, where the alignment was transferred by the unseen intermediate 7 -ray. The 
calculations are for = +917 ± 138 mrad and = 0.
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Table 6.1: Measured precession angles and inferred 2 f-sta te  ^-factors.
Nuclide 7 -ray
cascade
u l t { 2 f)a 
[mrad]
T(2f)
[ps]
s / s ( I9JP t)‘ fl(2f)
193Pt Of 2f —► Of 104(12) 62(2)d 1.00 0.299(10)*
2f — 2f — Of 113(9)
3 f -  2t-  0 f 120(30)
(110(7))'
iSSpt Oj —► 2f —► Of 155(11) 93(7 / 0.97(12) 0.29(4) *
2f  —► 2f —► Of 189(22)
3f — 2 + — Of 123(42)
(160(10))e
isept o f  -♦ 2f - 4  Of 624(53) 375(14)» 0.90(9) 0.27(3)
4f -  2f -  Of 590(64)
2^ — 2f — Of 522(98)
3f -  2f -  Of 628(105)
(601(35))c
184Pt Of —► 2f —► Of 1005(83) 519(17)» 0.98(10) 0.29(3)
4f — 2f — Of 804(81) 582(22)^ 0.88(9) 0.26(3)
6f —► 4f , 2f —► Of 917(138)
(904(53))c
“ Precession angles with 8% of recoils at field-free sites (see text). 
b Derived from measured precessions and adopted lifetimes.
c Weighted average. 
d From ref. [Ra87].
* Adopted g-factor (table 7.2) used as a calibration (see text). 
f Adopted meanlife, from sect. 8.5.
9 From ref. [Fi72], 
h From ref. [Ga86].
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~  10% .
As discussed in sect. 4.3.4, the final im plantation sites in each experiment 
were considered to be similar, and in each analysis it was assumed that 8% of the 
im planted nuclei were not subject to a magnetic field, while the rest experienced 
the ‘full’ field of 123 T. It was found tha t the relative ^-factors are insensitive to 
the exact fraction of nuclei on field-free sites, provided this fraction did not vary 
significantly from case to case. An alternative analysis assuming all the nuclei 
experienced an ‘effective’ field of 113 ±  10 T gave very similar results.
The absolute limits for the effective field strength are given in sect. 6.1.1. 
Taking a field of —92 ±  5 T  as the lower lim it would increase the inferred g(2f )  
values by, at most, ~  20%. Even so, as will be seen below (chapter 9), 2 f-sta te  
^-factors of such magnitude are not expected. W ith the upper-lim it field strength 
of 123±3 T the ^-factors decrease by ~  8%, but remain consistent with the quoted 
values which have errors of around 10%.
For 184P t, the weighted average of the two measurements of the 2* meanlife 
(table 6.1) is ( r )  =  542 ±  13ps, which corresponds to a ^-factor of <7(2*) =  
0.28 ± 0 .03 .
Chapter 7
The 2^-state ^-factor in 190P t
7.1 Introduction
The implantation-decay technique has been used to measure the 2 f-sta te  ^-factors 
of the neutron-deficient 184.186>188p t nuclei. However, as described in sect. 6.2, the 
190P t experiment was abandoned due to a slow count rate from the reaction 
used. W hen m aterial enriched in 190P t became available, we opted to make an 
independent measurement using the transient-field technique (which is described 
briefly in sect. 3.5.2). This chapter reports the first measurement of g(2+) in 190Pt, 
relative to the ^-factors for the heavier, stable P t isotopes. Determ ination of the 
2 f-sta te  lifetime was made indirectly, through simultaneous measurement of the 
relative B(E2] Of —♦ 2 f ) excitation strengths in 19°.194.196p t. The measurement was 
unusual in tha t the enriched sample used had only a small percentage (4.19%) of 
190P t, which has a natural abundance of only 0.01%, and a half-life of 6 x 1011 
years.
7.2 Experim ental Procedure
A complete description of the experim ental and analysis procedures for the 
transient-field technique is given elsewhere [St81a, St85, By87] and only the de­
tails relevant to the present measurement are given here.
A beam of 160 MeV 58Ni ions, from the ANU 14UD Pelletron Accelerator, was 
incident upon a multilayered target, Coulomb exciting P t nuclei to the low-lying 
2 f levels of interest. The first layer of the target consisted of a 2.19 m g/cm 2 thick 
P t foil, rolled from m etal enriched in 190P t. This was backed by a 3.85 m g/cm 2
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thick, previously annealed, Gd foil attached using a thin (210/ig/cm 2) flashing of 
In as an adhesive. A thick (6 .2m g/cm 2) Cu layer was evaporated on the down­
stream  side to provide a magnetic perturbation-free environment in which the 
recoiling P t nuclei came to rest. The P t foil was enriched in 190P t to 4.19±0.04%, 
and also contained 2.02 ±  0.02% 192P t, 49.86 ±  0.20% 194P t, 14.45 ±  0.10% 196P t 
and 3.18 ±  0.03% 198P t with the remaining 26.30 ±  0.10% 195P t (Oak Ridge Na­
tional Laboratory isotopic analysis). Foil and layer thicknesses were determined 
by weight and area measurements made during target preparation.
Precessions of the particle-7 perturbed angular correlations were measured 
using four, HPGe 7 -ray detectors; two were placed at ±65° to the beam direction 
and at a distance so as to subtend an angle of 40°, while the other pair at 
±115° subtended an angle of 24°. The de-exciting 7 -radiation was registered 
in coincidence with backscattered beam ions, detected in an annular counter at 
150°-167° to the beam direction. Events were, therefore, recorded for P t ions 
recoiling forward with a mean half-angle of ~  8°. These P t ions traversed the Gd 
foil, taking an average of 0.75 ps and with average entrance and exit velocities of 
4.1 Vo and 2.1 v0, respectively, before coming to rest in the Cu backing (Vo = c/137, 
Bohr velocity).
The target was cooled with liquid nitrogen to a tem perature of ~ 9 0 K  and 
polarized perpendicular to the 7 -ray detection plane by an external field of ~  
0.05 Tesla. To minimize possible systematic experim ental errors the field direction 
was reversed automatically, approximately every 15 minutes.
U nperturbed particle-7 -ray angular correlations were also measured. The for­
ward detectors were moved so as to sample the 7 -radiation at the angles 0°, ±15°, 
±30°, ±45°, ±55° and ±65°. Normalization was provided by the backward pair 
which remained at ±115°. To facilitate the sampling of the angular correlation 
at each of these angles, the forward detector in the negative quadrant was moved 
further from the target during the angular correlation measurem ent, so tha t it 
subtended an angle of 28°.
The particle-7 angular correlations for the 2* —> O* transitions in each P t 
nucleus were also calculated using a version of the W inther-de Boer Coulomb 
excitation code [Wi66], which takes into account the effects of a finite particle- 
detection angle, beam energy loss in the target and feeding from populated higher- 
excited states.
The angle, Ad, through which the nucleus precesses, due to the interaction
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between its magnetic moment with the transient hyperfine field, is given by
where
A6 = g <f> , (7.1)
<t> =  - n r  /  ' B tr { t )e - t/Tdt , (7.2)
ft •/ 3\
g is the ^-factor and r the lifetime of the nuclear state, Btr is the strength of 
the transient field (which varies with time as the ion slows in the ferromagnetic 
layer) and 7\(2) the entrance (exit) time for the Pt ion traversing the Gd foil. As 
r T2 ~  0.75 ps for all of the states of present interest, (f> is essentially a constant 
factor and the ratios of the ^-factors are given, to a very good approximation, by 
the ratios of the measured precessions.
For small precessions (<  lOOmrad) the measured precession angle may be 
determined from
A0 = |  , (7.3)
where e is the experimental field up/down counting asymmetry (or ‘effect’) and S 
is the logarithmic derivative of the angular correlation for a detector pair placed 
at symmetric angles with respect to the beam direction, ± #7:
The effect is defined as
9 = i _ d W
w de (7.4)
-  1 ~  p
1 + p
Possible systematic experimental uncertainties are reduced by taking the double 
ratio for each detector pair:
P =
N(+fl7)t N(-fl7)j 
\  N(+97)| N(-fl,)T
(7.6)
where N (±07) ( |,  j)  are the counting rates in the detectors at ± 07 for the alter­
native field directions ( |  and |) .
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7.3 R esu lts
7.3 .1  M easured  p recessions
Figure 7.1 shows a typical 7 -ray spectrum  measured in coincidence with backscat- 
tered beam-ions, following Coulomb excitation of the P t target nuclei. The lower 
frame shows the part of the spectrum  of current interest in more detail.
It is apparent in fig. 7.1 tha t for 194P t, which is the main component of the 
target m aterial (sect. 7.2), population of the higher-excited states (J* =  2J, 4+), 
while weak compared with the intensity of its 2* —* 0* transition, is comparable 
to the population of the 2+ level in 190Pt. Nevertheless, the energy separation of 
the 2j" —► Oj1" transition in 190P t (295.8 keV) and the 2\  —> 2+ transition in 194P t 
(293.5 keV) is sufficient for accurate determ ination of both peak areas.
The measured and calculated particle-7 -ray angular correlations for the 
2* —* 0* transitions in each of the even-even 190~198P t nuclei are displayed in 
fig. 7.2. The measured angular correlations were used to confirm the calculations 
(sect. 7.2) and also to provide a check of the 7 -detector angular position, even 
though this is not so im portant in a relative simultaneous measurement.
Details of the measured counting asymmetries, calculated logarithmic deriva­
tives of the angular correlations and the derived precession angles are given in 
table 7.1. The calculated logarithmic derivatives are corrected for the effects of 
cascade feeding, which reduced the unfed S  values by ~ 5 % , and detector posi­
tioning, which caused a further reduction of ~3.5% . W hen measuring relative 
precessions, as in the present work, these corrections only have a small effect 
because each isotope is subject to essentially the same correction factor; conse­
quently, the associated uncertainties are not very im portant and are neglected 
in table 7.1. Uncertainties in S  are included when the absolute ^-factors are 
evaluated in table 7.2, below.
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Figure 7.1: A typical coincidence 7 -ray spectrum following Coulomb excitation of the 
Pt target by an incident beam of 160 MeV 58Ni. The lower frame is an enlargement 
of part of the spectrum above. The 2+ —> 0+ transitions in 19°.193.194.19€.19«pt are indi­
cated. This corresponds to about 35% of the data accumulated during the precession 
measurements at +65° and with the field direction ‘down’.
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Detector #1
S  2 . 0
Detector #2 .
2  2 . 0
Figure 7.2: Particle-7 -ray angular correlations for the 2+ —> 0+ transitions of
190,1 9 2 ,1 9 4 , i 96, i 98p^. j n  coincidence with backscattered 58Ni beam ions. The measured 
(data points) and calculated (lines) correlations are shown for the 7 -ray detectors in 
the positive and negative forward quadrants, which are labelled #1  and # 2, respec­
tively. For clarity, offsets of +2.0, +1.5, +1.0 and +0.5 have been applied to the 
correlations for 190Pt, 192Pt, 194Pt and 196Pt, respectively.
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Table 7.1: Results of the present precession measurement for the 2* states in the 
P t isotopes.
Nucleus eFa
(x  103)
V —A 9 pc 
[mrad]
*Ba
(x  103)
V - A  0Be 
[mrad]
- ( a  oy
[mrad]
1 9 ° p t 96.0(2.8) -2.42 39.7(1.2) -120.4(4.2) 2.83 42.5(1.5) 40.8(0.9)
192Pt 102.0(5.5) -2.40 42.5(2.3) -119.5(7.6) 2.82 42.4(2.7) 42.5(1.8)
194Pt 104.1(0.9) -2.45 42.5(0.4) -122.3(1.2) 2.89 42.3(0.4) 42.4(0.3)
196 p t 108.0(1.8) -2.49 43.4(0.7) -122.7(2.4) 2.92 42.0(0.8) 42.8(0.5)
1 9 8 p t 117.0(5.0) -2.50 46.8(2.0) -128.2(6.6) 2.93 43.8(2.3) 45.5(1.5)
a Measured counting asymmetries (eq. 7.5) with errors, for the forward (F) and backward
(B) detector pairs.
4 Calculated logarithmic derivative of the angular correlation (see text) for both detector 
pairs.
c Precession angle (eq. 7.3 text) for each detector pair. 
d Weighted average of A Op and A 9 b -
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7.3.2 Adopted ^-factors
Summarized here are the 2*-state ^-factors adopted from the literature for the 
Pt nuclei. As a general rule, lifetime-dependent values have been corrected so as 
to correspond to the lifetimes adopted in the compilation of Raman et al. [Ra87]. 
Although the absolute values for the ^-factors in the even 194_198Pt isotopes were a 
subject of controversy for some time, this has been resolved (e.g. ref. [St94a]) and 
there is now agreement between experimental groups [St91a, Bo92, Br92, Ta93].
7 .3 .2 .1  192P t
For 192Pt, the listed value from previous experimental work, g(2*;192Pt) = 0.299± 
0.010, is the weighted average of: ( i ) the IPAC results of Katayama et al. [Ka75] 
and Bodenstedt et al. [Bo92] and the external-field measurement of Bodenstedt 
et al. [Bo92], all normalized to the adopted meanlife of ref. [Ra87] to give g = 
0.294 ±0.011; and (ii ) the transient-field measurement of Brandolini et al. [Br92], 
which gives g = 0.323 ±  0.023 relative to the present adopted value for 194Pt (see 
below).
7 .3 .2 .2  194P t
The #(2+) value adopted for 194Pt, namely <7(2* ;194Pt) = 0.300 ±  0.013, is the 
weighted average of the IPAC result of Katayama et al. [Ka75], corrected for more 
recent lifetime data (as in ref. [St91a]), and Gd-host transient-field measurements 
made relative to 184>186W [St91a].
7 .3 .2 .3  196P t
For 196Pt, the adopted 2+ ^-factor, ^(2i";196Pt) = 0.297 ±  0.010, is the weighted 
average of static field data, as compiled by Berkes et al. [Be72] (and re-evaluated 
in ref. [St91a]), and transient-field measurements made relative to the W iso­
topes [St91a] and 194Pt [Hä79, Le82, Br92, Ta93] (which were averaged and nor­
malized to the value given above, to give g =  0.305 ±  0.017).
7 .3 .2 .4  198P t
The results of previous transient-field measurements made on 198Pt [Hä79, St81a, 
St91a, Ta93] have been averaged following re-evaluation for consistency with the
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new adopted values for 194Pt (giving g = 0.339 ±0.026 for refs. [Hä79, Ta93]) and 
196Pt (g =  0.295 ±  0.022 for ref. [St81a]). This gives the adopted previous value 
of s(2+;198Pt) = 0.309 ±  0.015.
7.3.3 Transient field calibration and absolute <7-factors
Table 7.2 gives the measured transient field precessions, inferred ratios and abso­
lute ^-factors. As noted above, for each of the Pt isotopes r  >> T2 and, therefore, 
(f> (eq. 7.2) has almost the same value for all the states of interest. Evaluation of 
the integral <f> gave corrections for the finite lifetimes of the order of 1%, which 
were insensitive to alternative assumptions for the velocity-dependence of the 
transient field. The measured precessions corrected for decays-in-flight are in the 
second column of table 7.2.
The adopted g(2* ) for 194>19€Pt have been used to calibrate the transient field 
in the present measurement. The normalization, ((f)) = 144.1 ±5.5, is the weighted 
average of the values determined from <f> = A9/g for 194Pt and 196Pt. The quoted 
error includes an uncertainty of 2.5% in the 5 values from corrections for detector 
positioning and feeding (sect. 7.3.1). The ^-factors extracted by this procedure 
are given in the fifth column of table 7.2.
Table 7.2: Measured transient-field precession angles and inferred ^-factors for 
the 2+ States in 190.192,194,196,1 9 8 p t
Nucleus A 9a 
[mrad]
5 / s ( I94P t )6 <7(2
previousc present adopted
190P t -41.1(1.0) 0.96(3) 0.285(13) 0.285(13)
192P t -42.8(1.8) 1.00(4) 0.299(10) 0.297(17) 0.299(10)
194P t -42.7(0.4) 1.00 0.300(13)'* 0.300(13)
196P t -43.2(0.7) 1.01(2) 0.297(10)“' 0.297(10)
ig sp t -46.1(1.6) 1.08(4) 0.309(15) 0.320(17) 0.314(11)
a Measured precession angles (see table 7.1) with decay-in-flight corrections (see text). 
4 Derived from present results. 
c Adopted values from previous work (see text).
d Previous <7(2 ^) values used as a calibration for the present measurement (see text).
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The present results for the isotopes 192P t and 198P t are in agreement with 
earlier measurements. Shown in the final column of table 7.2 are the ^-factor 
values adopted in the discussion of chapter 9: i.e. for 190P t this is the present 
result; for 194P t and 196P t, the adopted previous values; and for 192P t and 198P t, 
the weighted average of the present and previous values.
7.3.4 M easured B(E2\O^ —* 2+) value for 190Pt
The to tal 7-ray intensities of the 2f —* Of, 4}" —► 2 f , 2} —► 2 f and 2} —> Of 
transitions in the decays of the 190.192<194.196.198p t nuclei were obtained from the 
present angular correlation data (sect. 7.2 and fig. 7.2), and corrected for 7-ray 
detection efficiencies and internal conversion. The relative excitation strengths 
for the 2 f states were determined from these measured transition intensities after 
correcting for the isotopic abundances in the target m aterial (sect. 7.2). The 
Coulomb excitation cross-sections for the 2f states in each P t nucleus were then 
calculated using the version of the W inther-de Boer code described in sect. 7.2. 
M atrix elements for 194>19€P t were taken from refs. [Li90b, Li92, Gy86]. The 
B (E 2; Of —* 2 f ) values in these works agree with those adopted by Ram an et 
aI [Ra87]. To obtain a new experimental value for B (.E2;0f —> 2f) in 190P t, the 
m atrix  element (Of ||M (£72)||2 f) was varied to reproduce the observed ratio of the 
2 f -state excitation probability in 190P t to the 2 f -state excitation probabilities in 
i94,i96pt^ as shown in fig. 7.3. M atrix elements for higher-excited states in 190P t 
were taken from model predictions and extrapolations from the heavier isotopes. 
W ithin statistical uncertainties, the chosen values were not critical due to the 
weak population of these states.
The value B(E2\ Of —► 2f ,190P t) =  1.823 ±  0.088e2b2 was obtained by aver­
aging the results relative to 194P t and 196P t. This corresponds to a meanlife of 
r ( 2 f  ,190P t) =  89 ±  4ps (for the 7-ray energy Ey = 295.93 keV and to tal conver­
sion coefficient a = 0.104). This result agrees very well with, but is more precise 
than, the early Coulomb excitation work of Grodzins et al. [Gr66b] (using a sam­
ple enriched to only 0.85% in 190Pt): B(E2] Of—>2f , 190 Pt) =  1.75 ±  0.22 e2b2 or 
r ( 2 f ) =  93 ±  12 ps (normalized to the present adopted value for i? (i£2 ;0 f—* 2 f) 
in 194P t [Ra87]). The only direct measurement of this lifetime [Fi72] gave the 
rather imprecise value of r ( 2 f ) =  65 ±  22 ps.
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Figure 7.3: Plots of the 2+) value in 190Pt versus the measured ratios of
the 2^-state excitation probability in 190Pt to those in 194Pt and 196Pt.
Chapter 8
Lifetim e M easurem ent for 188P t
8.1 M otivation
In the implantation-decay experiments, the precessions of the first-excited 2+ 
states in 184.186.188>192pt were measured with precisions of 7% or better (ta­
ble 6.1). To extract <7(2+) values from these measured quantities, however, 
the 2+-state lifetimes for the nuclei are needed. While these meanlives for the 
i84,i86,i92pj. isotopes have all been measured precisely with errors of less than 4%; 
r(2+,192Pt) = 62.1±2.0ps,r(2+,186Pt) = 375±14ps and r(2 f ,184Pt) = 519±17 
or 581 ±  22 ps (see table 6.1), the uncertainty of nearly 20% in the only previous 
measurement of the meanlife in 188Pt [Fi72], r(2+) = 104 ±  19ps, would lead to 
an imprecise value for the 2+-state ^-factor in this nucleus. This prompted the 
present lifetime measurement.
8.2 The Doppler-shift Recoil-distance M ethod
The 2+-state lifetime in 188Pt was measured using the Doppler-shift recoil- 
distance method, following a heavy-ion induced nuclear reaction. This is a well- 
established technique [St76] and, consequently, only a "brief overview is given here. 
As shown in fig. 8.1, excited nuclei of interest recoil across a vacuum gap of vari­
able distance, D, between a target foil and a metal stopper, at a known and 
constant velocity, v. For forward (backward) detection angles the Doppler effect 
causes the 7-radiation from nuclei decaying during flight to be shifted, by AE,  to 
a higher (lower) energy than that from recoils in the stopper. The lifetime of the 
excited nuclear state may be determined from the number of recoils measured as
110
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Figure 8.1: Schematic of the basic experimental arrangement for the Doppler-shift 
recoil-distance technique (adapted from ref. [St76]).
surviving for selected times t = D/v.
The ratio R  of the intensity of the ‘shifted’ (from the in-flight decays) and 
‘unshifted’ (stopped nuclei) components, for the corresponding 7 -ray transition 
de-exciting the level, is formed as
R  =  -  7,1 -  = e - D lv r  . (8.1)
I at T I  ah
Thus, in principle, the slope of a plot of ln R  versus D yields the state lifetime, 
t . In practice, however, there are a number of corrections which must be made. 
When populating the nuclei in a heavy-ion induced reaction it is necessary to 
consider the effects of cascade feeding. Along with feeding corrections, the effects 
of a finite target thickness and attenuation of the 7 -ray angular distribution, 
due to vacuum deorientation of the nuclear alignment produced in the reaction, 
must be accounted for. There are also corrections for the position- and velocity- 
dependence of the detector solid-angle, and a small change in detector efficiency 
for the shifted and unshifted 7-ray energies. A thorough treatment of these is 
given in ref. [St76].
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8.3 E xp erim en ta l D eta ils
The measurement was made with a ‘plunger’ device [Si77, Li90a], similar to that 
described in ref. [A170]. Four days of beam time at the ANU 14UD Pelletron ac­
celerator laboratory were used. The nuclei were formed in the 176Yb(160 ,4n )188Pt 
reaction at a beam energy of 78MeV. The 7-rays were measured in two HPGe 
detectors, with 1 mm thick Cd and Cu absorbers to reduce the low-energy 7- 
ray flux, placed at angles of 0° and 150° to the beam direction and 12 cm from 
the target. A thin (220/xg/cm2) layer of enriched 176Yb was evaporated on the 
‘downstream’ side of a stretched, 1.40 mg/cm2 thick Ta foil.
The energy produced in the ion-beam bombardment gave the recoiling nuclei 
a velocity of 0.7% c (~  2/zm/ps). For the 2 f—»Of transition in 188Pt with E7 = 
266 keV, this resulted in a Doppler shift of ~  2keV. The recoils were stoppe'd 
in a ~  10 mg/cm2 thick stretched Ta foil. Data were taken in measurements of 
approximately 2 hours duration for 33 target-to-stopper distances ranging from 
10fim to 2.2mm, corresponding to times-of-flight of ~  5ps to Ins.
8.4 E xp erim en ta l R esu lts
The relevant part of the 188Pt decay scheme [Si90a] is shown in fig. 8.2. The 
rather complex feeding patterns for the low-lying levels of the ground-state band 
are in accord with the transition strengths measured in the present experiment.
The 7-ray spectrum collected in the detector at 0° with the small target-to- 
stopper separation of 10 /zm, where all of the 7-decay is effectively from stopped 
recoils, is displayed in fig. 8.3. Immediately obvious is the level of background 
radiation from heavy-ion induced reactions with Ta. Although the cross-sections 
for 160  on 181 Ta are much lower than for 160  on 176Yb, there was much more 
material in the Ta target support and stopper than the Yb target. Along with 
the significant 7-radiation from Coulomb excitation of 181 Ta, there are decays 
of compound-nucleus reaction products, primarily 193T1 (which are marked in 
fig. 8.3), 194T1 and 193Hg. There is also radiation from the Coulomb excitation of 
the 176Yb target material.
Apparent in the lower frame of fig. 8.3, the peak corresponding to the 4+—>2* 
transition in 188Pt is unresolved from contaminant radiation near 405 keV, of 
which a 7-ray in the decay of 193T1 is a large component. Also, the 514 keV
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Figure 8.2: Partial decay scheme for 188Pt, populated directly in a (H I,in )  reac­
tion [Si90a].
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Figure 8.3: The spectrum recorded in the 0° 7 -ray detector for a target-to-stopper 
distance of 10 /zm. The peaks labelled by their 7 -ray energy are in the decay of 188Pt 
(as shown in the decay scheme of fig. 8.2), except for the 511 keV line. Contaminant 
radiation (see text) is also marked.
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Figure 8.4: The spectra (for 240 keV < E1 < 290 keV) observed in both detectors 
(at forward and backward angles of 0° and 150°, respectively) for target-to-stopper 
separations of 15, 425 and 2100 /xm.
6*—>4f transition is on the high-energy side of the broad peak at 511 keV from 
positron annihilation.
Figure 8.4 shows typical spectra for peaks from the 266 keV 2*—>0* 7 -ray, as 
measured in both detectors and with different target-to-stopper distances. For 
the forward angle of 0° the Doppler effect increases the 7-ray energy, whereas in 
the backward angle (150°) detector the radiation from the nuclei decaying in-flight 
is lowered from that for the stopped recoils. For the 266 keV line, the shifted and
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stopped peaks are clearly resolved from one another in both detectors.
The contam inant 7-radiation em itted following the radioactive decay of the 
initial reaction products is recognizable in this diagram. The peaks at 255 keV 
and 258 keV became progressively larger as the activity increased; the chrono­
logical order of the runs was from smaller to larger distances. Another peak of 
approximately half the intensity of the 255 keV line is situated at 268.5 keV, un­
derneath the forward-shifted component of the 2 f — 4 Of transition. This made a 
difficult correction necessary when measuring this peak area in the 0° detector.
In both detectors the shifted components of the 4 f —4 2f transition were some­
what removed from the contam inant radiation near 405 keV, allowing measure­
ment of their intensities. The stopped peaks, however, were not clearly resolved 
and in the backward detector, where less data were collected, the extraction of 
an area was not possible. For the 6f —> 4f transition, a reliable measurement was 
possible only for the forward-angle shifted peak at 518 keV.
8.5 D ata  A nalysis and th e  E xtracted  L ifetim e
For each transition, as seen in both detectors, stopped and shifted decay curves 
were extracted from the corresponding peak areas tha t were able to be measured: 
for the 2 f —4 Of transition, all the decay curves were obtained; for the 4 f -4 2 f 
transition, all except the stopped curve in the 150° detector; and for the 6 f —4 4f 
7-ray, only the forward-shifted curve. Consequently, only the ratio sets for the 
2 f —> Of 7-ray from both detectors and the 4 f —4 2 f in the forward detector 
were determined. These are shown in fig. 8.5 and have the features expected 
for cascade decays in the ground-state band of a nucleus populated following 
a (HI, x n) reaction, where there is significant feeding from higher-excited levels 
with longer lifetimes.
The analysis of the decay curves was performed with the com puter code LIFE­
TIM E [We85]. This code was specifically designed for measurements following 
(HI, x n) reactions, in th a t it allows for side-feeding to the levels and accounts for 
the effects described in sect. 8.2. Further, it allows the stopped and shifted peaks 
to be fitted separately, which is im perative in situations, like the present, where 
one or the other may be contam inated.
In least-squares fits to the decay curves, the meanlives of the states in the 
ground-state band were varied. The lifetimes and relative populations of relevant
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Figure 8.5: The ratio decay curves (see text) for the 2+—>0+ transition measured in 
both detectors and 4+ —► 2* transition in the forward detector. The best-fit calculations 
(lines) are also shown.
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feeding states and the branching ratios for the transitions depopulating these 
levels were fixed where possible, with values as specified in the decay scheme of 
fig. 8.2, or varied with restrictions, in accord with the specifications of the code. 
The best-fit to the decay curves, illustrated partially in fig. 8.5 which shows the 
ratios R , gave the meanlife for the state as 91 ±  7 ps.
The precision of this measurement was severly limited by our inability to 
extract many peak areas, as noted in sect. 8.4, due to contaminant radiation. 
The most important consequence of this was the loss of data for the higher-lying 
4f and 6* states, which carries information on the amount and path of cascade 
feeding. There were long-lived components to the side-feeding, originating from 
the states at 1768 and 2811 keV with meanlives of 290 ±  29 and 952 ±  60ps, 
respectively [Si90a] (see fig. 8.2), which significantly reduced the sensitivity of 
the 2+—► Of decay curve to the lifetime of the first-excited state.
Nevertheless, the present result is a marked improvement on the ~  20% pre­
cision of the only previous measurement [Fi72] which gave r ( 2*) = 104 ±  19 ps. 
The weighted average of these values yields r(2*, 188Pt) = 93 ±  7 ps. To improve 
upon this, and measure the lifetimes of higher-excited states in 188Pt, would re­
quire repetition of the present experiment with some form of discrimination to 
eliminate the contaminant 7-rays from nuclear reactions on the stopper material. 
(There is no alternative reaction available.)
8.6 The 2  ^ Lifetime Data for Even P t Nuclei
In fig. 8.6, the J5(£72; Of —► 2 f) values for the even 182~198p t nuclei are presented. 
They show a general increase for decreasing mass, consistent with greater col­
lectivity approaching midshell, and possibly hint at a change in structure at 
A ~  190. These changing B (E 2) values contrast with the constancy of the Pt 
2f-state ^-factors. In the attempts to describe the ^-factor systematics which 
follow (sects. 9.3.1.2 and 9.3.2.1), we will also try to reproduce the B (E 2) data.
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Figure 8.6: Plot of measured B(E2 ; 0 |—► 2+) for the Pt isotopes. The values were 
taken from a number of sources: for 182Pt, from ref. [Wa93]; for 184Pt, determined from 
the meanlife given in sect. 6.6 (which is the weighted average of the measured lifetimes 
in refs. [Fi72] and [Ga86]); for 188Pt, determined from the lifetime quoted above; for 
190Pt, as reported in chapter 7; and for 186.193- 198p t} from the compilation of Raman 
et al. [Ra87]. Not shown is B(E2\ 0+—» 2 |,180Pt) = 6.8 ±  0.4 e2b2 [Vo90].
Chapter 9
D iscussion
9.1 In troduction
The experimental work reported in chapters 6 and 7 has significantly extended 
the mass-dependent systematics for the ^-factors of the first-excited states in the 
even Pt nuclei. Infact, there is now magnetic moment data for the even isotopes 
from 184Pt to 198Pt, which almost span the upper half of the valence neutron 
shell. These 2^-state ^-factors (taken from tables 6.1 and 7.2) are presented in 
fig. 9.1.
The measured 2* ^-factors for the Pt isotopes remain almost constant, with 
only a slight decrease with decreasing mass. The present transient-field measure­
ment (chapter 7) confirmed the constancy, within experimental uncertainties, of 
the #(2^) values in the heavier 192~198pt nuclei [St91a]. This trend is continued 
to lighter mass with the new results of the present work, namely: the value for 
190Pt also from the transient-field experiment, and the implantation-decay re­
sults for 184.186-188p t) which constitute the first g-factor measurements made on 
the unstable even Pt nuclei.
This behaviour of the Pt ^-factors is in contrast with the marked inter-nucleus 
variations of the g(2*) for the isotopes of the neighbouring W and Os nuclei, as 
displayed in fig. 9.2 and to be considered in detail in sect. 9.3. Also shown in 
fig. 9.2 and as noted in sect. 2.2.3, the simple, geometrical-model estimate of g = 
Zf A  (sect. 1.2.1) fails to reproduce the mass-dependent systematics observed for 
g(2i)  in the W and Os nuclei. In contrast, the constancy of the neighbouring Pt 
^-factors is approximated, although the magnitude is overestimated by 25 — 30%.
The proton-neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2, sect. 2.2), in the limit
120
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Figure 9.1: The experimental g(2*) values for the even 184~198pt isotopes. Also shown 
are the simple IBM-2 estimate of eq. 2.13 (solid line) and g = Z/A (sect. 1.2.1, dot- 
dashed line).
of F-spin symmetry, predicts a ^-factor mass variation (described by eq. 2.13) 
in clear disagreement with the constant Pt g(2f)  values (fig. 9.1), even though 
it does reproduce the W and Os data quite well (fig. 9.2). After a brief survey 
of other theoretical calculations, the IBM-2 description of the magnetic dipole 
moments for the Pt nuclei will be the focus of the following discussion. Firstly, 
in sect. 9.2, the phenomenon of shape coexistence is incorporated approximately 
into IBM-2 calculations for the lighter isotopes with A  < 188. Then in sect. 9.3, 
recent developments in the IBM-2 description [Ba92, Wo93, Da94b, Ku95, St94b] 
are considered for the heavier 190_198Pt isotopes, particularly, the effects of F-spin 
mixing on the ^-factors and 2 \ —►2f M l transition rates.
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of experimental 0 (2 +) (filled points) for the even
1 8 0- 186W [Zi73> p e68> A184} St91a]> 1 8 6—i920 g [Wa70, St92] and 184" 198Pt nuclei with the 
IBM estimate and the calculations of Prior et al. [Pr68], Kumar and Baranger [Ku68] 
(dotted and dashed lines, respectively) and Sprung et al. [Sp79] for oblate (open trian­
gles) and prolate (upside down triangles) deformations.
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9.1.1 Comparison with models other than the IBM
This section includes a brief review of the magnetic dipole properties of the 
transitional nuclei as described by several distinct theoretical models other than 
the IBM. The calculated 2* magnetic moments from boson expansion theory 
(BET) [We80] (not shown in fig. 9.2) mimic the trend of the IBM-2 estim ate but 
are somewhat larger in magnitude. Figure 9.2 compares the experim ental #(2^) 
for the even 18° - 186'W) 186-1920 s  and 184_198p t isotopes with several calculations 
based on the cranking model. The early works of Nilsson and Prior [Ni61, Pr68], 
where odd-even mass differences were used to determine pairing strength pa­
ram eters, and Kum ar and Baranger [Ku68], with the pairing-plus-quadrupole 
model, both used pair-correlated, deformed Nilsson single-particle wavefunctions. 
Sprung et al. [Sp79] calculated the ^-factors for certain nuclei with the cranking 
formalism and wavefunctions determined in density-dependent Hartree-Fock cal­
culations.
In transitional nuclei tha t are soft towards 7-deformation, the single-particle 
orbitals can be rearranged or aligned with small driving forces and a thorough 
microscopic treatm ent becomes very involved. An unfortunate consequence is 
tha t only Kum ar and Baranger [Ku68] have fully examined the 2* ^-factor sys- 
tem atics for the P t isotopes. Their prediction is in reasonable agreement with the 
experim ental <7(2*) values for the heavier 190_198P t nuclei but fails for the lighter 
isotopes. These pairing-plus-quadrupole model calculations also adequately de­
scribe the 2i ^-factors for the W and Os isotopes, with the obvious exceptions 
of 190,192Os (fig. 9.2). Ansari [An88] has made extensive calculations of the Os 
isotopes and found it necessary to adjust either the strength of the pairing force 
in the pairing-plus-quadrupole hamiltonian or the single-particle energies for the 
7Th \ \ / 2  (see fig. 9.5) and 1/213/2 orbitals to reproduce the observed marked increase 
in g{2^ ) with mass. The extension of semi-microscopic calculations to include 
the P t isotopes has been promised by Saha and Sen [Sa93].
The phenomenon of shape coexistence is believed to exist in the lighter P t 
nuclei, see e.g. ref. [Wo92]. Indeed, Sprung et al. [Sp79] have made separate 
calculations of ^-factors in 184»188P t assuming prolate- and oblate-static defor­
mations. In sect. 9.2.2, a band-mixing interpretation of the low-lying levels in 
18 4 ,1 8 6 ,i M p i  js introduced to account for the 2j'-state ^-factors.
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9.2 In terpretation  o f th e 184>186>188p t  ^-factors
9.2.1 Shape coexistence
The level schemes and spectroscopies of the very neutron-deficient P t isotopes 
(A <  186) are indicative of nuclear structures with different deformations coex­
isting at low-excitation energies and interacting at low spin. Spectroscopic studies 
provided the first experimental evidence of a larger than expected 2* —> 0* tran ­
sition energy in each nucleus, compared with transitions between levels in the 
ground-state band at higher spin, which implies increasing deformation in the 
yrast band with increasing spin [Ha78]. The level energy systematics for the 
even P t isotopes are displayed in fig. 9.3. From the observation of low-lying 
(~  500 keV) excited 0+ states and 2+ and 4+ levels [Fi72], it was proposed tha t 
the m utual repulsion of the 0+ states in a nucleus, caused by their mixing, lowers 
the ground-state energy [Wo81]. The large 2^ " —► 0^ “ transition energies show that 
this effect is much smaller for the 2+ states (of the rotational bands built on the 
structures) because they have a much larger initial separation than the 0+ states. 
The level schemes may then be interpreted in term s of two rotational bands hav­
ing different moments of inertia (i.e. distinct deformations), which interact to 
produce the observed states.
In qualitative accord with this experimental situation, several microscopic 
calculations using different techniques have found two coexisting minima in the 
potential energy surfaces for the 182.184»186p t nuclei [Ku68, We80, He81, Be87b]. 
These correspond to nuclear shapes with large prolate (7 =  0°) and weakly oblate 
(7 =  60°), or near-spherical, deformations. Figure 9.4 displays the potential wells 
for certain even P t nuclei calculated by Bengtsson et al. [Be87b]. Apparent for 
184P t is a prolate ground-state and an excited oblate secondary-minimum. In 
180P t, the oblate minimum was found to have a somewhat higher excitation- 
energy relative to the ground-state than in 184P t. Also shown are calculations for 
188P t, which has similar energies for prolate and oblate shapes and is very soft 
towards 7-deformation, and 192P t with a single oblate-minimum, which is typical 
for the heavier P t isotopes.
The more-deformed structure has been ascribed to an intruder configuration 
formed by the promotion of a proton pair across the Z — 82 shell gap into the 
h9/2 orbital. Wood [Wo82] suggested tha t this configuration is deformed, noting
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Figure 9.3: The energy level systematics for the even Pt isotopes.
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Figure 9.4: Calculated potential energy surfaces in the (/?2,7 )-plane for 18°i184.188.193p t} 
from ref. [Be87b]. Contour lines represent an energy difference of 0.1 MeV.
that the proton excitations optimise the attractive proton-neutron interaction 
between valence nucleons by increasing the effective number of valence protons, 
through both the occupation of the h9/2 orbital above the Z = 82 shell and 
by the creation of holes in the hu /2 and <f3/2 valence orbitals. As can be seen 
in the Nilsson diagram of fig. 9.5, the downward sloping lines with increasing 
deformation, e2 (ex /32), for the low Q orbitals with hg/2 parentage, indicate that 
these proton orbitals favour (larger) prolate deformations.
A representation of the relevant proton configurations in the even Pt nuclei is 
shown in fig. 9.6. The energy of the deformed, intruder (proton 6 hole-2  particle) 
configuration is reduced in energy with respect to the normal (proton 4 hole) one 
by the residual proton-neutron force. This attractive interaction increases with
e/h
co
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Figure 9.5: Nilsson diagram for protons near the Z — 82 shell gap (with e4 = e23/ 6), 
where ß2 ~  1.06e2 + 0.35623.
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Figure 9.6: Illustration of the excitation energies for the 0+ and 2+ states of the 
configurations that cause shape coexistence in the even Pt isotopes (from ref. [Wo81]). 
The intruder (x 6h-2p) lies lowest in energy around the middle of the shell, and the 
mixing of states with the same spin and parity is included.
the number of active nucleons so that the intruder lies lowest in energy near 
the middle of the neutron shell (N  = 104, 182Pt), where the number of valence 
neutrons is largest.
A similar situation is found in the light 182-188Hg nuclei, where spectroscopic 
studies [Co84] have revealed complete coexisting bands with 0+-state band-heads 
and different deformations. One difference between the Pt and Hg isotopes is that 
the deformed configuration comes below the ‘normal’, less-deformed or oblate 
one for 17®.18°.182.184p t (fig gg), whereas in the Hg isotopes the intruder does not 
become the ground state. This difference may be attributed to an increase in 
the number of valence nucleons for Pt (Z =  78), as it has two protons less (i.e. 
two more valence holes) than Hg (Z = 80), which increases the residual proton- 
neutron interaction and lowers the energy of the intruder configuration [Wo81].
The mixing of two states with the same spin and parity ( /x), and similar
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excitation energies, causes the m utual repulsion of the levels, as shown approx­
im ately in fig. 9.6. This occurs mainly in the regions where the energies of the 
configurations ‘cross’, near 176>178Pt and 184>186Pt. The observed level energies 
for the P t nuclei, shown in fig. 9.3, display the characteristics expected for two 
coexisting shapes with some ‘distortions’ from the effects of mixing between the 
two unperturbed structures.
More recent and detailed spectroscopic studies of the light P t nuclei [Dr86, 
Ga86, Da94a] have also been interpreted in term s of the shape-coexistence phe­
nomenon. Dracoulis et al. [Dr86] have measured the yrast states in 176>178P t 
and analyzed the low-lying levels of 176“ 188P t with a band-mixing interpretation. 
They determ ined band-head energies and moments of inertia for the original 
(unperturbed) structures which support the shape-coexistence model.
Garg et al. [Ga86] measured the lifetimes of yrast states, up to spin 18+ , in 
184P t using the recoil distance method. B (E 2 )  values for the transitions depop­
ulating these states were extracted from the lifetimes. They found a marked 
increase in the B{E2)'^  between spins 2+ and 4+ , which corresponds to an in­
creasing deformation and is consistent with the shape-coexistence picture. The 
observed B ( E 2) ratio for the 4 f —» 2f and 2 f —> Of transitions agrees with the 
value calculated in their two-band analysis for 184P t, which is similar to the one 
by Dracoulis et al. [Dr86].
9.2.2 Band-m ixing interpretation
In this section, the measured g(2 f ) values for 184.186>188p t are described in term s 
of a semi-empirical approach based on the shape-coexistence phenomenon. The 
first consideration is determining the structure of the 2 f states for these nuclei, 
from the interplay of two competing structures. This is accomplished here with 
band-mixing calculations, similar to those of Dracoulis et al. [Dr86], by analyzing 
the observed excitation energies in term s of two interacting rotational bands built 
on coexisting shapes with different deformations.
9 .2 .2 .1  T w o-sta te  m ixing
Firstly, the definitions for simple ‘two-state m ixing’ [Br77c] are reviewed briefly. 
Consider the situation in fig. 9.7, where there are two states in a nucleus with the 
same spin and parity, initial energies of E\ and E\\ and wavefunctions fa and (f>u.
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Figure 9.7: Illustration of the energy separation caused by two-state mixing (adapted 
from ref. [Ca90b]), with the notation as described in the text.
Mixing between them , which is dependent on their original separation A Eu and 
the strength of the interaction V, will cause their m utual repulsion by 2 x A Ea 
for final energies E\ and E2 and wavefunctions ipi and -02, respectively. These 
perturbed energies are given by
Et.i = 1 { Ei + Eu ±  y/(En -  £ i)2 + (2V)2} (9.1)
and, equivalently, the interaction is
V 2 = (El -  Er )X [Eu -Ep) , p =  1,2
This yields
(9.2)
E\ — E\ =  — (F7ii — E2 ) = A Eg
and the energy separation of the mixed states,
(9.3)
Ei — Ei = iJ(AEu)2 + (2V)2 . (9.4)
9 .2 .2 .2  B an d -m ix in g  calcu lations
From the shape-coexistence picture, it is assumed th a t the original, unperturbed 
bands have similar band-head energies but different moments of inertia and, there­
fore, interact only at low spin. If there is no mixing at higher spin, yrast states
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with I  > 6h can be assumed to be identical to the levels in the original band with 
larger deformation. Consequently, from the excitation energies of the known 
yrast states with I* = 8+,...,14+, we estimate the energies for low-lying levels 
(/* = 0+, 2+, 4+, 6+) in the unperturbed band of the more deformed structure 
(labelled band I, giving £ j ( / ir)), via a fit to the formula
Ex( r  =  8+,..., 14+) = £ o + A /( J + 1 )  + 5 [ / ( /+ 1 ) ] 2 = E ^ I " )  . (9.5)
The interaction, V, between the unperturbed 0+ states can then be determined 
with two-state mixing considerations (described above). Using eq. 9.2 with the 
extrapolated band-head energy for band I, -Ej(0+) = E0, the (observed) zero 
energy of the ground state, ^ (O *) = OkeV, and the observed excitation energy 
of the excited Oj" state, Ex(0} ):
V2 =  { £ j(0 +) -  E ,(0+)} x { £,(0+) -  fij(0+)}
= Eq{ ) — Eq} . (9-6)
The unperturbed band built on the less-deformed structure, band II, has 
band-head energy £'JI(0+), given by eq. 9.3,
Sx(Oj-) -  ß j(0 +) = £ un(0+) -  E.(0})
=*> £ " (0 +) = £ x(0+) -  £?J(0+) . (9.7)
The level energies for other states in band II, ^ J I( / ir), in particular £ j I(2+), were 
then extracted individually. We assumed a spin-independent interaction between 
the unperturbed bands V, which was taken from the analysis of the 0+ states 
described above, and used the energies of the states with the same spin in both 
the unperturbed (deformed) band I, f?J(/ir), and the observed yrast sequence,
W );
F uf r , = EJJ^jE^T)-  E.W)} V
“  1 ;  El{I')-  BJW) (9.8)
The structures of the perturbed levels, both yrast and yrare, may be expressed 
in terms of the wavefunctions for the states with the same angular momentum in 
the original bands I and II, <f>\ and <f>n (see fig. 9.7). For the 2* state the mixed 
wavefunction is
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Table 9.1: Results of the band-mixing analyses, including: Oj- and 2f-state 
excitation energies; fit parameters; energies for the unperturbed levels“; and the 
interaction strength, V.
Nuclide Level energies4 Fit parameters Band IIa
E .v t )
[keV]
£ . ( 0 j )
[keV]
A
[keV]
B
[eV]
Eo“
[keV]
El(2+)
[keV]
V
[keV] [keV]
E"( 2+) 
[keV]
188pt 265.9 798.8 21.92 -22.5 308.5 439.2 389 491 1141
i8 6 p t 191.5 471.6 17.13 -22.9 233.4 335.3 236 239 579
184Pt 163.2 493.0 15.04 -15.0 228.4 318.1 246 265 554
182Pt 154.9 499.4 14.81 -10.8 196.3 284.7 244 303 614
“ The unperturbed level energies are Eo =  E*(0+ ), i^ ( 2 + ), E™(0+ ) and ^ J I(2+ ). 
4 Ex{0+) =  OkeV.
V>(2f) = a * ( 2 +) + W ,i(2+) , (9.9)
where the mixing amplitudes, a and ß, are the eigenvectors of the two-state 
mixing matrix, so that a2 +ß2 = 1. They may be determined using the analytical 
expression [Ca90b]
ß  = I 1 = = =  . (9-10)
V1 + {f + V1 + f  p
where
R  ,  k . " P * > - * . W  . (9 .1 1 )
Given in table 9.1 are the results of the band-mixing analyses performed for 
each Pt nucleus of interest. Included are the observed excitation energies for the 
Oj and 2+ states, the fit parameters and level energies for the unperturbed 2+ 
states, and the extracted interaction strengths. Finally, the mixing amplitudes 
(squared) for the 2*  states are in table 9. 2. The original and perturbed rotational
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Figure 9.8: Results of the band-mixing analysis performed on 184Pt (see table 9.1).
bands, where the latter are the observed level energies determined in the analysis 
of 184Pt, are plotted in fig. 9.8.
9 .2 .2 .3  D erived  ^-factors
The 2^-state ^-factor in each of these Pt nuclei may now be calculated using 
theoretical g(2+) values for the unperturbed structures and the empirical estimate 
of the mixing between them;
3(2+) =  a 2g,( 2+) + ß 2 g„(2+) , (9.12)
where band I (II) is based on the more (less) deformed structure and the weighting 
is provided by the mixing amplitudes, a and ß.
From the interpretation of the Pt nuclei given in sect. 9.2.1, the intruder (x 
6h-2p) states possess two more proton bosons than those with the normal (7r 4h) 
configuration. Then for these deformed states, N* must be replaced by Nw + 2
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(where Nx = 2 for P t) and the IBM expression of eq. 2.14 for the ‘norm al’ levels,
9  nor m al =  9 l l  — ~jy j y  > (9.13)
becomes
Nk  + 2 /n,A
“  91 ~ N„ +  2 '  (9 4 )  
These estim ates of the ^-factors for the configurations in the P t nuclei are 
compared with experiment in fig. 9.9. Also shown, and given in table 9.2, are 
the ‘m ixed’ ^-factors for 184.186.188p t obtained by inserting the amplitudes derived 
above.
As an alternative, not relying on the IBM, the density-dependent Hartree-Fock 
calculations of Sprung et al. [Sp79] for the unperturbed 2+-state ^-factors in 184Pt 
and 188P t may be used. The ^-factors calculated for both prolate and oblate static 
deformations are given in table 9.3, with the ‘m ixed’ g(2* ) determ ined from these 
values. Figure 9.10 compares these and the microscopic calculation for an oblate
Mass number
182 184 186 188 190 192 194 196 198
Pt (Z -  78)
_  0.3
"normal" ( le ss  deformed) 
"deformed in tru d er"  
mixed
104 106 108 110 112 114 116 118 120
Neutron number
Figure 9.9: Comparison of experimental ^(21) values with IBM-2 predictions for ‘nor­
mal’ and ‘intruder’ configurations and the ‘mixed’ values of table 9.2.
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Table 9.2: Comparison of experimental ^-factors with simple IBM-2 estimates for 
the normal, intruder and ‘mixed’ configurations.
Nuclide Mixing amplitudes IBM-2
Qmxxed d e x p f ö l  )a 2 ß 2 9  in tru der 9  norm al
1 8 8 p t 0.835 0.165 0.333 0.200 0.311 0.29(4)
i s e p t 0.729 0.270 0.308 0.182 0.274 0.27(3)
1 8 4 p t 0.716 0.284 0.286 0.167 0.256 0.28(3)
1 8 2 p t 0.780 0.221 0.266 0.154 0.240 -
a From eq. 9.12
194Pt nucleus [Sp79] with the measured <7(2*) values.
The agreement between the measured ^-factors and both sets of calculations 
is reasonable, especially given the simplicity of this approach. In conclusion, 
the experimental g(2*) for the lighter Pt isotopes are consistent with the band­
mixing interpretation (of shape coexistence) for these nuclei, which has also been 
successful in describing the measured energy levels [Dr86] and lifetimes [Ga86]. 
Note that a description of the 184.186.188pt ^-factors is possible with eq. 9.14 (for 
the intruder configuration), if g* < 1 (and gv ~  0). Even so, the measured 
^-factors support the proton 6 hole-2  particle configurations proposed for the 
deformed bands in 184~198pt.
Although the ^-factors have been interpreted using band-mixing, with the 
present level of experimental precision it is not possible to determine mixing am­
plitudes from the ^(2*) values themselves. To fully elucidate the dependence 
of experimental properties, including these 2j"-state ^-factors, on the shape- 
coexistence phenomenon requires more rigorous theoretical treatment of the 
neutron-deficient Pt nuclei. A calculation using the configuration mixing for­
malism for the IBM [Du81], along the lines of those made for the Hg isotopes by
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Table 9.3: Comparison of <7(2*) values from experiment with a microscopic cal­
culation for prolate and oblate shapes.
Nuclide Mixing amplitudes ScalcW)»
{Jm ixed 9 e x p {2* )a 2 ß 2 9 p ro la te  Qoblate
194Pt - - 0.272 - 0.300(13)
188pt 0.835 0.165 0.267 0.153 0.25 0.29(4)
186pt 0.729 0.270 - - 0.27(3)
184Pt 0.716 0.284 0.339 0.131 0.28 0.28(3)
“ Microscopic calculations of Sprung et al. [Sp79] 
b From eq. 9.12
Barfield et al. [Ba83], would be instructive, but is beyond the scope of the present 
work.
The 188«190p t nuclei are at the transition between the neutron-deficient Pt 
isotopes, which exhibit shape coexistence, and the heavier nuclei with stable, 
oblate ground states. This is apparent in the potential energy surfaces of fig. 9.4, 
where 188Pt is found to be very 7-soft and does not exhibit a stable minimum. In 
a somewhat arbitrary choice, 188Pt was considered here with the lighter isotopes 
and 190Pt in sect. 9.3 with the other naturally-occurring nuclides.
The structure of the unstable Pt nuclei, and in particular 188Pt, is obviously 
more complicated than that given by the simple ‘configuration-crossing’ picture. 
Although it may then be somewhat inappropriate to determine the ^-factors 
using band-mixing of two distinct and separate structures, more sophisticated 
theoretical calculations are beyond the scope of the present work.
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Figure 9.10: Comparison of experimental </(2+) with the calculations of Sprung et 
al. [Sp79] for prolate and oblate deformations and the ‘mixed’ values of table 9.3.
9.3 T he H eavier Isotopes and th e  IB M -2
9 .3 .1  R ev iew
As discussed in sect. 2.2.3, the ^-factors of states with low-excitation energy in 
the even-even rare-earth nuclei have been studied several times using the proton- 
neutron interacting boson model (IBM-2). In general the assumption has been 
made that low-lying levels have maximum F’-spin, that is the nuclei are symmetric 
in the proton and neutron degrees of freedom, and the ^-factors are given by the 
expression (eq. 2.13)
Mass number
184 186 188 190 192 194 196 198
i i i
Pt (Z = 78)
~T~ i ~T~ i r~
- M - J $ i $A * *
A
A V pro late
1 1 l l i
A
l
oblate
_i_____ i_
si1) = N  X+ N  is*N„  + gv Nv ) , (9.15)
where gT (gu) is the proton (neutron) boson ^-factor and N*. (Nu) is the proton 
(neutron) boson number. With values for the boson ^-factors similar to the 
microscopic estimate of g% = 1 and gv = 0, which assumes only the orbital angular 
momentum of the fermions contributes, this gives a qualitative description of the
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mass dependence for 2j'-state ^-factors over a large region (fig. 2.1).
There are, however, differences between many of the measured ^-factors and 
this global estimate. Also, in some cases (e.g. g ( 2 f ) in 6oNd, 62Sm and 78Pt), 
there are large discrepancies for a number of the isotopes of the given nucleus, 
resulting in an observed mass variation for the ^-factors of the isotopic series 
which is in striking contrast with that predicted. The failures of this approach 
may be attributed to two effects: (i) differences in the boson ^-factors or boson 
numbers from their nominal values, possibly caused by changes in the underlying 
fermion structure of the nuclei; and (ii) shortcomings of eq. 9.15, due to non- 
maximal F-spin admixtures in the low-lying states or the need to include either 
the £-boson degrees of freedom or higher-order terms in the M l operator.
Changes in the single-particle structure of the bosons may be analysed with 
eq. 9.15 and the ^-factor systematics through (i) deviations of the boson ^-factors 
from their nominal values and/or (ii) the effective proton and neutron boson 
numbers compared with the numbers obtained by conventional counting from 
closed shells. In sect. 9.3.1.1, we describe fitting the boson ^-factors to the #(2^) 
systematics for the W, Os and Pt isotopic series, and in sect. 9.3.1.2, the Pt 
2f-state ^-factors are examined by varying the boson numbers. It will be shown 
that these approaches are not satisfactory.
In the second category, inclusion of the ^-bosons is considered in sect. 9.3.1.3. 
Then, in sects. 9.3.1.4, 9.3.1.5 and 9.3.2.1, the effects of F-spin mixing in the 
sd-IBM-2 are discussed.
9 .3 .1 .1  F ittin g  th e  boson ^-factors
The ^-factors for a given state in a series of nuclei, usually an isotopic sequence, 
may be analysed in terms of eq. 9.15 by fitting the boson ^-factors, see e.g. 
refs. [Wo87a, St91a]. The <7(2+) systematics in the 180~186W and 186- 1920 s  isotopic 
series are described adequately by eq. 9.15 with the simple estimate of gx ~  1 
and gu ~  0. Least-squares fits to eq. 9.15, similar to those in ref. [St91a], give 
values of gw =  1.09 and gv =  —0.03 for the Os isotopes, and gx =  0.80, gv — 0.03 
for W. A calculation using gx =  0.94 and gu =  0.0 is shown in fig. 9.11 for the 
isotopic sequences of the W, Os and Pt nuclei and, in each case, this predicts a 
significant increase in g(2± ) with increasing mass. Clearly, this is in disagreement 
with the constancy of the measured Pt ^-factors. A similar fit of the g(2~l) for the 
i90-i98pt isotopes finds effective values of gx =  0.38 ±  0.03 and gu =  0.26 ±  0.01,
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Figure 9.11: Comparison of the <7(2+) systematics for the W, Os and Pt isotopic series 
with IBM-2 calculations using eq. 9.15 and various values for the boson ^-factors (see 
text).
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in agreement with a similar analysis in ref. [St91a] for 192-198P t, and the findings 
in ref. [Zi85b].
At first sight, the pronounced discrepancy between the values of the boson 
^-factors found empirically for P t and those expected theoretically, and which are 
appropriate for the neighbouring W and Os nuclei, could signify an underlying 
structural difference in the P t nuclei, possibly related to the observed nuclear 
shape change from prolate to oblate deformation between 1920 s  and (190)pt [Gy86, 
Li88]. However, it is currently believed (see the next section) th a t the boson g- 
factors do not deviate much from their ‘bare’ values. If eq. 9.15 is to retain 
validity for the 190~198p t isotopes, it should do so with g* ~  1 and gu ~  0.
9 .3 .1 .2  E ffective boson num bers
Another approach is to interpret the mass dependence of the ^-factors in terms 
of effective proton and neutron boson numbers, N*? and . Wolf and Cas- 
ten [Wo87b] highlighted the subshell closure at Z = 64 for nuclei with A  <  152, 
by analyzing simultaneously g(2*) and B (E 2; 2^ “ —► Of) data in term s of changes 
in the num ber of active bosons, with boson ^-factors and charges fixed, using 
eq. 9.15 and an approximate B (E 2) expression.
W ith this m ethod Stuchbery et al. [St91a] examined the 192~198p t da ta  for 
a proposed subshell closure at N  =  114 (for Z  >  78) [Ca85]. The effective 
neutron boson numbers extracted were consistent with counting from the closed 
shell at N  =  126 and not sensitive to any neutron subshell closure. However, 
an unexpected mass dependence in the deduced N*P prom pted further study 
where the boson ^-factors were also varied. They simultaneously analysed the 
<7(2*) and B(E2\ 2}"—♦ 0*) data for 192~198p t assuming the reasonable values of 
gT — 0.90, Nw ~  2 and boson charges e*. =  0.22 and ~  0.1, to infer the neutron 
param eters, gu and Nv. This again found the N fp  supported conventional boson 
counting, but also tha t the constancy of the measured ^-factors can be related 
phenomenologically to a pronounced decrease in the neutron-boson ^-factor, gVi 
with increasing mass.
This analysis has been repeated here with the P t ^-factors adopted in the 
present work (table 7.2), lifetime information from ref. [Ra87] and the present 
190P t B(E2\ 2* —► 0^) value (sect. 7.3.4). As shown in fig. 9.12, this yields very 
similar results with gv levelling off for the lighter isotopes.
Phenomenological analysis does not provide a physical description of the re-
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Pt isotopes
Figure 9.12: Results of our simultaneous analysis of Pt g(2+) and B(E2;2+—► 0*) 
data, as described in the text. Here gT = 0.95, NT = 2, e* = 0.22 and e„ = 0.10. The 
Nv expected from normal counting are shown by the solid line and from the proposed 
subshell closure with the dotted line.
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suits, however, Stuchbery et al. [St91a] considered that in the weakly oblate (near 
spherical) Pt nuclei there may be small non-collective components in the wave- 
functions of the low-lying levels. A contribution from the v3p3/2 single-particle 
orbital (with g = —0.82 [Ba73] compared to g = —0.18 for the u lii3/2 orbital) 
that increases with mass would produce the gv mass-dependence, and reduce the 
^-factor values obtained from eq. 9.15 (shown in fig. 9.1) for the heavier 196>198pt 
nuclei, as observed. With the present result for 190Pt, however, the enhancement 
of the g(2+) from the IBM predictions (and gu values) in the lighter Pt isotopes 
(A = 190,192) must now be addressed. This is more difficult to reconcile with 
non-collective effects.
There is a need for comprehensive calculations of the boson model parameters 
for the Pt nuclei, in particular gv. Sambataro et al. [Sa84] and, recently, Davis 
and Navratil [Da94b] have made microscopic estimates of the d-boson ^-factors 
for the rare-earth nuclei with 50 < Z < 82 and 82 < N  < 126. Both works 
support the values gw ~  1 and gv — 0 with significant discrepancies only near 
the ends of the shells. From ref. [Da94b], gw ~  1.1 and gv ~  — 0.01 —♦ —0.07 
for 190“198Pt. This is clearly inconsistent with the values gx ~  gv ~  0.3 and is 
insufficient to account for the empirical variation of gv across the Pt isotopes. 
This suggests that the observed discrepancies between the experimental ^-factors 
and those given by eq. 9.15 have physical causes beyond those included in its 
derivation.
9 .3 .1 .3  Including th e  gr-boson — ,sd<7-IB M -2
A criticism of the commonly used sd-IBM-2 is that high-spin states are not gen­
erally well described, as the s- and d-bosons have spins of only 0+ and 2+, re­
spectively. This may be improved by the inclusion of a g-boson with spin 4+, 
which is also required to properly account for hexadecapole properties. With 
respect to magnetic nuclear properties, the sdg-version of the IBM-2 has been 
applied to the Sm isotopes [Mi91] to explain M l excitation strengths from the 
0+ ground states to 1+ ‘scissors mode’ levels. This also allowed description of the 
magnetic moments of Sm nuclei with d-boson ^-factors, gdw and gdu (which are 
the same as gw and gv but with the d-subscripts included), that are compatible 
with microscopic expectations.
Of present interest is whether the introduction of the ^-boson degree of free­
dom can generally account for the discrepancies between the values of d-boson
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Figure 9.13: Plot of glc (see text) versus N for the isotopes of Pt, Os and W.
^-factors found phenomenologically and those expected microscopically. Barrett 
et al. [Ba92] have considered the ground-state band magnetic moments of even- 
even rare-earth nuclei with the sd3f-IBM-2. Their calculations for Os and Pt 
nuclei imply that for the g-boson degree of freedom to resolve the discrepancy 
the scaled ^-factors, gac = g(2* ) N /N *, should be only very weakly N  dependent. 
Figure 9.13 shows a plot of gac versus N  for the W and Os isotopes, similar to 
that in ref. [Ba92]. Although the approximate constancy of gac for W and Os is 
encouraging, Barrett et al. could not unequivocally state that the introduction of 
the g-boson alone would solve the ^-factor problem. They concluded that more 
detailed microscopic study is required to clarify this situation. However, they 
also state that improved experimental data for the Pt nuclei would be valuable, 
as their results imply that the sdg-model used would not be able to accomodate 
a variation in gBC across the Pt isotopic chain of more than around 10%.
The present measurements (and those in ref. [St91a]) provide us with data for 
the Pt isotopes (from sect. 7.3.2 and presented in fig. 9.13), which are considerably 
better than those considered by Barrett et al. [Ba92]. Clearly, gac is strongly N
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dependent, as it increases by more than 60% from 198P t (N  =  5) to 190P t (N  =  9). 
The results of Barrett et al. then imply tha t the inclusion of the g-boson degree of 
freedom cannot account for the differences between gdir,u values from experimental 
data and theoretical considerations.
This conclusion was also reached in the recent work of Davis and Navratil 
[Da94b]. From their detailed microscopic calculations of both d- and g-boson g- 
factors, they found tha t the difference between them  is typically too small for the 
inclusion of the g-boson to have an effect of larger than a few percent on g{2± ) 
values. Also, Lac and Kuyucak [La92] have studied the E 2 and F4  properties 
of the transitional Os and P t nuclei with the sdg-IBM-1. They found tha t they 
required large p-boson energies for the P t nuclei, as the excitation energy of the 
4+ (g-boson) state is relatively high, and, therefore, th a t the g-boson does not 
play an im portant role in the spectroscopy of low-lying levels. (Some of their 
results for E 2 properties in the 192~198p t nuclei will be shown later, in tables 9.6 
and 9.7.)
B arrett et al. [Ba92] also suggested tha t including a two-body term  in the 
M l operator, instead of the ^-boson, may be required. Nuclear magnetic prop­
erties have been studied with the IBM-1 in this m anner with lim ited success, see 
ref. [Li90c]. As its microscopic origins are not clear, this is a less preferable choice, 
and as such, it has not been used recently and will not be considered further here.
9 .3 .1 .4  F -sp in  sym m etry  breaking w ith  e*. ^  ev
As noted in sect. 2.1, M l transitions vanish in the IBM unless higher-order terms 
are included in the M l operator or F-spin sym m etry is broken. Consequently, 
as one would expect, there have been several studies of the M l transition rates 
for low-lying nuclear states with respect to the sym m etry of the valence proton 
and neutron degrees of freedom (see ref. [Li90c]). Some of these have suggested 
departures from F-spin purity, e.g. refs. [Wa86, Di87, Ge87, Ha87].
However, the effects of F-spin sym m etry breaking on ^-factors have been 
largely overlooked until recently. Initially, this was due to the availability of a 
simple analytic expression for ^-factors in the lim it of F-spin sym m etry (eq. 9.15), 
and to the assumption th a t non-maximal F-spin adm ixtures are small in low- 
lying states (sect. 2.2.2) and thus have a small effect on the ^-factors. In an early 
study, Stuchbery et al. [St85] attem pted to account for the ‘crossing’ of g { 2 \ ) 
and g(2\ ) in the Os isotopes (where g(2*) increases with N v, as expected, but
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g{22 ) decreases) using F-spin mixing. However, the use of the very non F-spin 
symmetric hamiltonian obtained from level energies and B ( E 2) rates by Bijker 
et al. [Bi80], proved inappropriate to reproduce the ^-factor systematics. The 
‘F-spin mixing approach’ was then abandoned for some time.
More recently, Ginnochio et al. [Gi92] have proposed the examination of, in 
particular, the ratio of ^-factors for 7- and ground-state bands to determine 
F-spin mixing. Also, Kuyucak [Ku94] investigated the effects of various F- 
spin symmetry-breaking mechanisms on the ^-factors of low-lying excited states, 
w ithin the 1 /N  expansion formalism.
In a phenomenological procedure, Wolf et al. [Wo93] have estim ated the mag­
nitudes of F-spin impurities in the 2* states of 17 even-even rare-earth nuclei, 
w ith 46 <  Z  <  78, from experimental g(2*) data. They tuned the difference in 
the proton and neutron d-boson energies, Ae =  e,^ —ej*., to generate non-maximal 
F-spin  admixtures (with e ^  ^  e^ , see sect. 2.2.2) in low-lying, excited states. 
For each nucleus of interest, the ^(2^”) values were fitted by varying Ae in numer­
ical diagonalizations of the IBM-2 ham iltonian with an established set of values 
for the other param eters. The calculated level energies were not greatly affected 
by Ae, and agreement with experiment was obtained by adjusting k (sect. 2.2) 
and the magnitudes of e„ and e*.
Wolf et al. found F-spin admixtures in the 2* states of up to around 10% 
and tha t, in general, negative values of Ae were needed. This is in accord with 
microscopic estim ates th a t imply the boson energies are usually different, with 
td* > edv, as proton 2+ excitations are often at higher energies than  neutron 2+ 
excitations. They also concluded tha t discrepancies between gT ~  l ,g u ~  0 and 
the empirical boson ^-factors extracted from experimental 2+-state ^-factors may 
be accounted for, at least partially, by the effects of F-spin breaking.
Davis and Navratil [Da94b] have since derived simple analytical expressions 
th a t indicate an explicit dependence of 2* ^-factors on the difference between 
d-boson energies. They explain tha t this dependence comes from the effect of 
Ae on d-boson occupation numbers for the 2 f state. A large (negative) value for 
Ae generally corresponds to more active proton bosons, which have a substantial 
^-factor, relative to neutron bosons, with a negligible ^-factor, and vice versa.
Expanding on this, and the work of Wolf et al. [Wo93], Davis and Navratil 
have argued, both qualitatively and semi-quantitatively, tha t F-spin impurities 
generated by Ae can account for the systematics of measured g(2* ) in the Z  =
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50-82 , N  =  82-126 shell. This is based upon correlations between the global 
microscopic estim ates for Ae [Na91] and the observed values of Ag, where Ag is 
the difference between experimental <7(2*) and the maximal F-spin prediction.
9 .3 .1 .5  F -sp in  sy m m etry  breaking w ith  Ae and Xx 7^  Xu
A more complete approach should use F-spin sym m etry breaking to describe all 
of the low-excitation M l properties, including the ^-factors for the 2f  and 2} 
states and the mixing ratio of the 2} —> 2+ transition. This has been attem pted 
in the intrinsic state and 1/N  expansion formalisms [Gi92, Ku89, Ku94] using 
algebraic expressions for selected magnetic moments, which include F-spin mixing 
explicitly. These theoretical works showed an explicit dependence for various M l 
properties on the quadrupole operators Xx and Xu, which may be used to break 
F-spin sym m etry (independently of e*.^) by choosing Xx 7^  Xu (sect. 2.2.2).
W ith the 1/N  expansion m ethod, Kuyucak [Ku94] derived analytic expressions 
for <7(2^) and ^(2^) in the Os-Pt isotopes, and pointed out tha t these ^-factors 
behave similarly to one another for F-spin breaking of the one-body energies (i.e. 
e*. 7^  tu) but have distinct reactions to breaking in the quadrupole interaction 
( X x  7 ^  Xu)- From this, he suggested tha t with appropriate F-spin mixing using 
both sym metry-breaking mechanisms, it would be possible to reproduce both the 
constant P t 2*, 2\  ^-factors and the ‘crossing’ of ) and g{2J ) in the Os 
isotopes (sect. 9.3.1.4). While these analytic expressions provided this insight 
they have lim itations for transitional nuclei, which have 7 -soft energy surfaces 
and few active bosons.
Following up on this work, Kuyucak and Stuchbery [Ku95, St94b] examined 
the M l properties for Os and P t nuclei, through exact diagonalizations of the 
IBM-2 hamiltonian. They studied the effects of e*. /  e„ and % x  7 ^  Xu breaking 
on both g-factors and M l transition rates in 190Os and, from their observations, 
found tha t by invoking principally Xx 7^  Xu breaking they could explain the 
crossing of the Os 2+-state ^-factors. The param eter set obtained by Kuyucak 
and Stuchbery in a global fit of the M l properties for 186-192Os and 190“ 198Pt 
includes both symmetry-breaking mechanisms.
In the following section, more complete results and comparisons, including 
both M l and E2 data, are presented for the P t isotopes than appeared in the 
short account published by Kuyucak and Stuchbery [Ku95, St94b].
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9 .3 .2  P resen t ca lcu lation s
9 .3 .2 .1  F -sp in  m ixing for th e  P t nuclei
As discussed in sect. 2.2.1, 7-soft nuclei are usually described with X x  —  —  Xu- 
Accordingly, Bijker et al. [Bi80] interpreted the 0(6)-like spectra of the Os and 
Pt nuclei with values for Xx and Xu that are very different, i.e. Xx — — Xu and |x| 
large. However, this parameter set was found to be incompatible with the F-spin 
symmetry breaking needed to account for the Os ^-factors [St85]. Subsequently, 
Kuyucak and Stuchbery [Ku95, St94b] have sought more appropriate values of 
X i r , i /  to describe the M l  properties. Alternatively, Davis and Navratil [Da94b] 
concluded that the X x  7 ^  Xu mechanism is unimportant for Pt, as the ^-factors 
are dependent on ew ^  eu breaking. Their microscopic estimates suggest that 
Xt —  Xu, and they found, in a semi-quantitative analysis, that their Ae estimates 
are compatible with the observed behaviour: Ae is positive for N  < 108 (with 
Z = 78) and Ag (sect. 9.3.1.4) changes sign to positive (i.e. the measured Pt
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Figure 9.14: Dependence of selected magnetic dipole properties in 194Pt on the
symmetry-breaking parameters Ae and Xv- Here e = |(e , -f e„) = 550 keV, Xs = 
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Figure 9.15: Dependence of selected level energies and E2 properties in 194Pt on the 
symmetry-breaking parameters Ac and xv-
g{2 f) become larger than the F-spin symmetric predictions) for N  < 114.
Separate and systematic studies have been made of the effects of e* /  eu (or 
Ae) and x* ^  Xu breaking on the nuclear properties for the oblate 190Pt, 194Pt 
and 198Pt nuclei. These calculations are similar to those performed for 190Os in 
refs. [St94b, Ku95], and involved diagonalizing the hamiltonian of eq. 2.6 using 
the code NPBOS [Ot85]. For convenience, we define the usual scalar and vector x  
parameters, x s  =  +  Xu) and \ v  -  |(x *  “  Xu)- The results for the ^-factors
and 2J —> 2^ M l transition in 194Pt are displayed in fig. 9.14. The dependence
Z
\I TW I\%z>
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Figure 9.16: Dependence of the <7(2+) and 2 j—>2+ matrix element in the 19°.194>198Pt 
isotopes on the symmetry-breaking parameters Ac and Xv- Here c =  450,550 and 
580 keV, respectively, X s  = 0.18 MeV, k  = —0.18MeV and £ = 0.17 MeV.
of 194Pt level energies and E2 properties are shown in fig. 9.15. A comparison of 
the 2* ^-factors and 2 j —► 2* M l matrix elements for the 190.194>198pt isotopes is 
given in fig. 9.16.
The general trends observed in the Pt nuclei (fig. 9.14) are somewhat different 
to those noted (by Kuyucak and Stuchbery) for 190Os, mainly due to the change 
in shape from prolate (Os) to oblate (Pt). In both cases, increasing Ae (with 
e =  !(e*. +  ev) fixed and x v  =  0) produces very weak 2 j —> 2j" M l transitions 
and nearly equivalent monotonic decreases in £(2*) and <7(2 2 ). In contrast with 
this, varying x v  (with x s  constant) creates large M l rates and a discrepancy 
between 5,(2i") and g(2} ), where g(2*) increases with x v  for the Pt nuclei but 
decreases for Os. As expected, E2 transitions and, for the most part, energy 
levels and quadrupole moments are not strongly dependent on either of these 
symmetry-breaking mechanisms (see fig. 9.15).
In the schematic calculations for the Pt nuclei there is a (slightly) greater non­
linearity in the dependence of the magnetic properties on Ae and, in particular,
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Table 9.4: Fit values for the F-spin symmetry-breaking parameters ep [keV] and 
Xp [MeV] in the Pt (N* = 2) nuclei“. Other parameters were set to zero, except 
for /c = —0.18 MeV and f = 0.17 MeV.
Nucleus Nu z* 6j/ 6b Ae X* Xu X5C Xv c
190Pt 7 200 700 450 -250 0.28 0.08 0.18 0.10
192Pt 6 330 670 500 -170 0.28 0.08 0.18 0.10
194Pt 5 480 620 550 -70 0.23 0.13 0.18 0.05
19€Pt 4 600 560 580 20 -0.02 0.38 0.18 -0.20
198Pt 3 680 480 580 100 -0.12 0.48 0.18 -0.30
“ Taken from ref. [Ku95]
b  *  —  (^eT + € „ )
c The scalar and vector parameters are defined in the text.
Xv  than in 190Os. This is probably related to the proximity of the Z — 82 
(and N  = 126) closed shell(s), i.e. the smaller number of active bosons. The 
mass-dependence of the ^-factors and M l transition rates is displayed for the 
A = 190,194,198 isotopes in fig. 9.16.
To determine a parameter set for the even 186-1920s and 19° -198pt nuclei, a 
global fit of the available E2 and M l nuclear data was performed [St94b, Ku95]. 
The values for e and xs  (which were varied with Nu) and /c and f (held constant) 
were determined by fitting the level energies and E2 transition rates; Ae and 
Xv  were then extracted from the M l data. The parameters for the Pt isotopes 
are given in table 9.4. The results of the fit for some magnetic dipole properties 
are compared with experiment in figs. 9.17 and 9.18. The satisfactory agreement 
with measured E 2 properties is evident in tables 9.5, 9.6 and 9.7, where values 
from selected, previous theoretical studies are also given.
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Figure 9.17: Comparison of measured (7(2 +) for 190~198pt with the results of the 
fit [Ku95] described in the text and table 9.4 (fig. 9.19).
The and x*,* parameters are smoothly varying functions of mass (N„) in 
fig. 9.19. Clearly, there is substantial xv  breaking. The values used for parameters 
other than x*-,»/, i.e. e*. ,^ k =  — 0.18MeV and f  =  0.17 MeV, are typical of those 
found in IBM-2 studies (see refs. [Wo93, Da94b] and sect. 2.2.1). The maximum 
F-spin component in the low-lying states was calculated as ranging from 96% to 
98%.
The constant Pt ^-factors have been reproduced in the standard sd-IBM-2 
without including anomalous boson ^-factors, effective boson numbers or shape 
coexistence effects, none of which are supported by other experimental data for 
these nuclei. It may also be concluded that it is necessary to include both Ae 
and x v  variations for a proper description of the M l properties of the Pt nu­
clei. However, the interpretation of the boson model parameters is still, at least 
partially, an open question.
It has been shown [Le90] that the degree of F -spin mixing is largely determined 
by differences in the deformations of the proton- and neutron-boson condensates. 
In light of this, the present IBM-2 description of the Pt M l properties has been 
related qualitatively to the deformations of the proton and neutron ‘fluids’ in the 
nuclei [Ku95]. It appears that the ratio of the proton-to-neutron deformation may 
increase with neutron number. Although the proton and neutron deformations 
in a nucleus are usually thought to be similar, if they were to differ the most 
plausible picture would have the neutrons becoming less deformed as the N =  126 
closed shell is approached. Interestingly, a similar analysis of the neighbouring
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Figure 9.18: Comparison of experimental values (refs. [Kr80, St81b] and references 
therein) with fit [Ku95] results (see text and table 9.4) for selected magnetic dipole 
properties in the Pt isotopes.
Os isotopes based on the geometrical model [St95b] is consistent with the same 
qualitative mass-dependent systematics for the proton-to-neutron deformation. 
This matter clearly requires further investigation.
It has been demonstrated here that a consistent phenomenological descrip­
tion of the E 2 and M l properties for the heavy transitional nuclei is possible. 
Future work should include clarification of the interpretation of phenomenolog­
ical parameters in terms of the geometrical model and then, eventually, their 
interpretation with microscopic considerations.
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Figure 9.19: Values for the F-spin symmetry-breaking parameters ep and Xp in the Pt 
(JV* = 2) nuclei, from a fit to the Ml  properties [Ku95] (see text and table 9.4).
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Table 9.5: Comparison of measured E2 m atrix elements for 190P t with calculated 
values by Bijker et al. [Bi80] and from fitting the level energies and E 2 transitions 
as in ref. [Ku95], which is discussed in the text.
< J / | |T ( E 2 ) | |J i > | cale. < 7,11 T(E2) II* >
J i -  h Bijker present® Value Reference
21
OT 1.645 1.471 1.350 ± 0.033 present
4 1 - 2 + 2.632 2.356
6 f - 4 f 3.360 3.005
21 - 2 + 1.668 1.530
21
"4" *H
 
OT 0.310 0.218
to 2 f 1.085 0.891
From ref. [Ku95]
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Table 9.6: Comparison of measured E2 matrix elements for 192Pt and 194Pt with 
calculations from the sdg-IBM [La92] (see sect. 9.3.1.3) and refs. [Bi80, Ku95].
Nucleus | < J, || T(E2) | |*  >  |„i„. | < J / | |T ( E 2 ) | |J 4 > | „ , .
sdg Bijker present® Value Ref.
192Pt 2 + ^ 0 + 1.449 1.469 1.353 1.449 ±  0.035 [Ei85, Ya88]
4 ^ - 2 + 2.294 2.334 2.154 2.343 ±  0.038 [Ya88]
2.362 ±  0.057 [Ei85]
« f - 4 + 2.908 2.980 2.725 2.472 ±  0.473 [Jo77]
2 ^ - 2 + 1.760 1.438 1.518 2.179 ±  0.080 [Ya88]
1.517 ±  0.082 [Ei85]
to “+ 1 o •-
+ 0.183 0.079 0.176 0.152 ±  0.008 [Ya88]
0.148 ±  0.008 [Ei85]
2 f  — 2+ 0.797 0.191 0.739 0.818 ±  0.079 [Ra89]
0.726 ±  0.277 [Ra89]
i 9 4 p t 2 + - .0 J - 1.284 1.337 1.232 1.284 ±  0.006 [Si89]
4 f  -* 2 + 2.025 2.114 1.947 1.987 ±  0.038 [Si89]
2.550 2.660 2.434 2.893 ±  0.140 [Si89]
8 + ^ 6 + 2.933 2.959 2.731 3.205 ±  0.304 [Si89]
2 + ^ 2 + 1.335 1.609 1.336 1.478 ±  0.027 [Si89]
21  -  0+ 0.160 0.013 0.129 0.089 ±  0.002 [SI89]
2? - 2 + 0.707 0.171 0.586 0.633 ±  0.185 [Ra89]
0.831 ±  0.079 [Ra89]
0-540 {±g;SID [Wu83]
4 + ^ 4 + 0.593 0.624 0.645 1-000 (±S;15S) [Wu83]
®i" 0.405 1.213 0.657 0-280 (± S ;J S ) [Wu83]
2 + ^ 2 + 0.670 0.034 0.526 0.66  ±  0 .66 [Ra89]
0-400 ( ± 1 ™ )  [Wu83]
From ref. [Ku95]
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Table 9.7: Comparison of measured and calculated E2 matrix elements for 196Pt 
and 198Pt.
Nucleus Ji —> Jj 1 < //II T(E2) ||Ji >  |„ (e. | < J / ||T (E 2 ) ||J i > |„ , .
sdg® Bijker* present6 Value Ref.
196pt 2 + - 0 + 1.200 1.202 1.103 1.200 ±  0.029 [Bo81]
1.881 1.885 1.727 1.904 ±  0.076 [Bo81]
1-997 (±£81?) [Ma90]
6 + - 4 + 2.345 2.305 2.119 2.339 ±  0.322 [Bo81]
2-534 (± g ‘.SaS) [Ma90]
8 + ^ 6 + 2.660 2.349 2.298 3.132(±g;12S) [Ma90]
2 + ^ 2 + 1.230 1.414 1.208 1.323 ±  0.059 [Bo81]
1 1 « [Ma90]
2 J - 0 + 0.148 0.002 0.085 < 0.003 [Ca78, Ca87]
0.671 0.364 0.470 0.871 ±  0.158 [Ra87]
0.810 ±  0.230 [Ma90]
0.577 0.816 0.581 0-389 [Ma90]
6+ - .6 + 0.412 1.412 0.659 0-176 (iS;S5) [Ma90]
s t ^ s f 0.203 2.187 0.703 0.227 [Ma90]
2 + - . 2 J 0.627 0.223 0.383 0-303 ( i» ;« 85) [Ma90]
1 9 8 p t 2 + - 0 + 1.010 1.062 0.964 1.010 ±  0.050 [Bo81]
2+ 1.565 1.639 1.483 1.559 ±  0.066 [Bo81]
6 + ^ 4 + 1.919 1.905 1.759 > 2.266 [Bo81]
2 j - 2 f 1.041 1.220 1.036 1.145 ±  0.083 [Bo81]
0.962 ±  0.062 [Bo81]
2 + - . 0 + 0.108 0.085 0.081 0.039 ±  0.006 [Bo81]
2 ? - 2 + 0.514 0.390 0.423 0.554 ±  0.158 [Ra87]
0.712 ±  0.158 [Ra87]
a Ref. [La92] 
h Ref. [Bi80]
6 From ref. [Ku95]
Chapter 10
Conclusions
The main aim of this work was to develop and implement an experimental method 
for measuring the ^-factors of short-lived excited states in unstable nuclei. This 
was achieved using a novel im plantation-decay technique. In a series of mea­
surements on the neutron-deficient 184*186*188.190>192p t isotopes, nuclear precessions 
were determ ined to better them 7% precision and the ^-factors of the 2+ states 
inferred. The usefulness of this technique is well illustrated by the results of these 
experim ents, which have extended the measured ^ (2 "^) values to include those for 
the unstable P t nuclei near mid-shell.
Future experim ental work could include similar magnetic moment mea­
surements on the neutron-deficient Os isotopes and experiments using third- 
generation 7 -ray detector arrays. Our collaboration in an experiment to measure 
g(2i)  in 180P t on the GaSp array at INFN, Legnaro [Br94], highlighted some of 
the advantages and difficulties in such measurements. The present generation 
of arrays are not optimised for measuring perturbed angular correlations due to 
small detector solid-angles, which reduce the count-rate, and the positioning of 
detectors at unhelpful angles.
The IBM-2 has had considerable success in describing the level energies and 
E2 properties of the transitional nuclei, where traditional models have struggled. 
In its simplest F-spin symmetric form, the IBM-2 predicts a marked increase with 
neutron number for the P t 2}"-state ^-factors, as observed for the neighbouring W 
and Os nuclei. Kum ar and Baranger predicted similar systematics for the lighter 
P t isotopes with A <  188. In this context, the near constancy of the measured 
^-factors for the even isotopes from 184P t to 198P t was unexpected, highlighting 
the difficulties encountered by theoretical descriptions of the M l properties in
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transitioned nuclei.
In the lighter P t nuclei, the implications of shape coexistence for the 2f  g- 
factors were considered through simple band-mixing calculations. The deformed 
intruder configuration, with a greater number of effective proton bosons, gives 
rise to larger (/-factors in agreement with experiment. As discussed in sect. 9.2, 
a more rigorous treatm ent of configuration mixing in the calculations using the 
IBM, and other microscopic models, would be valuable.
For the heavier isotopes, the measured ^-factors and M l transition rates have 
been reproduced in the IBM-2 through appropriate F-spin mixing, without sig­
nificantly compromising the descriptions of energy levels and E2 properties. For 
the transitional Os-Pt nuclei, the inclusion of xv  symmetry-breaking was found 
to be necessary. While this phenomenological description can be related qualita­
tively to a decreasing deformation of the neutron fluid in the heavier isotopes, a 
quantitative interpretation in term s of conventional nuclear model param eters is 
yet to be found.
This work has contributed to a consistent phenomenological description of 
both the E 2 and M l properties of heavy-mass transitional nuclei in the IBM-2. 
The constant g(2* ) values for the P t isotopes appear to result from a combina­
tion of F-spin mixing effects, in the heavier, oblate nuclei, and changes in the 
number of active proton bosons for the lighter, predom inantly prolate isotopes. 
A fully microscopic interpretation will probably remain elusive for some time. 
In the interim , it would be valuable to model these processes through the shape 
transition, with a view to better understanding the evolution of each and the 
interaction between them.
A ppendix A
Im plantation Study
A .l Introduction
The static hyperfine magnetic field present at the nuclei of Pt impurities in mag­
netized iron (Fe) has been measured several times using the first-excited states 
in the 192Pt, 194Pt and 19€Pt nuclei as probes. The radioactivity technique, which 
measures integral perturbed 7-7 angular correlations (IPAC) following the ß- 
decay of a parent nucleus present as a dilute radioactive impurity in an alloy 
with Fe (sect. 3.5.3.2), has often yielded conflicting results [Ca64, Bu64, Ke65, 
Ag66, Mu67, Be68, Mu68, Ke69, Ke70, Le70, Gr70, Be70, Ka75, Ka81, Bo92]. Re­
cently, possible systematic errors in the preparation and subsequent measurement 
of dilute radioactive alloys have been examined by workers [Ka75, Ka81, Bo92] 
whose measured fields are significantly larger than those most often obtained in 
earlier experiments. Katayama et al. [Ka75] suggested discrepancies may result 
from incomplete magnetization of the ferromagnetic alloy in several earlier works, 
while Bodenstedt et al. [Bo92] discussed the possibility of incomplete dissolution 
of the Ir parent nuclei in the Fe medium during source preparation.
The internal field for PtFe has also been measured using in-beam experi­
ments [Ka67, Ku69, Ga74], following the implantation of Coulomb-excited Pt 
nuclei into an Fe medium, as described in sect. 3.5.3.1. An inherent feature of 
this method is that the implantation site is not well controlled and the possibility 
that some implanted Pt nuclei will not experience the full internal field cannot 
be excluded. An added complication is that the excited nuclei experience the 
transient hyperfine field as they slow to rest in the ferromagnetic host, and ear­
lier implantation studies were performed at a time when the transient field of Pt
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in Fe was not well known. Infact, it will be seen below tha t the transient field 
contribution in the early work was overestimated by almost a factor of six.
W ith a recent measurement [Bo92] confirming the full hyperfine field avail­
able with a well prepared radioactive source [Ka75, Ka81], and new data on the 
transient field for P t in Fe [St94a] it is now appropriate to re-examine the re­
lation between the static hyperfine field for P t in Fe obtained in im plantation 
measurements compared with radioactivity and other studies. Although this ex­
am ination of the in-beam im plantation field for P t may not be exactly applicable 
to our study of the magnetic moments of short-lived excited states in unstable 
P t nuclei, which uses internal fields obtained following the im plantation of /3+- 
decay parent nuclei (e.g. Au isotopes), it does provide a bound for the effective 
hyperfine field strength.
In the present work, we consider the differences tha t appear in the measured 
static hyperfine field strength under different conditions of im plantation or source 
preparation, and the question of why a reduced field is sometimes, but not uni­
versally, found following im plantation. In sect. A.5, the static fields measured for 
7gPt in Fe using various techniques are surveyed. Comparisons of static field data 
for the neighbouring impurities 760s, 77Ir, 78P t, and 79Au are made in sect. A.6. 
It is shown th a t the observation of reduced static fields in IMPAC measurements 
can be correlated with the lifetimes of the nuclear states used to sample the static 
field strength, and th a t the data currently available for the P t region are con­
sistent with there being a period of the order of 10 ps following ion-implantation 
during which the static field is quenched.
A .2 Experim ental Design
The static hyperfine field strength present at P t nuclei im planted into Fe may 
be determ ined by measuring the perturbations of particle-7 angular correlations 
following Coulomb excitation of the first-excited 2+ states in 194>196.198p t } as the 
magnetic moments and lifetimes of these nuclear levels are known. As noted 
above, the probe nuclei interact with both the static field, of present interest, 
and the transient hyperfine field which is effective as the ions slow to rest within 
the ferromagnet. The to tal measured precession angle may be w ritten
-T ./r
)A 6total = A8tr +  u l t  e (A .l)
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where A9tr is the precession angle caused by the interaction with the transient 
field and ujlt is that due to the static field, with a small correction factor for the 
finite stopping time (Tf) during which the static field is inactive.
As described in sect. 3.3.2.2, the static hyperfine field behaves like a large, 
externally-applied magnetic field acting on the impurities at rest within a ferro­
magnetic medium. The precession angle caused by the interaction of the field 
with the dipole moment of the excited Pt nuclear state over its lifetime can be 
written
ULT = - g ^ - B atT , (A.2)
where r  is the meanlife of the excited nuclear level and the Larmor precession 
frequency, ljl, is determined by the ^-factor of the state and the field strength,
Bat.
As the stopping time for the Pt ions is much shorter than the nuclear life­
time (T, <  r), the transient field may be treated as an intense, time-dependent 
magnetic impulse. Consequently, the transient field precession is
T
A 6tT = - g ^  ‘ Btr(t)d. (A.3)
h Jo
In the present work the transient precession angles are virtually identical for the 
different isotopes, because the ^-factors of the 2* states in 194.196«198pt are the 
same within experimental uncertainties (see table A.2).
The internal static field for PtFe is negative (its direction is opposite that of 
the externally applied magnetic field) while the transient field is positive. There­
fore, the precessions caused by the static and transient fields cancel somewhat, 
although the static field contribution dominates because r  Tt . In the present 
experiments, the transient field precession was varied by changing the initial recoil 
energy, through use of incident heavy-ion beams of differing mass and energy.
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A .3 E xp erim enta l P rocedure
The experim ental arrangement has been described elsewhere, chapter 7 and 
refs. [St81a, St85, By87]. A target at room tem perature (~  300 K), consisting 
of a 0.44 m g/cm 2 natural P t layer backed by a thick (~  4 m g/cm 2), previously- 
annealed ferromagnetic Fe foil, was bombarded by beams of 36MeV 160 , 60MeV 
28Si and 80 MeV 34S from the ANU 14UD Pelletron Accelerator. Target nuclei (of 
principal interest here, 194>196>198p t)  were Coulomb excited and recoil-implanted 
into the Fe backing. Forward recoil was assured by requiring the de-exciting 7- 
radiation be recorded in coincidence with the backscattered beam  ions detected 
in an annular counter at 150°-167° to the beam direction. The ferromagnetic Fe 
backing foil was polarized perpendicular to the 7-ray detection plane by an ex­
ternal field of ~  0.05 Tesla, which was reversed in direction approximately every 
15 minutes.
The 7-radiation was detected in four HPGe detectors. Precession data were 
collected with two detectors placed at ±65° to the beam direction and at a dis­
tance so as to subtend an angle of 40°; another pair at ±115° subtended an angle 
of 28°. During each beam bom bardm ent, the p artic le -7 -ray  angular correlation 
was measured using the forward detectors at a number of angles (0°, ±10°, ±20°, 
±30°, ±40°, ±45°, ±55° and ±65°), while the backward pair were kept fixed to 
serve as monitors. Some precession data with an incident 160  beam were also 
acquired with the backward detector pair at ±120° and subtending an angle of 
24°.
The precession angles were determined in the usual manner, described in 
sect. 7.2, from the measured, field up/dow n counting asymmetry, e, and the 
calculated logarithmic derivative of the angular correlation, S, for each detector 
pair placed at symmetric angles to the beam direction:
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A .4 R esu lts
A .4.1 M easu red  p recessions
Figure A .l shows a coincidence 7-ray spectrum  of the de-exciting transitions 
measured at +65° to the beam direction, following Coulomb excitation of the 
P t nuclei by the incident beam 80MeV 34S. Measured counting asymmetries and 
derived precession angles are given in table A .l. The particle-7-ray angular 
correlations of the transitions in 194.196>198p t for each incident beam
are displayed in figs. A.2, A.3 and A.4. The angular correlation measurements 
confirm the calculations (sect. A.3) and provide a means of checking the angular 
positioning of the 7-ray detectors. Uncertainties in the 7-ray detector angles were 
allowed for in subsequent analysis.
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Figure A .l: The 7-ray spectrum measured in coincidence with backscattered 34S beam 
ions. The 2i"—»Of transitions in 192.194.196-198p t are indicated.
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Table A .l: Results of the measurements for the 2* states in 194.196>198p t.
N ucleus; eFb SFC Sbc A6Fd A V
Expt.a (x lO 3) (x lO 3) [mrad] [mrad]
36 MeV 160  beam
194P t ; I -165.6(7.7) -2 .2 8 211.8(9.9) 2.76 72.6(3.4) 76.7(3.6)
; n -171.6(5.9) -2 .2 8 162.9(6.9) 2.05 75.3(2.6) 79.5(3.4)
196P t ; I -133.2(10.4) -2 .28 155.6(13.2) 2.76 58.4(4.6) 56.4(4.8)
; ii -145.6(8.0) -2 .28 120.9(9.4) 2.05 63.9(3.5) 59.0(4.6)
198P t ; I -88(29) -2 .28 105(40) 2.76 38.6(12.7) 38.0(14.5)
; II -92(22) -2 .2 8 120(26) 2.05 40.4(9.6) 58.5(12.7)
60 MeV 28Si beam
194Pt -155.1(3.7) -2 .445 175.5(4.2) 2.765 63.4(1.5) 63.5(1.6)
196P t -124.3(4.9) -2 .445 129.4(5.6) 2.765 50.8(2.0) 46.8(2.0)
198P t -47(13) -2 .445 71(15) 2.76 19.1(5.5) 25.8(5.5)
80 MeV 34S beam
194P t -141.0(3.1) -2 .48 150.5(3.3) 2.76 56.9(1.3) 54.5(1.2)
196P t -106.2(4.0) -2 .485 112.8(4.3) 2.77 42.7(1.6) 40.7(1.6)
198P t -53(11) -2 .4 9 47(11) 2.775 21.2(4.3) 16.8(4.1)
a Two separate experiments were performed with a 36 MeV 160  beam, see text.
6 Measured counting asymmetries with errors (see text) for the forward (F ) and backward
(B)  detector pairs.
c Logarithmic derivative of the angular correlation (see text) for both detector pairs. 
d Precession angle (see text) for each detector pair, errors due only to uncertainty in 
measured e values.
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3 6 MeV 160 D etector #1 _
D etector #2 -
cos^0
Figure A.2: Particle-^-ray angular correlations for the 2+ —> 0+ transitions in
i94,i96,i98p^ following Coulomb excitation by 36 MeV 160  ions. The forward angle 7-ray 
detectors in the positive and negative quadrants are labelled #1  and #2 , respectively. 
Measured (data points) and calculated (lines) correlations are shown for both detectors. 
For clarity, those for 194Pt and 196Pt have been offset by +1.2 and + 0.6, respectively.
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D etector  #1 _
D etector  #2 -
cos^G
Figure A.3: Same as fig. A.2, for 60MeV 28Si ion bombardment.
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80 MeV 34S D e te c to r  #1 _
D e te c to r  #2 -
co s3 0
Figure A.4: Same as fig. A.2, for 80 MeV 34S ion bombardment.
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A .4 .2  C orrection  for tran sien t field con trib u tion
The transient field strength apparent as the Pt ions recoiled through the polarized 
Fe was calculated using the parameterization found recently by Stuchbery et 
al. [St94a], for Pt ion velocities in the range lt>o < v < 5vo. This expresses the 
transient field strength in terms of the velocity, v, and atomic number, Z , of the 
ion (u0 = is the Bohr velocity):
Btr = a Z
(A.5)
The recoil energy imparted to the Pt nuclei varied with the beam species, 
resulting in different velocity ranges for the Pt recoils in the ferromagnet and 
varying interaction times with the transient field (~  500 fs for the 36MeV 160  
beam bombardment and ~  1 ps with the 34S beam). The average ion entrance 
velocities into the Fe foil and calculated transient field precession angles with 
the different beams are given in table A.2. Unfortunately, the behaviour of the 
transient field is not well known at ion velocities below the Bohr velocity, v0. The 
large uncertainties in the quoted precessions (see table A.2) cover uncertainties 
in ion stopping times, and the possibility that at velocities below v ~  |  Vo the 
transient field may either cut-off or remain constant at a field strength determined 
by eq. A.5.
The Lindhard-Winther theory [Li71] predicts a transient field which remains 
constant below about lvo with a strength of approximately 1 kT. This is signifi­
cantly larger than the field calculated using the above parameterization (eq. A.5) 
and would increase the calculated transient field precession angles, presented in 
table A.2, by ~  10 mrad. However, experiments on 28Si and 134Ba ions recoiling at 
low ion velocities in Fe [De80, Eb80] are consistent with the transient field being 
proportional to ion velocity down to zero. Speidel et al. [Sp81a, Sp81b, Sp81c] 
have shown that data for Mg, 0  and Si ions in Fe suggest the transient field is 
constant with a cut-off at v ~  |  Vo. Although the inferred velocity-dependence of 
the transient field differs in these works, in no case do they support the presence 
of a Lindhard-Winther contribution. Predictions of the transient field strength 
from K-vacancy measurements by Dybdal et al. [Dy79, Ru86, Dy87] are not suf­
ficiently accurate to draw definite conclusions about the Lindhard-Winther field. 
The applicability of linear response theory used by Lindhard and Winther has
( — )exp[-/3(ti/t>0)] (a = 14.9 ± 0 . 2 T,  ß  = 0.085 ±0.010) .
\ V q /
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Table A.2: Experim ental particulars, measured precession angles and inferred 
static field strengths.
Nucleus & &  to ta l*
[mrad]
V j n b
V Q
A S ,,'
[mrad]
U L T d
[mrad]
r(2t)‘
[ps]
S (2 f )* B J
[Tesla]
36 MeV 
194P t
160  beam 
75.9(2.5) 1.32 5(3) 82.8(3.9) 59.2(2.2) 0.300(13) 97(7)
196P t 60.2(2.6) 1.31 5(3) 66.7(4.0) 48.3(1.4) 0.297(12) 97(8) '
1 9 8 p t 43.6(6.1) 1.30 5(3) 50.1(6.8) 33.0(1.6) 0.314(11) 101(15)
60 MeV 28Si beam 
194P t 63.5(1.9) 2.23 14(3) 78.7(3.6) 59.2(2.2) 0.300(13) 93(7)
196pt 48.8(1.9) 2.21 14(3) 63.7(3.5) 48.3(1.4) 0.297(12) 93(7)
198P t 22.5(3.9) 2.19 14(3) 37.0(5.0) 33.0(1.6) 0.314(11) 75(11)
80 MeV 34S beam 
194P t 55.6(1.7) 2.71 19(3) 76.5(3.4) 59.2(2.2) 0.300(13) 90(7)
196P t 41.7(1.5) 2.69 19(3) 62.3(3.4) 48.3(1.4) 0.297(12) 91(7)
198P t 18.9(3.0) 2.67 19(3) 39.3(4.2) 33.0(1.6) 0.314(11) 79(10)
a Measured precession angle from weighted average of values given in table A.l; 
a 2.5% error in 5  is included.
b Entrance velocity of Pt ion in Fe host calculated from known reaction kinematics, target 
layer thicknesses and the stopping powers of ref. [Zi85aj. 
c Calculated transient field precession, see eqs. A.3 and A.5 and text. 
d Static field precession angle, including correction for stopping time (see eq. A.5).
* Adopted meanlives from ref. [Ra87] and ^-factors as in sect. 7.3.2.
1 Static field strength, eq. A.2.
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also been questioned [Pa70, Br77a]. Thus, the weight of evidence is that the 
Lindhard-Winther field is considerably smaller than predicted, if present at all; 
consequently, such a contribution has not been included in the calculated transient 
field corrections of table A.2. It will be seen in the discussion below (sect. A.5.1) 
that there is experimental evidence which justifies this decision.
A .4.3 Inferred static field precessions
A summary of the experimental particulars, measured precession angles and de­
rived static field strengths is presented in table A.2. The multiple scattering 
of Pt ions recoiling in the Pt target layer following bombardment by a 36 MeV 
160  beam was calculated using the Monte-Carlo code TRIM [Zi85a]. This led to 
the estimate that < 1% of the ions come to rest in the Pt layer for each incident 
beam, where they are not subject to hyperfine magnetic fields and do not precess. 
This correction was included, as was the stopping time effect (~  2%, eq. A.l), in 
evaluation of the inferred static precession angles, v l t , given in table A.2.
The weighted average of the static field strengths obtained for the three iso­
topes and the different beams is —92 ±  5 Tesla. Note that the uncertainty in the 
transient field corrections, which contributes the same absolute uncertainty to all 
of our measurements, is a significant portion of the quoted error.
A .5 C om parison  o f R esu lts
The details of present and previous PtFe implantation measurements are sum­
marized in table A.3. The inferred static field strengths from IPAC and IMPAC 
measurements made on the 2+ states in 192.194.196pt are compared with the result 
of a spin-echo experiment [Ko67] in fig. A.5. The results of experiments made 
on dilute radioactive alloys (i.e. using the radioactivity technique) are presented 
in the upper frame, while the results of implantation measurements are shown in 
the lower. Table A.4 provides a summary of the experiments and a key to the 
references.
A .5.1 Previous in-beam m easurem ents
All previous implantation experiments [Ka67, Ku69, Ga74], except that of Varga 
et al. [Va69], utilized 160  incident ion-beams with energies similar to those in
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Table A.3: Comparison of static fields for PtFe from in-beam measurements.
Nucleus Incident
beam
Pt*
[M g/cm 2]
Via
Vo A d t o t a l *
[mrad]
U)L T
[mrad]
Ref.
194Pt 33MeV 160 ~150 1.33 72(4) [Ka67]
35MeV 160 300 1.33 73(5) [Ku69]
36MeV 160 150-200 1.39 75(6) [Ga74]
36MeV 160 440 1.32 75.9(2.5) Present
(74.6(1.9))c 82(4)
60MeV 28Si 440 2.23 63.5(1.1) 79(4) Present
80MeV 34S 440 2.71 55.6(0.9) 77(4) Present
2.5MeV XH - - 83(5) 83(5) [Va69]
<80(3))-
196pt 33MeV 160 ~150 1.32 57(3) [Ka67]
35MeV 160 300 1.32 66(13) [Ku69]
36MeV 160 150-200 1.38 56(10) [Ga74]
36MeV 160 440 1.31 60.2(2.6) Present
(58.9(1.9))c 66(4)
60MeV 28Si 440 2.21 48.8(1.9) 64(4) Present
80MeV 34S 440 2.69 41.7(1.5) 62(3) Present
(64(3))'
198Pt 33MeV 160 ~150 1.31 30.5(2.0) [Ka67]
36MeV I60 440 1.30 43.6(6.1) Present
(31.8(1.9))c 38(4)
60MeV 28Si 440 2.19 22.5(3.9) 37(5) Present
80MeV 34S 440 2.67 18.9(3.0) 39(4) Present
(38(3))'
“ Pt target layer thickness.
b Measured precession angle with no transient field correction. 
c Weighted average.
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Figure A.5: PtFe static fields from IPAC and IMPAC experiments on 193.194»196p t} in 
order of publication date (see table A.4), are compared with a spin-echo result [Ko67]. 
The field strengths were inferred from measured precessions with adopted 2i'-state g- 
factors (sect. 7.3.2) and lifetimes [Ra87]. Earlier IMPAC data have been re-evaluated 
using the present transient-field correction, and low-temperature results [Bo92, Ko67] 
adjusted to room temperature.
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Table A.4: Summary of IPAC and IMPAC measurements of the PtFe static 
hyperfine magnetic field strength.
M easurement
num ber
Year of 
publication
Technique Reference
1 1964 R (It)“ [Ca64]
2,3 1964 R ( I r ) [Bu64]
4,5 1965 B - ( I r ) [Ke65]
6,7 1966 R ( I r ) [Ag66]
8 1967 R ( I r ) [Mu67]
9,10 1967 I4 [Ka67]
11 1968 R (A u)c [Be68]
12 1968 R (Au) [Mu68]
13 1969 in-beam d [Va69]
14,15 1969 I [Ku69]
16 1969 R ( I r ) [Ke69]
17 1970 R  (I t ) [Ke70]
18 1970 R ( I r ) [Le70]
19 1970 R ( I r ) [Gr70]
20 1970 R ( I r ) [Be70]
21,22 1974 I [Ga74]
23,24 1975 R  ( I t ) [Ka75]
25 1981 R (Au) [Ka81]
26 1991 R ( I r ) [Bo92]
27-32* I Present
a Radioactivity technique using an IrFe source.
4 Implantation method following Coulomb excitation with
a heavy-ion beam.
c Radioactivity technique using a AuFe source. 
d In-beam experiment using (p, p') on a PtFe alloy.
* In order of increasing incident beam mass (see text).
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our 160  beam measurements (see table A.3 for experimental details); the present 
and previous results for the combined static and transient field effect show good 
agreement (table A.3). Also, as the kinematics are similar, the transient field 
precessions in the previous measurements are effectively the same as in our work 
and may be adequately covered by the present calculated value of 5 ±  3m rad. 
This value differs considerably from tha t assumed earlier [Ku69, Ga74], before 
the transient field had been sufficiently well studied, namely 28 ±  5m rad (17.7 ±  
3.4 MOe-psec).
Varga et al. [Va69] conducted an in-beam measurement by bombarding a 
Fe-Pt alloy with 2.5 MeV protons. Nuclear states were excited via the (p ,p ') 
reaction which caused minimal P t recoil and resulted in a negligible transient 
field contribution. The summary of inferred static field precessions, presented in 
table A.3, shows adequate agreement for the different incident beams; specifically, 
the present and previous 160  beam experiments, the present 28Si and 34S beam 
measurements and the proton excitation of Varga et al.. This agreement supports 
the adopted transient field corrections and justifies the decision to discount the 
Lindhard-W inther field (sect. A.4.2).
In fig. A.5, the results of the present measurements (numbers 27-32) are 
displayed in order of increasing incident beam mass (see table A.4), i.e. 160 , 28Si 
and then 34S. These field strengths for 194*196P t may show a decreasing trend with 
increasing beam mass. However, this is not significant within uncertainties and, 
as the runs were performed in this beam sequence, there could be be accumulated 
radiation damage of the Fe foil. Therefore, any beam -related effect tha t may be 
present is small and will be ignored in the following discussion.
A .5.2 Radioactivity m easurem ents
A summary of the PtFe static field strengths obtained in measurements made on 
dilute radioactive alloys is presented in the upper frame of fig. A.5. These values, 
determined from measured precession angles and the present adopted lifetimes 
and ^-factors of the 2^ states in 192.194.196p t } are compared with the spin-echo 
result of Kontani and Itoh [Ko67]: B3°0K(PtFe) =  —123 ±  3 T  (extrapolated to 
room tem perature and corrected for a new value for the ground-state magnetic 
moment of 195P t [Sc86]).
Radioactivity measurements using IrFe sources found a range of weaker field
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strengths [Ca64, Bu64, Ke65, Ag66, Mu67, Ke69, Ke70, Le70, Gr70, Be70], un­
til the more recent experiments of Katayama et al. [Ka75] and Bodenstedt et 
al. [Bo92] measured fields in agreement with the the spin-echo result (see fig. A.5). 
Katayama et al. [Ka75] attributed the discrepancies in earlier works to incom­
plete magnetization of the sample. As an alternative explanation, Bodenstedt et 
al. [Bo92] suggested that the melting procedure may not have fully dissolved the 
activated Ir in some Fe samples, thus reducing the number of impurity atoms in 
substitutional sites within the ferromagnetic host lattice and, therefore, the frac­
tion of Pt nuclei subject to the full hyperfine field. Bodenstedt et al. [Bo92] also 
performed a nuclear-orientation experiment and concluded that their measured 
field is consistent with that of a perfect alloy.
Interestingly, all measurements made using radioactive 196AuFe sources [Be68, 
Mu68, Ka81] showed fields for Pt in Fe consistent with that of the spin-echo 
experiment (fig. A.5). The ‘full’ hyperfine field strength obtained in radioactivity 
measurements is significantly larger than the average of the present implantation 
results, —92 ±  5T (at 300K).
A .6 D iscu ssion
There is a clear reduction in the PtFe static field strength obtained following 
in-beam implantation compared with the most recent radioactive source exper­
iments [Ka75, Ka81, Bo92]. As incomplete magnetization of the ferromagnetic 
host is unlikely to be significant in the implantation experiments which use thin 
Fe foils [Ka75], and given the consistency of the implantation results (see lower 
frame of fig. A.5), the reduction appears to be an inherent feature of the in-beam 
implantation method. In the past such reductions have generally been ascribed 
to radiation damage without considering the damage mechanism, and implicitly 
assumed that the process is static throughout the lifetime of the probe state.
The implantation-decay measurement on 192Pt, which was performed as a cal­
ibration for this technique and is described in sect. 6.1, yielded a field strength 
of —113 ±  10 T which is somewhat less than the ‘full’ hyperfine field strength of 
—123 ±3 T, but is not consistent with the field found in the present Coulomb exci­
tation measurements (average value —92±5T). As both implantation techniques 
employ heavy-ion induced reactions, we can expect, as an initial approximation, 
that the final sites of the implanted nuclei are similar.
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As described in sect. 4.3.4, it has been found from recent nuclear orientation 
measurements [Hi92] th a t /?-decay may, in some cases, induce lattice site changes. 
For reasons which will be discussed more fully below, this is considered unlikely to 
be an im portant factor here. Rather, we wish to draw attention to the differences 
in tim e between im plantation and sampling of the static hyperfine field for the 
two types of experiment. In contrast with the conventional in-beam im plantation 
using Coulomb excitation, where the hyperfine field m easurement is typically 
within lOOps (lO-10 s) of the nuclei being im planted, the im plantation-decay 
technique involves measuring the precession following /3+-decay, usually at least 
several seconds after im plantation.
It should be mentioned tha t the inclusion of a Lindhard-W inther contribution 
to the transient field might largely account for the difference between the conven­
tional im plantation and im plantation-decay results. However, this is discounted 
for the reasons outlined in sects. A.4.2 and A.5.1, and the discrepancy interpreted 
in term s of tim e-dependent, pre-equilibrium energy-spike effects, as described in 
the following.
Near the end of its range, an ion im planted in a solid loses energy through elas­
tic ‘nuclear’ collisions with lattice atoms. The energy im parted may be sufficient 
to cause atomic displacements from regular lattice sites, as shown schematically 
in fig. A.6. As the cross-section for nuclear collisions increases strongly with 
decreasing projectile energy, the high-density collision-cascade regime is entered 
near the end of the ion’s range. The atomic displacement processes are then most 
realistically described by an energy spike [Th81], which is believed to tem porarily 
produce damaged zones about the resting position of the ion. This is followed by 
a dynamic annealing process as the energy disperses. The timescale of these pro­
cesses is calculated to be of the order of several picoseconds (~  10-12 to 10-11 s), 
see e.g. ref. [Da84].
If there is no lattice structure surrounding the im planted ion, or it is not in a 
substitutional site, the nucleus will not experience the full hyperfine field. In the 
present m easurements, the hyperfine field is sampled in the tim e range up to the 
lifetime of the states, about 6 x l0 -11 s. This means the static hyperfine field may 
not have reached its equilibrium value, after the disruption caused by the energy 
spike, until a non-negligible fraction of the nuclear precession has taken place. 
Therefore, the reduction in the hyperfine field can be due both to pre-equilibrium 
effects, associated with the dynamics of the ion stopping in the host, and, once
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Figure A.6: Illustration of the damage to the host caused by ion-implantation into a 
solid (adapted from ref. [Wi84]).
equilibrium is reached, a fraction of implanted nuclei sitting at non-lattice sites 
or sites with residual damage.
The precession in our implantation-decay measurement (sect. 6.1) is unaf­
fected by pre-equilibrium effects because the time taken to reach equilibrium is 
much shorter than the /3+-decay lifetime. As annealing (or diffusion) of the dilute 
alloy at room temperature is negligible, and as we have assumed that implanta­
tion with the in-beam (Coulomb excitation) and out-of-beam (decay following 
heavy-ion reaction) techniques are similar, the field of —113 ±  10 T is taken as 
the equilibrated implantation field strength. With the full hyperfine field strength 
of —123 ±  3T, and assuming a two site model where nuclei lying on interstitial 
sites experience no magnetic field, this is consistent with 92 ±  8% of the recoil- 
implanted ions having final positions in substitutional sites. Beraud et al. [Be68]
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compared the hyperfine fields for P t in Fe using dilute radioactive 196AuFe alloys 
prepared by either metallurgical techniques (measurement number 11 in table A.4 
and fig. A.5) or im plantation. Their results imply 95 ±  12% of the im planted ions 
are on full-field sites. These conclusions are supported by channelling experi­
ments [A171] tha t found ~  85% of im planted Au atoms reside on substitutional 
sites in Fe.
We now return  briefly to the question of /3-decay induced site changes, as 
described in sect. 4.3.4. Although the possibility of changes in the nuclear site 
during the chain of /3+-decay from 192T1 to 192P t cannot be excluded, there are, 
however, several reasons why such changes, if present, are of peripheral impor­
tance for the present discussion. The results of Hinfurter et al. [Hi92] imply a 
reduction of the net hyperfine field due to /3+-induced recoils of only 2 or 3%. This 
is both smaller than the precision of the present experiment, and less than the re­
duction expected due to imperfections in the im plantation process (up to ~  15%, 
see above) with which the observed hyperfine field following im plantation and de­
cay is fully in accord. There is no need to invoke /3+-decay induced site changes 
to explain the data. Moreover, if present, correction for the presence of /3+-decay 
induced site changes would move the observed field following im plantation and 
decay closer to the ‘full’ field value, increasing the disparity between it and the 
conventional IMPAC result. This could then be interpreted as strengthening the 
evidence for the dynamic pre-equilibrium effects being considering here.
The observed static field precession would be reduced by in-beam, pre- 
equilibrium effects and imperfect lattice structure according to
where te is the tim e taken for the static hyperfine field to reach its equilibrium 
value and / 0 is the fraction of im planted ions tha t, after equilibration, are on 
interstitial or field-free sites. Alternatively, the ratio of the static hyperfine field 
observed following an IMPAC m easurement, B i m p a c , to the m axim um  field tha t 
would be obtained in the absence of pre-equilibrium effects and with all implanted 
ions on substitutional sites, BmaXi can be w ritten
=  (1 -  /o) x uil t x e ‘*/T (A.6)
B i m p a c  /  Bmax =  (1 — /o) x e ‘‘ T^ (A.7)
Plotting B impac I Bmax versus the inverse of the lifetime of the probe state,
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( 1 / t ), provides a convenient means of exposing any pre-equilibrium effects man­
ifested by the IMPAC data. For the present purposes i?max is identified with 
the field strengths measured by NMR or other techniques that employ long-lived 
probes states [Kr83], as these will not be sensitive to pre-equilibrium effects as­
sociated with ion-implantation. The available data for ions with 76 < Z < 79 
[St87, St92, KÖ86, St88], including the present results for Pt, are summarized in 
table A.5. In fig. A.7 the ratio B impac/ Bmax is plotted versus ( 1 / t ). The cali­
bration measurement of the implantation-decay technique, described in sect. 6.1, 
is included. It is associated with r  —► oo, since the hyperfine field was sampled 
several hours after implantation. The upper panel of fig. A.7 shows the results for 
Pt. In the absence of pre-equilibrium effects these data would be expected to fall 
on a horizontal line. Instead, they show a trend which is strongly suggestive of a 
pre-equilibrium quenching of the static field immediately following implantation. 
The solid line is the best-fit, corresponding to / 0 = (9 ±  3)% and £e = 10 ±  2ps. 
The combined data for Os, Ir, Pt and Au, shown in the lower panel of fig. A.7, 
are also consistent with the idea that the static field does not appear until about 
10 ps after implantation. The best-fit to the combined data shown in the lower 
panel of fig. A.7 gave f 0 = (3 ±  2)% and te = 13 ±  2ps (%J = 0.7). Acceptable 
fits are possible with other parameters, e.g. fixing f 0 = 10% yields te = 9 ±  2ps
with xl = 1-5-
The data shown in fig. A.7 are consistent with (i) the presence of pre- 
equilibrium effects on the anticipated time-scale, and (ii) channelling measure­
ments which imply a large fraction of the implanted ions end up on substitutional 
sites [A171]. The proposed scenario provides a natural explanation for the ob­
servation that virtually the full field is observed following implantation of Os 
and Ir ions, where the probe-states live several hundred picoseconds or longer; it 
also explains the reduced fields observed for states in Ir, Pt and Au which have 
lifetimes in the range from 25 to 60ps.
The evidence would be less equivocal, however, if more accurate IMPAC data, 
preferably for a range of probe-state lifetimes and a single ion-host combination, 
were available. Improved measurements are required particularly for the shorter- 
lived states in 191-193Ir and 197Au. New IMPAC data, of sufficient precision, for 
shorter lifetime states in Os nuclei would also be valuable. Unfortunately, states 
with lifetimes in both the picosecond and nanosecond range, with precisely known 
meanlives and ^-factors and which are prolifically populated by Coulomb excita-
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Table A.5: Comparison of static fields for Os, Ir, P t and Au impurities in Fe.
Probe t ( J ' Y
[Psl
9(J ' )b B i m p a c c
[T]
JD d
J-'m ax
[T]
B I M P A C  1 Bmax
1880 s 2J- 990(27) 0.298(11) -102(7) -1 0 9 0.94(6)
190Os 2 f 551(27) 0.340(12) -101(4) -1 0 9 0.92(4)
1920 s 21 414(27) 0.398(13) -109(4) -1 0 9 1.00(4)
191 Ir 5 /21 178(6) 0.180(9) -134(12) -1 4 4 0.93(8)
7 /21 33.6(30) 0.59(13) -105(31) -1 4 4 0.73(22)
193Ir 5 /21 127(5) 0.211(12) -143(12) -1 4 4 0.99(8)
7/2+ 29.2(26) 0.62(13) -92(26) -1 4 4 0.64(18)
194P t 21 59.2(2.2) 0.300(13) -94 (6 ) -1 2 3 0.76(5)
196P t 21 48.3(1.4) 0.297(12) -9 3 (6 ) -1 2 3 0.76(5)
198P t 21 33.0(1.6) 0.314(11) -7 7 (8 ) -123 0.63(7)
197Au 5/21 27(2) 0.296(23) -58(19) -1 1 2 0.52(17)
a Meanlives from refs. [Ra87, KÖ86, St88j. 
b ^-factors from sect. 7.3.2 and refs. [St94a, St92, Ko86, St88]. 
c IMPAC results for Pt from average precessions in table A.3; 
others from refs. [St87, KÖ86].
d  B m a z  from the compilation of Krane [Kr83] and ref. [Ko67], where necessary corrected 
for room temperature. The relatively small errors are ignored.
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Pt data
Pt after ß decay
Figure A.7: Ratio of the static fields measured by the IMPAC technique to the ‘max­
imum’ static field (as reported in ref. [Kr83]) plotted versus the inverse lifetime of the 
nuclear probe-state used in the IMPAC measurement.
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tion, are not often available in the same probe species. Moreover, as the transient 
field correction must also be precisely determined, it appears tha t obtaining in­
controvertible evidence for pre-equilibrium effects is not a trivial task.
A .7 Summary and Conclusions
The static hyperfine field acting on 194.196»198p t in Fe was measured following 
Coulomb excitation and im plantation. The present measured precessions agree 
with earlier data, but more recent information on the transient field correction 
leads to an inferred static field strength for the present m easurements of —92±5 T, 
tha t is ~  25% smaller than obtained previously [Ka67, Ku69, Ga74]. The 
static field measured following Coulomb excitation and im plantation is markedly 
smaller than the hyperfine field recently measured using the radioactivity tech­
nique [Bo92], which agrees with the spin-echo [Ko67] value of —123 ±  3T . Fur­
therm ore, our out-of-beam im plantation-decay experiment on 192P t obtained a 
field strength of —113 =b 10 T, which is larger than the in-beam result but on the 
small side of the ‘full’ field.
Comparisons have been made between the static fields measured by various 
techniques for P t and neighbouring ions in Fe. It is suggested th a t the discrep­
ancy between the hyperfine fields from NMR or radioactive source experiments 
and the results of the present in-beam measurements can be a ttribu ted  to two 
inherent features of the im plantation process: (i) initial structural damage to the 
Fe host near the resting position of the im planted ion which heals on a timescale 
of the order of 10 ps, and (ii) the eventual location, after equilibration, of about 
10% of the im planted P t atoms in non-substitutional lattice sites or regions with 
residual damage. The available IMPAC data for im purities with 76 < Z < 79 
are consistent with this scenario, as are channelling studies [A171] which show 
approximately 85% of Au ions im planted into Fe end up on substitutional loca­
tions.
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